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1 Introduction

As for the previous editions, the data analysis white paper annually describes the goals, status, and plans
of the data analysis teams in the LSC and Virgo. The document is revised and updated every year in the
summer. This is the document for 2010-2011. It is intended to

• explain the science that we are doing

• identify “holes” in our science plan and tasks that demand more manpower

• prioritize of our objectives

• identify areas when manpower should be shifted to and/or removed from

• exploit synergies among the work carried out in different search groups

• facilitate an harmonious exploitation of common resources

In July 2009 began the 6th science run of the of the LIGO detectors (S6) and the 2nd/3rd science run of
the Virgo detector (VSR2/3). The run has been interrupted by extended periods of commissioning: 070709-
240809 for LLO and 070709-010909 LHO (S6A), then 210909-080110 even though data was taken until
120110 (S6B) and 160110-201010 for both LLO and LHO. For Virgo VSR2 took place during 070709-
080110 and VSR3 040810-041010. In January 2010, Virgo shut down for a major change to the mirror
suspensions; Virgo was expected to resume running in July 2010 (now August), and since the detector will
be significantly different, the run will be called VSR3 from that point. At the time of writing the search
groups are still analyzing data from the S5 and the S5/VSR1 run and have begun to look at S6/VSR2 data
with their lower latency analysis tools.

A chapter in this year’s white paper is devoted to the science and data analysis in the era of the advanced
detectors. Much of the work that we are doing now is inspired by the vision for the science in that era.

The data analysis activities are organized in four groups which, broadly speaking, map into four different
search approaches, depending on the different signals: compact binary coalescence signals, burst signals,
continuous wave signals and stochastic backgrounds. This classification is historical in origin and as the
searches that we carry out evolve, becoming more ambitious and broader, the boundaries between the differ-
ent signals and the boundaries between the different search techniques become somewhat blurred and this
distinction is only indicative.

Since April 2007 the LSC and Virgo have been operating their instruments as a network and the analysis
of the data of the two detectors is carried out jointly. This allows to increase the chances of a detection
as well as the extraction of more information on the detected signal: source localization and polarization
may be disentangled and derived from the data of three or more detectors. Localizing the source opens up
the possibility to also leverage information from other observatories, radio, optical, X-ray and neutrinos,
since most of the gravitational-wave emission scenarios also predict significant emission of other forms of
radiation in ways that may be correlated with a gravitational wave observation. This would significantly
increase the confidence of a gravitational wave detection, as well as unveiling important information on
source populations, astrophysical distances, the validity of post-Newtonian approximations in the strong
gravity regime, alternative theories of gravity as well as astrophysical phenomena such as gamma ray bursts,
soft gamma repeaters, core-collapse supernovae and prompt radio pulses. In January we have seen the first
prompt production of GW-alerts sent out to allow fast pointing of (SWIFT and optical) telescopes. The
signature of the MOU with Antares (and soon with Ice Cube) will also allow the first a-posteriori GW-HEN
analysis of triggers. In the sections of this paper devoted to the searches for short gravitational wave signals
one can see how the focus of our research is shifting in this direction, as we analyze S6/VSR2/VSR3 data
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and think ahead at the era of the advanced detectors, in which we expect routine detections and this type of
work constitutes the main science output of our research.

Since the understanding of artifacts in our data is an essential part of the analysis work (allowing us
to reduce the false alarm rate and increase our confidence that we have the tools to reliably interpret the
output of the detector), we begin with a section on Detector Characterization. ’Detector characterization’
is a term that indicates a variety of activities at the boundary between the detector and the data analysis.
These activities are aimed at supporting the experimental effort by understanding the detector sensitivity
performance to various types of signals and spotting critical artifacts that degrade it. They are also aimed at
supporting the data analysis efforts by providing lists of “safe” vetoes for times and for triggers produced
by the search pipelines which can be correlated with malfunctioning of known origin in the instrument and
hence that can be discarded as not being of astrophysical origin. This section also includes information on
the calibration procedures and expected calibration accuracy in the upcoming runs.

Finally, since data analysis work both drives and is constrained by the computing environment and
facilities where it develops, the last section of this document describes the development and maintenance of
software tools and the management of software and computing resources.
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2 The characterization of the data

2.1 LIGO Detector Characterization

2.1.1 Introduction

Analysis of LIGO data requires a systematic understanding and characterization of the detector: its re-
sponse function, timing stability, noise behavior and sensitivity to the environment, including correlated
noise between interferometers. The confidence associated with source detection or upper limits for detec-
tion depends on detector performance characteristics, including: power spectra, the probability distribution
of the detector output, stationarity of the noise, line noise sources, and the statistics of transients.

Commissioning too is part of detector characterization. In particular, understanding which instrumental
or environmental sources define the current noise floor at any given frequency is critical to eliminating or
ameliorating those sources.

In practice, detector characterization is carried out at several different levels within the LSC and by a
variety of scientists focused on different problems. Commissioners operate at the cutting edge of detector
characterization, evaluating and updating interferometer noise budgets, as improvements are made between
data runs. By the nature of commissioning, long-term stability and statistics of transient artifacts is difficult
to evaluate when such work is most intense. In the past, data runs have served as testing grounds for that
stability, and there have been some unpleasant surprises. As experience has accumulated, as background
monitoring tools have improved, and as more data have been collected in science mode, the rapidity of
diagnostic feedback has improved dramatically. Feedback useful for mitigation and commissioning happens
very often, if not routinely. Some investigations focus on interferometer-based detector characterization,
such as investigation of line artifacts or environmental disturbances, while others focus on astrophysics-
search-targeted artifacts, such as coherent or accidentally coincident glitches that could pollute inspiral and
burst searches, or wandering line features that could mimic a pulsar.

The LSC Detector Characterization (DetChar) community has a broad membership, including full-time
commissioners, full-time data analysts, and many in between. In practice, the DetChar working groups
have concentrated most on providing characterization tools, and on providing characterization of interfer-
ometer data in science runs for astrophysical analysis. Every search working group has active DetChar
members, and information flows in both directions, to mutual benefit. There are four working groups within
Detchar, dedicated to software infrastructure, timing diagnostics, “glitch” (short transients) investigations,
and spectral features in the gravitational wave data. There is a separate but closely interacting working group
dedicated to the calibration of the instrument.

In 2009-2010, the group’s activities have been mostly directed towards diagnosing and improving the
data quality of the LIGO data gathered in the Sixth Science Run (S6), started in July 2009 and expected to
end in October 2010. In the 2010-2011 cycle, the group expects to produce final results and documentation
for the work done on S6 data, as well as, and perhaps more importantly, begin working on the characteri-
zation of the advanced LIGO detector systems, as they begin to be installed in the LIGO Observatories in
2011.

As mentioned, a high priority of the Detchar group is to document the work done in S6, the methods
used and results obtained, and a general summary of data quality of the LIGO detectors during the science
run. The (ambitious) goal is to produce a publishable paper, which will serve as guide and reference for
the work in Advanced LIGO, and for the understanding (or lack thereof) of instrumental problems that may
affect the discovery of gravitational waves.

Also in 2010-2011, but related now to Advanced LIGO detectors, we will investigate the data quality
of individual channels and subsystems as they are built in order to pick off individual problems as they
arise rather than waiting for the first engineering runs and trying to sort the myriad of problems that arise
in the detector output back to their individual sources. This includes using our tested tools to diagnose
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and fix when possible glitches, lines, stationarity, and noise budget for each system. This is a significantly
different approach than we have used in previous runs, the logic being that if each individual subsystem
can be monitored and checked off as well-behaved and understood, we will be much more likely to have
a clean overall system when a complete detector system is first made operational. This will also serve the
role of making detector characterization group members familiar with the individual subsystems, which
should again pay dividends in the first science runs, and more importantly, in the first several detections of
gravitational waves.

In the following subsections, we first describe how we envision data run support for Advanced LIGO,
then describe the software infrastructure and storage of data quality information. We then turn to the activi-
ties and priorities of the different working groups working in DetChar.

2.1.2 Data Run Support

For most of the engineering runs and all of the science runs, LSC policy has been to staff the control rooms
around the clock with one operator per interferometer and at least one scientist (scimon) per observatory. The
scimons have been responsible for monitoring the quality of the data, carrying out investigations (including
the causes of lock loss), and making decisions on when to take science data vs. when to make adjustments /
repairs, in consultation with the operator on duty and the local run coordinator, when appropriate.

The LSC approved in 2009 a policy for a 7-day minimum stay for people working as “scientific mon-
itors”; this has resulted in more efficient and expert data monitoring in S6. We will critically evaluate the
performance of this new system, and use the experience for the system to be used in future Advanced LIGO
runs (although no scientific run is expected in 2010-2011). It is apparent that the longer stays have proven
beneficial, and we will investigate ways to foster ways to encourage even longer stays of scimons and other
LSC scientists at the Observatories. Also, the experience of a DetChar member having extended stays at the
Hanford Observatory during many years proved critical to the understanding of many artifacts, especially
those related to the coupling of the physical environment. We want to find ways to have more such LSC
members closely involved at the Observatories.

Another important aspect of data run support is injection of simulated astrophysical signals into the
detector hardware [28], to validate data analysis pipelines with high confidence. LIGO Laboratory and LSC
scientists have provided the manpower to set up the injection infrastructure and carry out the injections
during S6. Again, we will use the experience in S1-S6, including the results of “blind” injection exercise, to
plan for future runs.

Although there will be no science runs in 2010-2011, we will propose short time intervals (one to several
days) dedicated to study the data quality of the different Advanced LIGO subsystems as they are installed.
We expect this activity will start in 2011, and want to take full advantage of the possibility to exercise data
monitoring tools, as well as get an early understanding of the artifacts in each of the building blocks of what
will be a complex instrument for routine detections of gravitational waves. This experience will need a close
communication between commissioning teams and detector characterization groups, which will be an added
advantage for the early stages of detector operations.

2.1.3 Software Infrastructure

Over the years, many tools have been developed for online and offline monitoring of detector status and
data quality. Many of these software tools (EPICS[2], DTT[3] and DataViewer) are used interactively in the
Observatories’ control rooms by operators, commissioners and scientific monitors, and have proved to be
essential to operations and commissioning. These tools were developed by the LIGO Laboratory, and we
expect these tools to be maintained, and improved when appropriate, for Advanced LIGO operations.
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The Data Monitoring Tools system, or DMT[3], is mostly used as a background-process environment
for continuous monitoring. The DMT system provides many critical functions in S6, including the online
production of calibrated strain files that are used for online analysis, online production of data quality infor-
mation that is used for vetoing results of online analysis, and continuous graphical monitoring of the data
and the environment displayed in the control room. Although programs used by the DMT system were writ-
ten by scientists in many different institutions, the maintenance of the infrastructure is done by the LIGO
Laboratory.

The monitoring of the data quality is done reviewing the results produced by the DMT programs and
results of data analysis programs and data collecting scripts running in the LIGO Data Grid clusters at the
Observatories. This review is done continuously during science runs by scientific monitors (“scimons”) at
a basic level, and periodically at a deeper level by members of the Detchar Glitch and Spectral features
groups. These investigations result in the diagnosing, identification (“flagging”) and sometimes fixing of
artifacts in the gravitational wave channel, which reduce the background for the searches of astrophysical
signals in the data.

The DetChar group compiles information from its investigations to create a repository of data quality
(DQ) information for each engineering and science run. The information is used to form time intervals
which are flagged with “data quality flags”, which are incorporated into a database (which also has the
information on which times are analyzable, or in “science mode”. The database can be queried by the
astrophysical search programs, as well as by members of the group diagnosing problems in the data. The
database infrastructure was first used in S5, and has been significantly revamped in S6 by the LSC Software
Working group, as described in 7, resulting in a reliable system where flags are introduced online by well
tested DMT monitoring programs, and offline by the DetChar group and by scimons.

Many scientists who do not routinely spend their time in the Observatories’ control rooms did not use
to have easy access to the detector data, especially for interactive graphical tools like DTT or DataViewer.
The live data sharing was limited to few people, since heavy volume requests could cause problems with the
online data archiving. The interest fore remote data access was high enough that very useful and popular
data retrieving and graphical Matlab tools developed for non-live data access (“ligoDV”) were adapted to
the online data, which increased the demand for data access outside the Observatories. Also, Matlab tools
in the control room that had access to live or recent data could not access older data archived outside the
control rooms. The situation has qualitatively improved in 2009-2010 due the LIGO Laboratory’s work on
network data servers (NDS2) that serve live data, but are independent from the live archiving processes,
and thus are safe for satisfying the greater demand. Notice that for diagnosing purposes, it is not just the
gravitational wave channel what is of interest, but it is many other data streams (and their archived trends)
that are needed. This need is probably going to be only greater and more complex in Advanced LIGO,
since the systems themselves are going to be significantly more complex than for current detectors (multiple
suspensions, active seismic isolation, signal recycling readout with output mode cleaners, etc), and have
more channels being recorded.

Despite the critical importance of Detector Characterization software, there is currently only a single
member with full time dedication to DetChar software (mostly dedicated to DMT and NDS2), and only a
few other members partially dedicated to develop and maintain software tools. More complex Advanced
LIGO detectors, expected to detect gravitational waves often will need a much more robust infrastructure
and human support, with more personnel from the LIGO Scientific Collaboration (as opposed to just the
LIGO Observatory).

The high priority areas we have identified for the 2010-2011 cycle about DetChar software infrastructure
are listed below. Most of these are coordinated with the LSC Software working group, as listed in 7,

• identify the list of DMT tools critical for operations, so their performance can be monitored and
guaranteed even in the absence of detector gravitational data.
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• recruit more LSC and LIGO Lab members of the Detchar Software working group to guarantee long
term reliability of software tools;

• expanded features of the segment database, including:

– ability for creation of DQ flags for non-gravitational wave detector channels,

– improvement of fast, safe and friendly ways to query the database from the control room,

– allowing intervals with fractions of seconds.

• improve algorithms to detect qualitative changes in the character of data streams of non-gravitational
wave channels;

• improve DMT hardware and software infrastructure to facilitate development of new online monitor-
ing software;

• perform a critical review of existing and needed monitor programs, in light of use during science runs
S1-S6;

• create a thorough documentation of channels available from each Advanced LIGO detector subsystem,
as well as a list of critical channels to be included in “reduced data sets”;

2.1.4 Glitch Investigations

The largest DetChar working group[17] carries out studies of interferometer noise transients, or “glitches”.
Composed of experimentalists and analysts, the working group has broad expertise, with its work closely
coupled to the burst and inspiral searches.

The short-term goal of the Glitch Working Group is to identify the times of brief transients in the data
taken during engineering and science runs that will affect the astrophysical searches. These transients make
the data very non-stationary and non-Gaussian. Its long-term goal is to provide the information for exper-
imentalists and builders of future detectors needed to achieve interferometer noise that is stationary and
Gaussian.

More specifically, the goals of the Glitch group is to provide a statistical description of transients in
the gravitational wave channel and in relevant auxiliary data channels; and identify possible correlations
between transients in the auxiliary channels and in the gravitational wave channel, collaborating with the
detector commissioners in the search for their cause.

These goals are pursued both online and offline. During the S6 science run, the Glitch Working Group
reported weekly on found anomalies and investigations of them[19].

This rapid-feedback analysis is based on transients found in the gravitational wave channel and in auxil-
iary channels (e.g. KleineWelle and Omega triggers) and of the output of DMT monitors such as SenseMon.
This was accomplished during S6 via weekly shifts of volunteers, weekly teleconferences, and through par-
ticipation in scimon shifts at the observatories. In the offline analysis, as new data quality flags and event
candidates are produced, the working group explores their correlation in order to establish which data qual-
ity flags and veto strategies are appropriate for burst and inspiral searches, taking into account the different
needs of each search, but aiming at a consistent usage of vetos and data quality flags.

As mentioned in the introduction, although there will be no science runs in 2010-2011, we envision
short time intervals (one to several days) dedicated to study the data quality of the different Advanced LIGO
subsystems as they are installed. We expect this activity will start in 2011 with pre-stabilized laser, input
mode cleaner, small chamber seismic isolation, small suspensions in L1 and large suspensions and arm
cavities in H2. We expect, with the LIGO Laboratory’s help, to take full advantage of the possibility to
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exercise data monitoring tools, as well as get an early understanding of the artifacts in each of the building
blocks of the very complex gravitational wave detectors.

The list of high priority activities for the Glitch group in the 2010-2011 are:

• Continue the monitoring of transients affecting data quality in S6 until it ends in October 2010, in-
cluding

– staffing of ”glitch shifts”

– investigations of current and arising data quality problems

– insertion of DQ flags for identified bad times

– summarizing transients issues in S6 for a data quality paper

• Test current tools and develop tools as needed for finding glitch rates and outliers in each subsystem
channel: this includes characterization of subsystems (e.g. trigger rates over a day) and check for
good signals (above ADC background) of channels.

• Test proposed S6 strategies for automatic grouping of glitches on subsystem glitches.

• Investigate and decide which of DMT KleineWelle or LDAS Omega should be the official trigger
generator used for auxiliary channels, adapt algorithms and infrastructure as needed.

• Improve current veto methods utilizing more information (i.e. expand “used percentage veto” [29]
and hveto strategies for known bilinear couplings).

• Devise improved ways to diagnose problems arising from data acquisition, data sampling and/or im-
perfect timing in digital control systems.

• Choose methods and graphics from S6 glitch shifts/reports and create a hierarchy to make content
easier to follow.

2.1.5 Spectral features Group

Another working group of the LSC Detector Characterization group is charged with investigating spectral
features of the gravitational wave spectral noise density, which is especially important for the searches
of gravitational waves from rotating stars and stochastic background. Many of the spectral features are
due to environmental disturbances, including seismicity, high wind, acoustic noise, and electromagnetic
interference. Some sources are natural, but many are anthropogenic, including sources from observatory
infrastructure, e.g., nearby motors and HVAC systems. A wide variety of environmental channels have
been commissioned and are monitored, but unusual artifacts typically require detailed on-site investigations
and eventually mitigation, work carried out by scientists from the Observatories and from several LSC
institutions, as part of commissioning. Acoustic mitigation has played an especially critical role in lowering
interferometer noise floors[23]. The retrofitting of LLO vacuum chambers with feed-forward, hydraulic
pre-actuators led to dramatic improvement in L1 duty cycle, allowing the interferometer to ride out the
passage of trains without lock loss. Nonetheless, significant increase in gravitational wave channel noise is
seen during such a passage and in general during high seismic noise times, due to not very well understood
upconversion of the noise into the gravitational wave band (40Hz-6kHz). Environmental disturbances may
also, of course, be manifested through linear couplings to the interferometer as direct glitches or lines, for
sources with characteristic frequencies in the LIGO band of sensitivity. There have been extensive studies
during S5 and S6 to understand better the sources of steady-state environmental couplings, particularly lines.
The list of high priority activities related to characterizing spectral features in 2010-2011 are::
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• Continue the monitoring of lines affecting data quality in S6 until it ends in October 2010, including
summarizing frequency line issues in S6 for a data quality paper.

• Noise budget for subsystems: Measure the environment about subsystems to identify periodic signals
so as to develop a catalog of potential noise lines that could enter the gravitational wave signal channel.
Conduct noise injection tests to measure the transfer function of different environmental noise sources.

• List of lines and line monitors in subsystems: Apply the existing noise line finding tools in order to
characterize the noise environment of sub-systems. Use seismometers, accelerometers, microphones,
magnetometers, voltage line monitors and other devices to map out noise, and how it couples into
subsystems. Use existing line finding tools, such as Fscan (a pulsar search code, applied to auxiliary
channels), and coherence (which calculates the coherence between the gravity wave channel and
auxiliary channels).

• Investigate coherence of environmental channels with the different subsystems: Use the coherence
tool to monitor the coherence between various signals. The intermediate pipeline (IM) also allows
for the long-term monitoring of the coherence between different channel pairs. These tools will be
used to monitor noise signals in subsystems, producing an executive summary for each system. There
will also be a need to study non-linear frequency up-conversion of noise; the IM pipeline, as well as
bicoherence code, will be used to study up-conversion of noise in sub-systems.

2.1.6 Calibrations

Calibration of the LIGO interferometers is a task critical to the success of the data analysis algorithms, and
the confidence associated with their results. As such, the LSC created in its bylaws a Calibration committee,
separate from the DetChar group, although there are still many common members and activities.

Calibration of a detector is a complex task that involves instrumental hardware measurements, detector
modeling, computer programs, and extensive validation and review. The Calibration Committee responsible
for this essential work includes LIGO Laboratory and other LSC scientists, along with a dedicated Cali-
bration Review Committee which provides advice and vetting of this work. The Calibration Committee’s
results are posted and documented on a web page[8] available to the Collaboration, as well as recorded in
the electronic logs, software repositories, and LIGO documents[9].

The calibration procedure has evolved in sophistication since the S1 run, most notably in automation,
modeling, and redundant validation methods, with calibration provided both in the frequency domain (a
frequency-indexed response function to be applied to the Fourier transform of the gravitational wave chan-
nel) and in the time-domain (a derived digital time series, “h(t)”, representing strain as a function of time,
which LIGO started to generate in S4)[10, 11]. Starting with the S6 run, the time domain data has been
the main calibration product. The generation of the time domain data is complex enough a job that needed
a dedicated team for calibration and another one for the review. The Calibration Committee is therefore
co-chaired by a time-domain chair and an experimental chair. There are also some efforts to calibrate the
detector data at higher frequencies, near the 4-km cavities’ free spectral range at 37 kHz, where the detectors
are, in principle, comparable in sensitivity to gravitational waves as in the baseband near 100 Hz.

Estimation and reduction of the errors in the calibration data products has been a major effort in recent
years, and these investigations will continue. An alternative method of calibration using auxiliary laser
pressure actuation (“photon calibrator”) and interferometer laser frequency modulation developed and im-
plemented in the S5 run, have also been used during S6. In S5 the various methods agreed to within 10%. In
the S6 run, we have had calibrations by the coil calibration, the photon calibration, and other methods, with
agreement at 10%-20% level. Understanding the origin of these differences is essential for the development
of more accurate calibrations.
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The scope of the calibration itself was expanded during and after the S5 run to include the timing of the
LIGO data. If the interferometer model used for calibration is incorrect, it could skew the timing of LIGO
data even if the clock system is working perfectly. See §2.1.7.

Production and analysis of the time-dependent calibration coefficients is an essential tool for calibration
validations. They can be used to estimate the systematic and statistical uncertainties of the calibration as
well as the time offset changes. These studies will be continued in the future. Development of on-line tools
to monitor the time-dependent calibration factors, and more generally h(t) data quality, is essential.

As the necessity of the analysis using the data from multiple gravitational wave projects increases,
so does the urgency to share the information about the calibration of various gravitational wave detectors
transparently. There has been a very fruitful exchange of ideas and methods with the scientists performing
the calibration from Virgo and GEO. Also important is an exchange of ideas about the review process.
Though there hasn’t been much communication between the calibration reviewers from different projects,
it is desired that more communication channel is established by the end of the S6 run. In collaboration
with Virgo and GEO, the calibration team will also work on improving h(t) generation techniques, and the
development of pre-processed h(t) products such as whitened, cleaned, and coherent data streams.

The Calibration Committee’s membership has been augmented in recent years by the graduate students
and the scientists alike from several LSC institutions. The work load neccesary for the calibration of LIGO
instruments increased drastically both in hardware- and software-related tasks since S1, and the participa-
tion of motivated persons from broad backgrounds proved highly successful and indeed indispensable for
satisfying the goal of the Calibration and the Calibration Review Committee, i.e. the timely deliverly of the
vetted calibration. In addition, for students this provide valuable instrumental training. It would be highly
desirable to sustain this broad participation.

2.1.7 Timing

Traceable and closely monitored timing performance of the GW detectors is mission critical for reliable
interferometer operation, astrophysical data analysis, and discoveries. For example, (a) timing jitter of
digitization of the GW signal could directly contribute to the noise level degrading the astrophysical reach
of the LIGO interferometers, (b) coincident and coherent observation using the network of GW detectors is
only possible if the absolute timing of the data streams agree within a high degree of accuracy, (c) a network
of interferometric GW detectors can only recover both the polarization and sky direction information for a
detected event if the absolute timing of their data-streams are known, and (d) multimessenger astronomy
with external observatories also require traceable and accurate absolute timing.

The Timing Stability Working Group (TSWG) includes scientists from both the LSC and the LIGO Lab-
oratory. The group shall be responsible for (a.) the availability and diagnostics of timing information and
signals provided for various subsystems (e.g., LSC, OMC, etc.), (b.) measuring and documenting the tim-
ing performance of mission critical digital subsystems such as LSC and OMC DAQs, (c.) in collaboration
with the Calibration team (also see 2.1.6), the end to end timing and phase calibration measurements of the
detectors (e.g., through the photon calibrator, characterization of analog modules, etc.), and (d.) the docu-
mented review and certification of the physical/software implementation and verification of the availability
of precise documentation of timing related parts of mission critical subsystems. While it is quite likely that
issues with the timing performance of subsystems are discovered by the timing team, it is the responsibility
of the subsystems to eliminate the problem; the timing team is responsible only for the certification that the
issue was indeed eliminated.

The construction, testing and diagnostics tasks have already provided fertile ground for undergraduate
and graduate student research involvement and diversity in the program is strongly encouraged for the future.

The remaining short term high priorities for S6 are:

• Organization of TSWG (coordination, training, supervision, publication, etc.)
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• Timing verification studies and documentation of timing stability for the August-October section of
S6

• Post S6 timing system snapshot and photon calibration based timing measurements

• Support of potential discoveries in the remaining of S6

Some of the longer term tasks in preparation of the advanced detector era:

• Further develop and test injection techniques to determine accurate timing through direct test mass
excitations

• If necessary address emergencies and/or expand the capabilities of presently running data monitoring
tools related to timing;

• Support S6 data analysis publications relying on timing performance

• Enhance the availability of timing diagnostics provided for various subsystems (e.g., LSC, OMC, etc.)

• Measure and document the timing performance of mission critical digital subsystems such as LSC
and OMC DAQs

• Measure and document the end to end timing and phase calibration measurements of the detectors
(e.g., through the photon calibrator, characterization of analog modules, etc.)

• Review and certify the physical/software implementation and verify of the availability of precise doc-
umentation of timing related parts of mission critical subsystems

2.2 GEO Detector Characterization

Written by J. Leong for the GEO Collaboration

2.2.1 Introduction

Approximately one year from now GEO600 will be the only kilometer scale detector in the world that is in
operation while the LIGO and VIRGO detectors decommission to install the second generation instruments.
In anticipation of this situation we are currently undergoing an upgrade program called GEO-HF (LIGO-
L1000195). This commissioning effort is mainly focused on improving the high frequency sensitivity of
GEO600 and in the next year we will surpass all previous and current gravitational wave detectors in the
region above 1 kHz. In two or three years, time our goal is to increase the high frequency sensitivity of
GEO600 by nearly a factor of 10. If this is achieved our sensitivity above 1 kHz will even be better than
what is planned for Advanced LIGO without a signal recycling mirror.

The GEO-HF upgrade program (Figure 1) consists of three major steps that will each have a significant
effect on the shot noise limited region of the GEO600 sensitivity. The first step which began commissioning
in April of this year is to inject a squeezed vacuum state into the output port of the interferometer. Here our
goal is to obtain 6 dB of squeezing which will increase the high frequency sensitivity by a factor of two. The
next step which will begin commissioning in November of this year is to replace the signal recycling mirror
to increase its bandwidth. This will increase the high frequency sensitivity by another factor of two and is
a low risk step. The final step in the GEO-HF plan is to upgrade the laser and change the mode cleaners to
supply GEO600 with up to 6 times more power than is currently available. For this upgrade we expect the
largest amount of down time and are least certain about the timescale for achieving this goal. We will begin
the power upgrade with the installation of the new laser in January 2011 but we do not expect to be running
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Figure 1: GEO600 sensitivity projections in comparison to the current LIGO and VIRGO detectors. The
current GEO600 sensitivity is plotted only as a starting reference for the shot noise limited high frequency
regime above 1 kHz. The planned GEO-HF upgrades all focus on this regime which is why we plot them
only above 900 Hz. After the last planned upgrade we should be over a factor two more sensitive than the
best current detector above 1 kHz. In addition to this we will be the only detector in operation. At the lower
frequencies the noise is not as well understood. We think that we will be able to reduce it to some extent but
do not know by how much and how long it will take.

at full power until somewhere in the middle of 2012 at the earliest. When this last phase is successful it will
increase the high frequency sensitivity by another factor of 2.5 bringing the total increase to the stated factor
of 10.

Currently, even though we are at the heart of the commissioning time, we still operate GEO600 in
a night and weekend astro-watch style mode. This will continue throughout the entire upgrade program
with only a few months of breaks scattered over this period when large installations are happening. In
two years, these upgrades and optimizations will start to slow down and we will perform extended science
runs that will provide data to the search groups. This calls for an increased effort in the characterization
of GEO600. In addition to this reason, it has become evident to the commissioning team that an increased
detector characterization effort can greatly facilitate the effort to reach the designed sensitivity of the GEO-
HF upgrade program.
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2.2.2 Detector Characterization Plan

Here we describe the full plan of detector characterization work at GEO600 that covers the GEO-HF upgrade
period and any subsequent data taking period that follows. We view detector characterization work as having
two different end goals: aiding commissioning and accessing data quality. The characterization work that is
needed to accomplish these goals often have a large but not complete overlap. While active commissioning
is going on at GEO600 we will be focusing most of our efforts on aiding commissioning. However, due
to the calibration method and a high degree of automation we are accustomed to running the detector in a
astro-watch style science mode on the nights and weekends that typically has a duty factor of 50%. Thus
some characterization work for accessing data quality will be needed.

One of the strong benefits of working at GEO600 is that we have no restrictions about the boundaries
between commissioning activities and detector characterization activities. As such, we would like the detec-
tor characterization team to work intimately with the commissioners and even do some commissioning work
themselves! As the commissioning work starts to die down and the GEO-HF upgrade nears completion we
plan to switch the focus over to the data quality side of characterization. In the subsections that follow, we
describe various tasks that we will be investigating and comment on how they can contribute to the two
major goals of detector characterization.

Transient Studies
In GEO600, we have mostly been focused on providing good high frequency sensitivity which is further

emphasized with the current high frequency upgrade GEO-HF. Because of this, it turns out that GEO600
can only reasonably expect to have a chance at burst signals and signals originating from a small subset of
continuous wave sources. For searches of gravitational wave bursts that do not have a defined template for
the signal and only rely on coincidences between different detectors (not all of which need to be gravitational
wave detectors), transient noise or glitches ultimately provide the limit to the sensitivity of the search.
Therefore the most important characterization effort for GEO600 is to eliminate as much transient noise as
possible and to characterize what cannot be removed.

We currently have an on-line tool running called the Hierarchical Algorithm for Clusters and Ridges
(HACR) that searches spectrograms of many channels for transient events. Coincidence analysis is routinely
performed between many instrumental/environmental signals and h(t). The results of this analysis are then
automatically posted on detector summary pages which tell us which subsystems need to be studied further
for repair, improvement, or data flagging. In the future we will continue to use HACR as a tool but will also
start to take deeper looks into the nature and causes of glitches for directing further commissioning or data
characterization work. Any suggestions for tools that can be applied to studying glitches in GEO600 would
be greatly appreciated!

Noise Projections
Another very important aspect of detector characterization is understanding the various noise contri-

butions to the sensitivity. This has been traditionally done at GEO600 and the other gravitational wave
detectors around the world by injecting enough noise into a particular subsystem channel to dominate the
sensitivity. This enables a transfer function to be measured from that channel into the gravitational wave
channel h(t). Assuming linearity, we take this to be the noise coupling when the injection is not done and
use it to project the noise level of this channel during normal operation of the detector into h(t). In the past
we have also gone further and injected constant single lines in various subsystems, large enough to be seen
with good SNR in h(t), to provide a monitor for the noise coupling.

These studies are essential to commissioning as it allows us to pinpoint which subsystems are limiting
the sensitivity of our detector telling us where to focus our efforts. The monitors also direct us in the process
of debugging problems as they enable us to keep watch over these couplings. For data characterization the
noise projections and monitors will play a large role in identifying which channels are important to watch
and use for creating vetoes due to their influence on h(t).
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Although we have done a lot of this type of work in the past, GEO600 is currently going through
rapid changes and we need to reconsider which channels to project from. We will also be doing more
environmental injections in the future to measure their coupling into h(t). One other area where we can
improve on in the noise projections is an investigation of correlations between different subsystem channels
that cause their combined coupling to be different from each channel separately.

Lock Loss Studies
The usefulness of commissioning improvements that are aimed at improving the long term stability of

the detector are often difficult to measure. One way of accomplishing this task is to have detailed statistics
on many lock losses which pinpoint a possible cause for each loss of lock. Because of the complexity of the
detector this is not easy to carry out and often times quick investigations aimed at a single lock loss prove to
be unsuccessful at determining its cause. However, some figure of merit for stability improvements is needed
to direct future commissioning efforts in a more efficient manner. Therefore, we deem deep investigations
of lock losses a high priority to the commissioning of the GEO-HF upgrade to GEO600. This work will
have the ultimate goal of providing an automatic tool for investigating all lock losses, providing flags for
suspicious activity in various channels, and suggesting possible causes.

This tool will become essential when we start to commission the various power increases planned in
GEO-HF. During these times the interferometer will become more unstable and the main goal following
the hardware installations will be to counteract these instabilities with improvements in other systems of
the interferometer. We will also gain from having an autonomous lock loss analyzer in the production of
data quality flags for gravitational wave data analysis. It would enable characterization of the different types
of lock losses that happen in a given interferometer configuration and then allow flags to be written which
designate how much faulty data should be removed prior to a lock loss.

Calibration
Calibration of an interferometric gravitational wave detector consists of two very different measure-

ments. A relative calibration is carried out at GEO600 every second and measures the amplitude and time
response of the detector as a function of frequency relative to one reference frequency. This calibration
allows us to determine the shape of the h(t) curve from the electrical output of the detector. Once we have
this, we must pin down the absolute amplitude of the h(t) timestream requiring a separate measurement.
Since GEO600 will be mostly operating in a single detector era after most of the GEO-HF upgrades are
finished, the absolute calibration does not play a huge role in the ability to find gravitational waves in the
data. Thus it should be sufficient to provide a calibrated strain output to within 10% in amplitude and 10◦ in
phase over the measurement band.

This relative calibration process was very heavily validated for the previous configuration of GEO600
but as we start to reconfigure throughout the GEO-HF upgrade, we will need to further validate it. In
addition to this we have never carried out the validation process to frequencies greater than 2 kHz which
will be important for high frequency searches.

For the absolute calibration of GEO600 we have a new method which uses a very similar technique to
the free-swinging Michelson calibration used in the LIGO detectors. This method ultimately uses the laser
wavelength as the length standard and requires only a single measurement. Because of its simplicity and
reproducibility we have made this the fiducial method for absolute calibration. In the future, we will work to
automate the calibration so that it can be done in principle each time the interferometer looses lock. It is also
important for us to validate the absolute calibration by checking it against another very different method.
For this validation task we can use either the traditional method of GEO600 calibration which calibrates off
of the length of the first mode cleaner, or the photon pressure actuator that we have on one of the test mass
mirrors. Both of these methods yield results more than 10% away from the free-swinging MI result and thus
require some work to bring the values in line.

State Space Model
A characterization task that may someday have a large impact on all the work mentioned above is to
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model the entire control architecture used in GEO600. Because of the interconnectedness of the control
schemes used in the large interferometers, unwanted signals in h(t) often show up in many subsystems with
close temporal proximity making it difficult to locate the source of the problem. In addition to this, the
control architecture can also create unexpected couplings in the detector that hurt the validity of analyzes
that do not take them into account. In order to shed some light on these issues we will be working on creating
a state space model of GEO600.

State space models are a way of representing physical systems by inputs, outputs, and state variables in
phase space, connected by a set of first order equations of motion. The inputs and outputs can be used to
connect many different models and create control loops in a very complex way. With a completed model
one can use the inputs to inject arbitrary signals and observe the time-domain response of the entire system.
A summer student has already finished a very simple model containing only the Michelson loop for the
purposes of verifying the relative calibration as described in Section ??. We will continue work in the future
by adding subsystems to create a more realistic model.

2.2.3 Resources

Currently we do not have the staff to carry out most of the activities described above. The team that works
on GEO600 consists mainly of the handful of commissioners on site and a very small group of people doing
detector characterization to aid commissioning at the University of Glasgow. We are planning on building a
larger group of people, both on site and distributed at the Albert Einstein Institute in Hannover and at Cardiff
University, and have the funds to do so. In this regard this paper should be seen as a call to action! Once
we start getting a few new members to the team, we will begin to work in parallel on all the tasks described
in Section 2.2.2. We will prioritize in the order that they were described above but may do some shifting as
needs change.

In spite of the effort in detector characterization by people directly connected to the detector site, re-
membering that GEO600 will provide the main source of data for a few years, we would benefit from and
welcome increased involvement by the LSC at large. This will be applicable to the advanced detector era
because GEO600 is already uses a signal recycling mirror and we will soon be injecting a squeezed vacuum
into the output port. We are in a pivotal time now where squeezing is for the first time being added to one
of the large gravitational wave detectors in the world. This provides a good opportunity for detector char-
acterization teams to start learning about a squeezed light source and how it interacts with the rest of the
interferometer.

We welcome people who can spend several months at the GEO600 site, but realize that remote working
is likely to be the preferred option for most LSC groups. Therefore we encourage interested members to
spend about 2 weeks working at GEO, and will provide a named contact during that visit and for subsequent
work.

2.3 Virgo Detector Characterization
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3 Searches for signals from compact binary coalescence

3.1 Science goals

The inspiral and merger of a compact binary system generates gravitational waves which sweep upward in
frequency and amplitude through the sensitive band of the Earth-based detectors [30]. The detection of grav-
itational waves from these astrophysical sources will provide a great deal of information about strong field
gravity, dense matter, and the populations of neutron stars and black holes in the Universe. The scientific
program of the LSC/Virgo Compact Binary Coalescence (CBC) Group is designed to identify GW signals
from compact binary sources in the detector data, estimate the waveform parameters with confidence in the
correctness and validity of the results, and use these signals for the study of gravity and the astrophysics of
the sources [30].

The immediate goal of the CBC group is to make the first detections of gravitational waves from compact
binary systems with data from the LIGO and Virgo detectors, through computational methods that are as
close as possible to optimal (that is, making full use of the detectors’ sensitivities), and to develop robust
and unbiased methods to gain confidence that the detections are not false alarms due to detector noise
fluctuations. Our primary tools are event triggers generated by matched filtering, and coincidence between
triggers from different detectors.

The detection of gravitational waves from compact binary systems will bring a great deal of information
about the component objects and populations of neutron stars and black holes in the Universe. The CBC
group has identified the following topics that will be important group tasks:

• Estimate the rate of compact binary coalescences in the Universe by direct observation of gravitational
waves. In the event of a detection, this will take the form of a rate interval; in the absence of a
detection, it can provide rate upper bounds [31, 32, 33] as a function of system parameters (masses,
etc.).

• Associate gravitational waves from binary coalescence with coincident observations using other as-
tronomical detectors, including radio, optical, x-ray and gamma ray telescopes, and low-energy and
high energy neutrino detectors. Implement prompt methods for the flow of external triggers both to
and from gravitational wave observatories to extract the most science out of these associations. In the
absence of a gravitational waves signal at the time of an electromagnetic or neutrino trigger, use this
information to exclude certain progenitor models, as was done for GRB 070201 [34].

• Establish the relationship between gamma ray bursts and compact binary coalescences involving neu-
tron stars [34, 93].

• Measure the masses and spins of detected binary signals and develop a catalog of binaries from which
further understanding of populations can be discerned.

• Measure the inclination, polarization, sky location, and distance as allowed by the use of multiple
observatories, higher harmonic content and/or spin modulation.

• Determine the precise waveform and energy content of gravitational waves during the merger of binary
black hole systems.

• Use consistency of parameters determined from different phases (inspiral, merger and ringdown) to
test strong field predictions of analytical and numerical relativity.

• Probe the disruption of neutron stars during binary merger and thereby determine the equation of state
of neutron stars.
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• Test post-Newtonian theory [35] and alternative theories of gravity, such as scalar-tensor theories
which can result in modified phasing of the gravitational waves from binary inspiral [36].

• Bound the mass of the graviton by direct observation of the gravitational waves from binary inspiral
[36].

• In the case of high-mass ratio binaries, develop and implement methods to map the spacetime structure
of the more massive object by observing the gravitational waves [37, 38].

In the remainder of this section, we will lay out in detail the strategies which are being pursued in
order to achieve these goals. We begin with a discussion of the gravitational waves emitted during binary
coalescence, then describe the search strategies employed by the group. We then provide a brief recap of the
search results to date before outlining the future directions of the group.

3.2 Gravitational waves from the coalescence of compact binary systems

Compact binary systems which generate gravitational waves with frequencies above ∼ 10 Hz are prime
candidates for gravitational-wave astronomy. These systems include binaries with masses as low as 1M�
up to several thousands of solar masses, composed of black holes, neutron stars, and perhaps other exotic
compact objects with densities similar to or greater than neutron stars. Traditionally, the gravitational wave-
form from binary coalescence has been split into three parts: inspiral, merger and ringdown. Depending
upon the masses of the binary’s components, different parts of the waveform will lie within the detector’s
sensitive band. The beauty of these systems for data analysis is that the inspiral phase of the waveforms
(and for binary black holes, the entire waveform) can be computed within the context of General Relativity
and/or alternative theories of gravity (e.g., [39, 40]).

When the components of the binary are widely separated, the gravitational waves from these objects
sweep upward in frequency and amplitude as loss of energy to gravitational waves causes the binary or-
bits to shrink, thus reducing the period of the orbit. This process is called the inspiral phase of the bi-
nary evolution. From an astrophysical perspective, these compact binary systems are expected to be clean
with the inspiral dynamics controlled primarily by pure gravitational effects. For this reason, theoretical
waveforms calculated within the post-Newtonian framework [39] should provide accurate representations
of the gravitational waves if the calculations can be carried out to high enough accuracy. At present, there
is good evidence that post-Newtonian waveforms provide an accurate representation at frequencies below
≈ 700(2.8M�/Mtotal) Hz. Various estimates suggest that inspiral waves should extend to frequencies
≈ 1500(2.8M�/Mtotal) Hz (the innermost stable circular orbit, or ISCO) or even higher. Since the band of
optimal sensitivity for these sweeping signals lies in the range 40− 800 Hz for the current LIGO detectors,
post-Newtonian waveforms should be adequate to detect inspirals of systems with total mass as high as
20− 30M�.

Waveform models that are accurate to a fraction of a cycle over many cycles — more than 1600 cycles
over 25 seconds for neutron star binaries between 40 and 1500 Hz — allow optimal integration of the signal
and thus optimal detection sensitivity. Advanced detectors will extend to lower frequencies and thus much
longer signal durations, in the regime where post-Newtonian waveforms are quite reliable. As the total mass
of the binary system increases, the merger phase moves to lower frequencies, and the waveforms spend less
time and fewer cycles in the most sensitive frequency band of the LIGO and Virgo detectors.

When a binary system with total mass above 1.4–2.0M� merges, it is likely that the end product is a
single, perturbed black hole which rings down, by emitting gravitational radiation, to a stationary configura-
tion. The ringdown waves are primarily emitted in the quadrupolar quasi-normal mode of the black hole; the
frequency and quality factor of this mode depend on the mass and spin of the final black hole (for a recent
review see, [41]). The ringdown waves will be in the detector’s sensitive band for black holes of masses
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above ∼ 100M�, up to several thousand solar masses for advanced detectors [42]. Observation of these
waves will enhance our ability to measure parameters of the binary and to test numerical and analytical
models of the merger phase. Moreover, ringdown waves can be detectable even if the inspiral waves do
not enter the LIGO/Virgo band (for systems with high total mass). Perturbation theory provides waveforms
emitted during this settling phase, the ringdown phase. These waveforms depend on both the mass and spin
of the final black hole [41]. Higher harmonics will be present in the ringdown, which can be exploited to
improve detection sensitivity and confidence, and as a sensitive test of black hole perturbation theory.

Recently, compact binary coalescence waveforms, including a number of cycles from the inspiral phase
and the merger and ringdown phases, have been obtained in numerical relativity for a subset of astrophys-
ically interesting mass-ratios, spin and orbital angular momentum values [43, 44, 45, 46]. Analytical mod-
els, including the effective one body (EOB) [47, 48, 143, 50] framework, and hybrid or phenomenological
approaches [51], match the numerical results extremely well for the case of non-spinning binaries with com-
parable component masses and provide, for the first time, a template which covers the entire coalescence
waveform. There is much work in progress to extend these models to include spin, at least in restricted
regions of the parameter space. Phenomenological models that include the effects of components with spins
aligned with the orbital angular momentum (and thus no precession of the orbital plane) have recently be-
come available [91, 92]. These full waveforms allow for a coherent search over the complete coalescence
signal, thereby enhancing the ability to both detect these signals and to accurately extract the parameter
values. There have also been successes modelling the merger of neutron star binaries and neutron star black
hole binaries [52, 53, 54]. These results will also allow for improved sensitivity of our searches.

The inspiral-merger-ringdown waveform models tuned the numerical relativity simulations are still un-
der active development as numerical simulations improve and improved techniques of matching numerical
and post-Newtonian waveforms are developed. This is true even in the best-understood case of spinless
systems with mass ratios less than 10:1. For example, between the first and second generation of phe-
nomenological and EOBNR waveforms, the differences in the predicted SNR can be as large as 50% or
more (resulting in uncertainties of order 1.53 in the achievable limits). It seems likely that the first gener-
ation of waveforms covering any new region of parameter space will have similar uncertainties which will
decrease over time as simulations and our understanding of them improve.

The gravitational waveforms received at a given detector depend on the location of the source, the
orientation of its orbital plane, the polarization angle of the gravitational waves, the masses and spins of
the component objects. For a single detector, many of these parameters are degenerate either with the
constant phase offset of the signal or the distance to the source. The spins, however, can produce significant
differences in the waveforms allowing their direct measurement. Most notable is the amplitude modulation
of the inspiral waveform due to spin-orbit-coupling-induced precession of the orbital plane, interacting with
the detectors’ antenna pattern. There is also spin-orbit-coupling-induced phase modulation. These effects
allow the spins to be extracted from the waveforms, but they also complicate the detection problem, since it
is not yet computationally feasible to cover the full parameter space with a template bank [55, 56, 57]. This
is an area of ongoing development and research [58, 59].

Eccentric orbits will also modify the gravitational waveform [60, 61]. By the time the waves are high
enough in frequency to enter the sensitive band of ground-based detectors, the orbit is expected to be ef-
fectively circularized through radiation back-reaction, with negligible eccentricity. This prediction can be
tested with observed waveforms, assuming that anomalous eccentricity does not significantly reduce the
detectability. Similar considerations apply for anomalous waveforms due to soft neutron star equations of
state, alternative theories of gravity such as scalar-tensor theories, massive gravitons, etc.
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3.3 Rates and Astrophysical Populations

Astrophysical estimates for compact-binary coalescence rates depend on a number of assumptions and un-
known model parameters, and are still uncertain. New papers in the field appear regularly, as better theoret-
ical understanding allows more sophisticated models to be built, while additional electromagnetic observa-
tions of binaries with compact objects (pulsars, X-ray binaries, and short GRBs) provide tighter constraints
on those models. The CBC group has published a document that summarizes the predictions in the literature
as of 2009 [80]. However, this is meant to be a living document, which the authors will maintain in order to
keep the information current.

There are two distinct methods for estimating NS-NS merger rates. The most confident among these
estimates are the rate predictions for coalescing binary neutron stars which are based on extrapolations
from observed binary pulsars in our Galaxy. The second method is based on population-synthesis codes, in
which some of the unknown model parameters are constrained by observations and others are constrained
by theoretical considerations. These estimates yield a likely coalescence rate of 100 Myr−1 per Milky Way
Equivalent Galaxy (MWEG), although the rate could plausibly range from 1 Myr−1 MWEG−1 to 1000
Myr−1 MWEG−1.

In the simplest models, the coalescence rates are assumed to be proportional to the stellar birth rate
in nearby spiral galaxies, which can be estimated from their blue luminosity. We therefore express the
coalescence rates per unit L10 (i.e., 1010 times the Solar blue-light luminosity), using the conversion factor
of 1.7 L10/MWEG [82]. Blue-light luminosity is a reasonable indication of the current star-formation rate
in spiral galaxies, but it does not accurately track star-formation rates in the past; in particular, it ignores the
contribution of older populations in elliptical galaxies. As the sensitivity reach of the detectors increases, it
is also natural to express these results per Mpc3, with a conversion factor of 0.02L10/Mpc. This yields a
likely rate of 1 Myr−1 Mpc−3, plausibly ranging from 0.01 to 10 Myr−1 Mpc−3.

Due of the lack of observations of coalescing compact-object binaries containing black holes, NS-BH
and BH-Bh rates can only be based on predictions from population-synthesis models. There are two distinct
scenarios for the formation of double black-hole binaries close enough to coalesce through gravitational-
wave emission. The first is the isolated binary-evolution scenario, which is expected to be the dominant
scenario for NS-NS and NS-BH systems described above. The second scenario, which can be significant
for BH-BH systems because of their higher mass, is the dynamical-formation scenario, in which dynamical
interactions in dense stellar environments play a significant role in forming and/or hardening the black-hole
binary before coalescence driven by radiation reaction.

The distributions of masses, mass ratios, and spin in NS-BH and BH-BH systems close to merger are
unknown, and can only be estimated using population-synthesis codes which have large uncertainties. Con-
sequently, in searching for gravitational waves from these systems, we endeavor to avoid bias by covering
the entire parameter space to which we are sensitive, regardless of whether current models disfavor some
regions. We evaluate our sensitivity and observed constraints (upper limits or confidence intervals) in terms
of the rate per unit volume (in units of Mpc3), as a function of the masses and spins of the binary system.
Such sensitivity statements are computationally limited by the number of simulations (software injections)
we can perform in each region of parameter (mass and spin) space.

3.4 Search Strategies

We aim to develop and employ search pipelines that

• effectively search over the full parameter space of binary systems to which the LIGO and Virgo
detectors are sensitive, including all phases (inspiral, merger and ringdown) and component spins;
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• perform a prompt search of the data, in order to quickly identify potential detections and to enable
follow-ups using ground- and space-based telescopes;

• use all available data quality information for deciding what data to analyze and what data needs to be
vetoed;

• promptly identify periods when the data has poor quality for analysis purposes, for causes not previ-
ously identified;

• promptly evaluate our confidence in candidate detections by understanding the detector properties,
data quality and background trigger rate near the time of a candidate;

• promptly estimate the parameters of a candidate detection, in order to improve the detection confi-
dence and to locate the source in the sky;

• make optimal use of input from other astrophysical observations, such as GRBs, to improve the sen-
sitivity of our searches and to extract as much information as possible about the astrophysical source;

• employ robust methods to constrain the astrophysical rate of compact binary coalescences in the
Universe.

The CBC group currently makes use of two different pipelines to perform the tasks listed above. The
Virgo developed MBTA analysis [62] is designed to be an online, low latency trigger generator, and it is used
as such. A second analysis, based upon the LSC developed pipeline [63, 33], was developed as a batch mode
analysis and is run offline to analyze blocks of data (currently of a week’s length), and perform a detailed
estimate of the noise background, the astrophysical sensitivity and significance of any event candidates. In
the remainder of this section, we describe the components of the analysis procedure in greater detail.

3.4.1 Matched filtering and Signal Consistency Tests

There is a well developed theory and practice to search for signals with a known waveform buried inside a
noisy time series [64]. For Gaussian noise with a known additive signal, this theory leads to the matched
filter. In gravitational-wave astronomy, as in many other fields which use matched filtering, the signal is not
known exactly. For compact binaries, the inspiral signal depends on many unknown parameters as follows:

1. The ending time t0 and the ending phase Φ0 of the inspiral waves are unknown in advance. Physically
the first can be thought of as the time when gradual inspiral ends and the merger begins; similarly the
phase is the angle around the orbit when this transition occurs.

2. The gravitational waves also depend on the masses m1 and m2 of the compact objects and their spins
~s1 and ~s2. These parameters have strong effects on the evolution of the system’s orbital frequency
(and hence the phase of the signal) with time. They also appear in a variety of combinations in the
amplitude part of the signal.

3. The amplitude of the waveform measured in a given detector also depends on a combination of the
right ascension α and declination δ of the source, the inclination ι, the polarization angle of the waves,
and the distance to the source.

We generate triggers by filtering the data from each detector with matched filters designed to detect
the expected signals. At the single interferometer level, for non-spinning templates the angles can all be
absorbed into the amplitude of the source giving an effective distance which is larger than the physical
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distance. Each trigger has an associated signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), coalescence time t0, ending phase Φ0

and parameters from the template that matched the data, such as the masses of the individual stars.
Since compact binaries with slightly different masses and spins would produce slightly different wave-

forms, we construct a bank of templates with different parameters such that the loss of SNR due to the
mismatch of the true waveform from that of the best fitting waveform in the bank is less than 3–5% [65].
The template banks for the mass-space are well in hand [66, 67] for searches using Post-Newtonian approx-
imations; work is ongoing to include spins in the most efficient manner [68].

Although a threshold on the matched filter output ρ would be the optimal detection criterion for an
accurately-known inspiral waveform in the case of stationary, Gaussian noise, the character of the real data
is known to be neither stationary nor Gaussian. Indeed, many classes of transient instrumental artifacts have
been categorized, some of which produce copious numbers of spurious, large SNR events. When the origin
of the instrumental artifacts is known, through understood coupling mechanisms or correlations of auxiliary
data and the gravitational wave channel, the times are vetoed. However, many data transients remain that
are not understood and produce an excess of false alarms. In order to reduce the number of spurious event
triggers, we adopted a now-standard χ2 requirement when using physical waveforms [69]. Instrumental
artifacts tend to produce very large χ2 values and can be rejected by requiring χ2 to be less than some
reasonable threshold. This test has proved to be one of the most powerful methods of dealing with noise
glitches for the CBC group. Another very powerful tool for discriminating signals from noise glitches is
the requirement of a coincident signal in more than one detector in the network. We require the signal to
be consistent in both time (accounting for the light travel time between detectors) and physical parameters,
such as mass [70]. Other signal dependent discriminators are being used in current analyses [71, 72], and
many others are being explored. Fully coherent methods that combine information from multiple detectors,
extracting or making use of source sky position [94], can be used to discriminate signal and background.
General methods that employ multivariate statistical classification are under development to make more
efficient use of information information about each event to discriminate signal and background.

3.4.2 Low latency pipeline

We are also using low-latency pipelines to generate triggers in close to real time. These are used for detector
characterization, including near-realtime feedback to the control room via the InspiralMon figure of merit.
Low-latency coincident triggers will be used, in conjunction with fast source localization algorithms, to
generate external triggers for pointing EM telescopes. The low latency search will focus on the low mass
range: total mass between 2 M� and 35 M� and component masses greater than 1 M�. The baseline
low-latency pipeline is based on the MBTA (Multi-Band Template Analysis) package[62] developed by the
Virgo Collaboration.

MBTA splits the matched filtering of the data into two frequency bands for signal processing effi-
ciency and then combines coherently the results to extract the full signal to noise ratio. Second order
post-Newtonian templates in the time domain are used. MBTA includes adaptive mechanisms to follow
detector non-stationarities, which are necessary to run online. Other features of the search include:

• Using a reduced and fast version of signal-based vetoes to eliminate some of the background.

• Making use of the data quality flags and veto information produced with low latency to further reduce
instrumental artifacts.

• Extracting triggers detected in coincidence in several detectors.

• Monitoring the current background level of the detectors to estimate the false alarm rate of coincident
triggers.
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• Interfacing the pipeline output with source localization algorithms, an event archiving system and the
alert procedure.

• Establishing parallel instances of the pipeline, some with software injections in order to monitor the
efficiency of the search.

Another pipeline, called gstlal, is under development. This is based on the gstreamer open source mul-
timedia framework [95], with CBC-specific plug-ins based on code in the LIGO Algorithm Library (LAL
[96]). It features efficient multi-banding, an efficient numerical SVD-based decomposition of the template
bank, fast and conditional computation of signal-based χ2 quantities, and the ability to run continuously in
“streaming” mode.

3.4.3 Batch Analysis pipeline

While matched filtering is the core analysis method used by the CBC group to search for these signals, it
is only part of the complete detection pipeline which has been developed over the past five years [63, 33].
The current pipeline, implemented in the publicly available LIGO Algorithm Library suite [96], has the
following steps:

1. Determine which data satisfies a minimal set of data quality cuts determined by operating charac-
teristics of the instrument and bulk properties of the data. For example, we require (obviously) that
the instrument function be flagged as nominal by the operators and scientific monitors and require
that there are no flagged malfunctions in data acquisition (“Science mode”). All data satisfying these
minimal data quality criteria are analyzed for signals.

2. Perform a matched filtering analysis on these data. The SNR ρ(t) is computed for each template in
the bank. Whenever ρ(t) exceeds a threshold ρ∗, the local maximum of ρ(t) is recorded as a trigger.
Each trigger is represented by a vector of values: the masses and spins which define the template,
the maximum value of ρ, the inferred coalescence time, the effective distance Deff (derived from the
trigger SNR), and the coalescence phase. These are inspiral-level-1 triggers.

3. Triggers generated at the single interferometer level are then compared between all instruments that
were operating nominally. Any triggers identified as coincident, in time and other parameters [70],
between at least two instruments are kept and recorded as coincidence-level-1 triggers.

4. Surviving coincident triggers are then used to define a smaller template bank for a second stage of
single detector data filtering, wherein more computationally expensive quantities, such as the χ2 and
other signal-based vetoes, are computed. When a new trigger is found satisfying the signal-based
vetoes, an inspiral-level-2 trigger is generated.

5. The inspiral-level-2 triggers are again subjected to the coincidence requirement. In addition, triggers
which occurred in times of known poor data quality are flagged and removed. The coincidence-level-2
triggers are then recorded.

6. These surviving coincident triggers are used to compute a combined detection statistic from the signal-
to-noise ratios and χ2’s of the single detector triggers comprising the coincident trigger. All the
relevant quantities for each coincident trigger are recorded for further analysis.

7. The pipeline incorporates methods for estimating background from accidental coincidence of noise
triggers (Sec. 3.4.4) and for measuring the pipeline efficiency across the parameter space including
distance to the source (Sec. 3.4.6).
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This pipeline was developed and refined over the S3 and S4 analyses [33] and has been used in the S5
analyses [73, 74]. The pipeline is designed and implemented to be both flexible and extensible. This
pipeline has been described in the context of only the inspiral phase of compact binary evolution. It has
been designed, however, to allow the easy inclusion of filtering techniques for the merger and ringdown
phases. The first end-to-end ringdown search [42] (in S4 data) has been published, and searches in S5 data
for the combined inspiral-merger phase and for the ringdown phase using the full pipeline are currently in
progress.

3.4.4 Background estimation

The nature of gravitational-wave detectors makes it impossible to go off source to estimate the background
in a single instrument. The CBC group requires coincidence between triggers from two or more detectors
in time and template parameters (masses, etc); the dominant background is thus accidental coincidences
of noise triggers from detectors with uncorrelated noise. The rate of such background coincident triggers
can be estimated by time-sliding the triggers from one detector with respect to the other, by amounts that
are long compared to the timescales on which autocorrelations between triggers are significant, but short
in comparison to the detector non-stationarity. This method applies an artificial time slide to triggers from
each detector and carries out all of the later stages of the analysis pipeline in exactly the same way as for
the original data. This provides an estimate of the rate of coincident triggers satisfying all criteria used in
the pipeline, but known to be false alarms. This method fails to account for noise triggers that are correlated
between detectors due to some external terrestrial disturbance; eg, the H1 and H2 detectors exhibit such
noise trigger correlations and it is thus difficult to estimate the background for events that are coincident
in H1H2 only. The automated CBC pipeline typically uses 100 time-slides to estimate the background. In
order to obtain false alarm rates of less than 1% for the loudest observed events, more time slides will need
to be performed, and/or different methods must be applied, such as estimating accidental coincidence from
single detector trigger rates (requiring significant modifications to our current pipeline); work along these
lines is in progress. For externally triggered searches (eg, for short-hard GRBs [34, 93]) in which the time
of the external trigger, and thus of the expected GW signal, is known in advance, the background can be
estimated by looking at the data in nearby time intervals (“off-source”), sufficiently well separated from the
external trigger time. The time-slide method can also be used in this and other searches for transients.

3.4.5 Instrumental and environmental vetoes

The complicated nature of interferometric gravitational-wave detectors means that instrumental and envi-
ronmental effects produce non-gravitational-wave triggers in the detector output. To combat this problem,
the CBC group uses vetoes based on a large number of different approaches to the data. Working closely
with the DetChar, Glitch and Burst groups, the CBC group has adopted the convention to divide these vetoes
into different categories depending on the degree to which the instrumental or environmental disturbance
is understood. For example, if data quality information indicates that large transients could be expected in
the data due to an instrumental malfunction or strong environmental disturbances, this would strictly veto a
trigger. Similarly, triggers which are associated with a subsytstem malfunction as identified by analysis of
auxiliary channels would provide a strict veto if the path from the sub-system to the gravitational wave chan-
nel is understood. Other categories of vetoes provide weaker evidence that something was wrong with the
instrument or the environment and are used to flag triggers as less likely to be of gravitational-wave origin.
For blind analyses, vetoes are identified by reference to the set of level-1 single detector inspiral triggers,
to coincident triggers identified as false alarms (from the time-slide analysis), and to coincident triggers
found in a subset of about 10% of the data distributed uniformly over the run, called the playground. Also,
the triggers studied are limited to large signal-noise triggers clustered over a window much broader than
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the expected resolution of a real signal. Identification and confident use of instrumental and environmental
vetoes based on analysis of auxiliary data channels is the subject of continued investigation. In coordination
with the DetChar and Burst groups, many of these veto identification procedures have been automated for
S6/VSR2. However, S6/VSR2 has brought a variety of new challenges to the detector characterization ef-
fort (see the DetChar chapter). As a result, during S6 it still requires some weeks of study after the data are
collected before we can arrive at veto definitions with confidence.

3.4.6 Efficiency evaluation

The efficiency of the analysis pipeline described above for detecting gravitational waves from binary in-
spirals in LIGO and Virgo data can be evaluated by injecting many thousands of theoretically predicted
waveforms into the data streams and identifying whether they are found by the pipeline with signal-to-noise
above some relevant threshold. We aim to cover the full parameter space of such systems, including the
broadest range of component masses and physical distances to which the detectors can be sensitive. The
injected waveforms are usually generated “on the fly”, although it is possible to read in waveforms from
external files. They can be used for (a) testing the analysis pipeline code; (b) tuning various pipeline param-
eters and thresholds; (c) studying the effect of various systematic errors such as calibration uncertainties;
and most importantly, (d) evaluating the efficiency and the cumulative source luminosity to which the search
is sensitive, to establish astrophysical rate upper limits or confidence intervals (as described below). In addi-
tion, waveforms are injected directly into the detector test mass positions via the control system (hardware
injections). These are used as an additional test of the pipeline response, as a test of the safety of instrumental
vetoes, and as a diagnostic on our understanding of the calibrated detector response.

Theoretical waveforms such as post-Newtonian approximations have limitations in their domains of va-
lidity. This does not invalidate the use of these waveforms in searches, it simply reduces the sensitivity of
the search relative to filtering with the exact physical waveform. The CBC group continues to follow the
theoretical literature on computing waveforms from compact binary inspiral, merger and ringdown, includ-
ing the new waveforms produced by the numerical relativity community. As new waveform approximations
become available, they are coded to allow simulated injections into the data stream. These simulations
help identify weaknesses in the current search techniques and determine the urgency with which the new
information should be incorporated into the search pipeline.

For higher mass systems the primary gravitational-wave signal accessible to ground-based detectors is
from the last stages of inspiral, merger, and ringdown. In the past year, fully phase coherent inspiral-merger-
ringdown waveform models have been developed through detailed comparisons with numerical simulations,
that continuously span the paramater space for non-spinning systems with mass ratios up to 10:1 [51] or
higher [143]. More recently, waveform families have been developed which also incorporate aligned spins
[91, 92]. These waveform families are suitable as both search templates and as software injections to test the
pipeline and evaluate the efficiency. The S5 high mass search [97] has used the waveforms from [48, 143]
as search templates, and waveforms from [143, 51], and [91] in order to evaluate the efficiency across the
parameter space. The S6 high mass search is currently using the same waveforms. Currently, there is an
effort to implement IMR waveforms with systems for generic spins.

3.4.7 Pipeline of pipelines

The analysis described above consists of many steps: selecting the data; filtering through the template bank
and generating coincident triggers; evaluating the background with time slides; evaluating the efficiency
with many sets of software injections; following up on detection candidates; evaluating the efficiency and
computing upper limits; generating a rather large number of plots and tables that summarize the results
and diagnose problems; and characterizing the detector data to establish data quality and identify vetoes.
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This entire process consists of many sub-pipelines, and the entire process is repeated for every large data-
taking interval. To make it easier for different people to repeat this process reliably and reproducibly, the
CBC group has assembled a “pipeline of pielines” which we refer to as ihope. The ihope infrastructure has
now become the standard way to run all batch mode CBC analyses. Many group members are involved in
running this program, thereby developing the knowledge and expertise to further improve and develop its
capabilities.

3.4.8 Externally triggered searches

Compact binary coalescence is expected to produce other observable signatures in addition to gravitational
radiation. Most notably, short GRBs are thought to arise from binary neutron star coalescence [76], although
binary coalescence may also be accompanied by optical, radio, x-ray and neutrino signals. By making use of
the astronomical information derived from other “messengers”, we perform deep searches for gravitational
waves from these sources. The search shares many features with the all-time, all sky, full parameter space
searches described above. However, limiting the time, sky location and parameter space of the search based
on external information improves the sensitivity of the search.

In order to take full advantage of the external trigger, it is necessary to translate the trigger information
into expectations for the gravitational wave signal. It is straightforward to incorporate a known sky location
by requiring the observed time-delay of the signal between instruments to be consistent with the known sky
location. The observed time of the event, as produced by other astronomical instruments, must be translated
into the time at which we expect an associated gravitational wave would reach earth. There are uncertainties
in this time due to instrumental effects and unknown astrophysics in the engines which might be generating
the gravitational waves and other detectable signatures. These systematics govern the choice of the time
window around the external trigger which is searched. For short GRBs during S5 [93], we have chosen to
analyze a six second window, five seconds before and one second after the observed GRB time.

For a time-restricted search, we can make use of off-source times near the trigger, in addition to time-
slides, to determine a background estimate at the time of the trigger. This allows us to account for correlated
noise that might be present near the time of the trigger, something that is more difficult in the case of all-time
searches. Furthermore, the short analysis time allows for a lowering of the SNR thresholds in the analysis,
thereby making the search more sensitive.

3.4.9 Blind analyses

The CBC group pursues “blind” searches for GW signals in the LIGO-Virgo data. We wish to avoid injecting
bias into our analysis procedures, which could unduly “elevate” the significance of a candidate event, or
“kill” an event which we believe to be background. We wish to quantitatively evaluate the significance of a
potential detection by making use of all of the information available about the event in question, the expected
background, and the anticipated signals. To avoid bias, we want to fully establish the criteria by which we
make that quantitative evaluation before we look at a specific detection candidate event. At present, this is
difficult, because of the non-stationarity and glitchiness of the LIGO and Virgo detectors, and because we
have not yet determined what all the best tools are for making a quantitative evaluation. So, for example, we
have a detection candidate “follow-up” procedure that still involves subjective steps like looking at Qscans.

Our analysis pipeline, as described in the preceding sections, consists of a sequence of steps which are
governed by a small number of tunable pipeline parameters (thresholds, windows, cuts). These parameters
are chosen to suppress detector background and maximize detection efficiency. Keeping the parameters
general and their number small helps to avoid the over-tuning that can unduly elevate or kill individual
events. To keep our analysis pipeline “blind”, we choose our tunable pipeline parameters based only on the
background estimation (from time-slide or off-source coincident events) and the detection efficiency (from
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software injections). Additionally, to verify the correctness of the analysis, we produce a large number of
sanity checks — plots and tables of numbers that give us confidence in all steps of our analysis procedure,
especially the proper values of the tunable parameters.

Only when all sanity checks are made and found to be satisfactory do we “open the box” by looking at
the in-time or on-source coincident events, and rank-order them by detection statistic. Detection candidates
consist of those events whose detection statistic value is inconsistent with the background distribution; for
example, the false alarm probability is much less than one.

3.4.10 Follow-up of candidate events

The most significant detection candidate events are flagged for greater scrutiny by the follow-up procedure,
which still has subjective elements and thus is still subject to bias. However, we endeavor to minimize
bias as much as possible in our analysis pipeline before the “follow-up” procedure, and to automate the
present follow-up steps so that they can become part of the standard pipeline, thereby reducing the role of
subjectivity. Note that the follow-up procedure cannot increase the statistical significance of a candidate;
we don’t run the risk of creating a candidate during the followup stage.

The CBC group uses a detection checklist that is applied to all statistically significant candidate-events.
As a sanity check, the CBC group also applies the detection checklist to the loudest candidates of the search
even if these candidates have a high false alarm probability. The detection checklist consists of a series of
tests that aims to corroborate a detection or to eliminate a false alarm. Any manual tests which are found to
be particularly useful are subsequently incorporated into the automated analysis pipeline. Here we outline
the main tests which comprise the current detection checklist.

• Status of the interferometers: The state of the interferometers, their sensitivity and data quality near
the time of the candidate are checked. This is intended to supplement the data quality studies which
have already been performed, and possibly highlight previously unknown issues in the detectors.

• Environmental or intrumental causes: As with the status of the interferometers, we look more closely
at the environmental and auxiliary instrumental channels at the time of the candidate. In order to char-
acterize the statistical significance of instrumental transients found at the time of inspiral candidates,
the noise properties of auxiliary channels throughout the science run is also estimated. Finally, an
analysis of the auxiliary channels at the time of hardware injections is performed to determine the
safety of auxiliary channels in ruling out gravitational-wave candidates.

• Candidates’ appearance: The candidates’ appearance is examined through analysis tools which have
not yet been implemented in the automated pipeline. These include time-frequency spectrograms of
the data, time-series of the multi-detector coherent and null SNR, full parameter estimation. The
interpretation of these tests is based on comparative studies for simulated hardware and software
injections and time shifted coincidences.

3.4.11 Interpretation of results

The primary goal of our analysis pipeline is to detect gravitational waves from compact binary coalescences
and measure the physical parameters of the sources. Another important goal, reachable even without any
detections, is to constrain the rate of such events in the universe. To do this, we must understand the source
population, despite the fact that little is known about compact binary systems. The group maintains and
regularly updates a document that summarizes the range of predictions for CBC rates accessible by LIGO
and Virgo [80].
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Given the reach of the detectors to low mass binary coalescences during the S3 through S5 searches,
such systems are expected to largely follow the blue light luminosity of galaxies [81]. Therefore, we have
chosen to quote upper limits on rates in terms of events per year per L10, where L10 corresponds to the
blue-light luminosity of 1010 suns (the Milky Way is approximately 1.7 L10). In the absence of a detection,
we evaluate the cumulative luminosity to which the search was sensitive in units of L10. This is done
by convolving the pipeline efficiency as a function of distance (and other parameters) with a list of source
galaxies. The efficiency is determined with the same pipeline as is used for the search, so the only systematic
errors on the efficiency are associated with Monte Carlo statistics, calibration, and waveform uncertainty.
Rate upper limits are established using a Bayesian procedure based on the loudest observed events [31,
32], allowing for a straightforward marginalization over systematic uncertainties, and combining of rate
probability distribution functions from independent observations, yielding confidence intervals and/or upper
limits.

For the S6 searches and beyond, the reach of the detectors will be large enough that it is reasonable to
assume a uniform distribution of sources, which motivates setting upper limits in units of events per unit
time per unit volume (in Mpc3). Additionally, the early star formation in elliptical galaxies is expected to
make additional contributions, requiring other tracers of CBC sources beyond blue light luminosity (e.g.,
galaxy mass). Furthermore, searches for higher mass systems (eg, the S5 high mass search and the S4 and
S5 ringdown searches) suffer from near-complete uncertainty about the population of astrophysical sources.
In all of these cases, upper limits are quoted as a function of system mass(es) in units of events per unit time
per unit volume.

Interpretation of externally triggered searches is, in most ways, similar to the interpretation of other
searches for gravitational waves, except that search sensitivity is quantified in terms of linear distance rather
than volume. In this case, additionally, the results of searches can be used to say something about the
association of the external trigger with a particular coalescing compact binary progenitor (as was done with
GRB 070201 [34]). We can also make statistical statements about the presence of detectable gravitational
waves from the entire population of GRBs examined by the searches [93].

3.5 CBC Searches and Results from LIGO S1 to S4 data

The CBC searches of data from the first four LIGO science runs has been completed and the results reviewed
and papers written. These searches comprised:

• A search for binary neutron stars using post-Newtonian templates in S1 [83], S2 [84, 85], S3 and S4
[33] data

• A search for primordial black holes using post-Newtonian templates in S2 [86], S3 and S4 [33] data

• A search for stellar mass black holes (with component mass greater than 3M�) performed using
phenomenological templates [87] in S2 [88], S3 and S4 [33] data

• A search for spinning binary black hole systems in the S3 data [58]

• A search for the ringdown of black holes formed after coalescence of binary systems, in S4 data [42].

3.6 CBC Search Results from LIGO S5 and Virgo VSR1 data

The LIGO S5 run lasted for two years, the last six months of which coincided with the first Virgo science
run (VSR1). The search of this data for CBC signals, using the methods described in the previous sections,
is nearing completion. The search parameter space has been broken up somewhat differently than in the
previous four science runs. The “low mass” CBC search, performed with post-Newtonian templates, covers
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binaries with a total mass between 1M� and ∼ 35M� and component masses not less than 1M�. For
these systems, the waveform is predominantly in the inspiral phase in the sensitive band of the LIGO and
Virgo detectors, and post-Newtonian Stationary Phase Approximation [89] frequency domain templates are
sufficiently accurate. The “high mass” search covers binaries with total mass between 25 and 100 M�
(overlapping with the low-mass search in the mass range between 25 and 35 M�). At these higher masses,
the merger and ringdown of the signal are in the sensitive band and contribute a significant fraction of the
signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, developments in understanding the full waveform have a more significant
impact on these higher mass signals. At even higher masses, a search for black hole ringdowns is being
performed. In addition, a search for gravitational waves associated to short GRBs which occurred during
S5-VSR1 has been done.

These searches required the development of many new analysis tools, including: the automated ihope
pipeline infrastructure; the development of improved detection statistics to improve the separation of signal
and background in the presence of glitchy data and its quantification in terms of inverse false alarm rate;
the development of improved and automated data quality flags and vetoes; the development of improved
and automated detection candidate followup procedures; and the development of richer search summaries
(ihope page), the implementation of databases for efficient handling of coincident triggers and associated
information; and the implementation of two different families of NR-inspired IMR waveforms into LAL.

The CBC group has written the following papers describing astrophysical results of searches from
S5/VSR1:

• Gravitational waves associated to Gamma Ray Burst 070201 whose allowable sky location range
ovelapped the Andromeda galaxy [34].

• Search for gravitational-wave inspiral signals associated with short Gamma-Ray Bursts during LIGO’s
fifth and Virgo’s first science run [93].

• Search for Gravitational Waves from Low Mass Binary Coalescences in the First Year of LIGO’s S5
Data [73].

• Search for Gravitational Waves from Low Mass Compact Binary Coalescence in 186 Days of LIGO’s
fifth Science Run [74].

• Search of S5/VSR1

3.7 Ongoing CBC Searches and Studies from LIGO S5 and Virgo VSR1 data

3.7.1 S5/VSR1 GRB searches:

A search of a gravitational wave signal in data around GRB 051103, which happened just one day before
the official start of S5 and whose sky location overlaps M81, is ongoing.

3.7.2 S5 high mass search:

The S5 high mass search focuses on systems with total mass between 25 and 100M�, where the merger and
ringdown of the signal are in the sensitive band and contribute a significant fraction of the SNR. The S5 high
mass search has used time-domain waveform templates known as EOB-NR, which make use of the Effective
One Body (EOB) formalism [47, 143, 50], and incorporate information from numerical relativity simulations
in order to reliably model the inspiral, merger and ringdown (IMR) phases for binary coalescence with
non-spinning components. These waveforms, and the phenomenological waveform family described in
[51, 142, 91] have been used to tune, test, and evaluate the efficiency of the search pipeline. The high mass
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search is being performed using the same ihope pipeline as the low mass search. Because of the emphasis
on low frequencies, the search is LIGO-only (ie, does not include Virgo data), covering all 24 months of
S5 (including the overlap with VSR1). Much effort has gone into handling discontinuities in the templates
and injected waveforms, re-tuning the signal-based vetoes, understanding the parameter estimation and
coincidence windows, and developing appropriate data quality vetoes. The paper describing this search is
complete and currently under review in preparation for publication. Despite the great advances in modeling
inspiral, merger and ringdown waveforms, the uncertainties in the waveform amplitdes can be as large as
50% or more at high masses (∼ 75M� and above), which has a significant effect upon the interpretation of
the results. Evaluation of the detection sensitivity for spinning waveforms is an ongoing challenge.

3.7.3 S5/VSR1 ringdown search:

The S5 ringdown search, focusing on black holes with masses between 75 and 750 M�, is in progress. For
high mass binary coalescences (M & 100M�) , the majority of the power received by the LIGO and Virgo
detectors will be from the ringdown part of the coalescence. Therefore, the search for coalescencing binary
systems can be done looking for the final ringdown which has known waveforms parametrized by mass
and spin (determining frequency and damping time of the ringdown). The uncertainty in the theoretical
predictions for how the inspiral, merger and ringdown phases couple into a single waveform governed by
a single set of source parameters (masses and spins) leads us to pursue such a ringdown-only search. This
search has been completed on the S4 data, and is now being run on the S5 data using the same ihope pipeline
as the low mass search. Because of the emphasis on low frequencies, the search is LIGO-only (ie, does not
include Virgo data), covering all 24 months of S5 (including the overlap with VSR1).

3.7.4 S5/VSR1 IMR comparison:

The expected waveforms from the inspiral, merger and ringdown of compact binaries shifts to lower fre-
quencies for systems of higher total mass (fmerger ∼ 1/Mtot). For total masses below around 35 M�, there
are many cycles of inspiral waveform in the (Initial) LIGO band, and matched filtering techniques are opti-
mal for identifying a signal in noisy data. For higher masses, only a small number cycles from the inspiral,
merger, and/or ringdown phases are in the LIGO band, and the in-band signal waveform begins to resemble
a low-Q wavelet or sine-Gaussian; the kind of waveform that burst searches developed by the LSC are de-
signed to identify (Section 4). In this regime, burst searches may be as good as matched-filter searches such
as the high mass and ringdown searches pursued by the CBC group, and we can expect similar efficiencies
(for fixed fake rate) and considerable overlap in the parameter space. It is important to compare the CBC and
burst search strategies on an “apples-to-apples” level; ie, evaluating the detection efficiency for high-mass
CBC sources at the same false-alarm rate. A joint CBC-Burst working group is pursuing this goal, making
use of the high mass and ringdown pipelines from the CBC group and the coherent Waveburst and Omega
pipelines from the Burst group. These studies are complete for several, but not all, of the analyses. The
work still needs to be written up and published

3.7.5 NINJA 2:

The Numerical Injection Analysis (NINJA) project [101] was a first attempt to bring together the numerical
relativity and gravitational wave search communities to evaluate the sensitivities of existing search pipelines
to the black hole waveforms generated by numerical simulations. While this first project was a success, it
suffered from several shortcomings. In particular, due to the limited scope of the project, it proved difficult
to draw quantitative conclusions from the analysis. This was further hampered by the use of simulated
Gaussian data which does not present the same complications as real data.
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To address these issues, a second NINJA project is being undertaken. This project aims to perform a
systematic study of the sensitivity of existing gravitational wave searches to numerical waveforms emitted
by non-precessing black hole binaries. NINJA 2 places more stringent requirements upon the quality of
numerical relativity waveforms and their attachment to early post-Newtonian inspiral. Additionally, it will
make use of real data from the LIGO S5 and Virgo VSR1 runs.

3.8 CBC Searches with the LIGO S6 and Virgo VSR2 data

The LIGO S6 and Virgo VSR2 runs began in July, 2009. VSR2 ended in mid-January 2010 when the Virgo
detector was taken down for upgrade. The S6 run is ongoing and is scheduled to end in October 2010 to
prepare for Advanced LIGO. The Virgo upgrade is due to be completed in July and Virgo expects to start
VSR3 in July, 2010, thereby giving a few months of overlap between VSR3 and S6.

The S6 and VSR2 runs have brought significantly improved broadband noise, but also new classes
of detector glitches (associated with the LIGO OMC) and increased sensitivity to low-frequency seismic
disturbances such as ocean storms. These directly impact our ability to make reliable detections near the
noise threshold.

The main CBC group activities in S6/VSR2 primarily follow those in S5/VSR1, namely: low mass
CBC, high mass CBC and externally triggered GRB searches. In the S6/VSR2 run there has been a great
push towards reducing the latency with which the analysis is completed and detailed results are obtained
and examined. This has greatly improved the CBC group’s ability to contribute to detector characterization
efforts. Additionally, a very low latency analysis has opened up the possibility of producing alerts for
followup by electromagnetic observers. In the following, we outline each of these efforts in turn

3.8.1 Detector Characterization

There is greatly enhanced leadership and involvement of CBC group members in the effort to produce
timely and reliable data quality vetoes, analysis segment definitions, and reliable calibration during S6. In
particular:

• CBC group members have developed comprehensive weekly data quality summary pages to supple-
ment the work of the glitch group.

• Known glitch-producing detector anomalies are rapidly and automatically identified and inserted into
the database. New anomalies must be discovered, investigated and vetoes developed through careful
analysis. Their safety (against false dismissal, tested using hardware injections) must be carefully
evaluated. A significant ongoing effort (through the end of S6/VSR3) is required to: (i) identify aux-
iliary channels containing noise events which are correlated with inspiral triggers in the gravitational-
wave channels; (ii) investigate the couplings between these channels and the gravitational-wave chan-
nel; (iii) understand and identify particular artifacts by the signature across all appropriate channels;
(iv) develop methods to clean the data of such artifacts, e.g., by vetoing noisy times; and (v) automate
these methods within the pipeline and the on-line analysis.

• Correlations between glitches in the auxiliary channels and gravitational wave channel are studied
using UPV and hveto. These tools have been used to identify instrumental artefacts which affect the
CBC searches, as well as producing veto times to be excluded from the analysis.

• A new class of “bilinear” vetoes have been developed and implemented, which are very effective at
identifying glitches in the h(t) channel while incurring very small deadtime and being completely safe
against false dismissal.
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• CBC low mass triggers and diagnostic plots are now produced daily (daily ihope). This information
plays a crucial role in early discovery of detector anomalies and glitches that can cause loud CBC
triggers, as well as rapid identification of hardware injections.

• The MBTA pipeline, running continuously in Cascina, produces single-detector and triple coincident
lowmass triggers with latencies of a few minutes or less. In addition to its tremendous value for rapid
data quality studies and identification of hardware injections, these triggers are in preparation for use
for rapid EM follow-up in the upcoming S6/VSR3 run (see below).

3.8.2 Low Mass CBC Search

A search for binaries with masses between 1M� and 35M� and component masses greater than 1M� which
covers the binary neutron star, neutron star-black hole and lower mass binary black hole space.

• The CBC group has been running the ihope-based low mass and pipeline on a weekly or bi-weekly
basis, largely unchanged from the ones employed for S5.

• We continue to follow “blind analysis” protocols, in which all analysis parameters are tuned and
finalized before the in-time coincident triggers are examined, to avoid bias in the tuning. The latency
for “opening the box” on in-time coincident triggers has decreased during the course of the run and
now stands at around 1 month.

• Coherent (H1L1V1) low mass and high mass CBC hardware injections are performed regularly ac-
cording to a predetermined schedule, in close coordination with the hardware injection teams at all
sites (so far, all harware injections in S6 have been for systems with total mass less than 35 M�).
These injections are searched for with the MBTA, daily ihope, low mass weekly ihope and high mass
weekly ihope pipelines, and deviations from expected performance are promptly investigated.

• The CBC low mass search participates in the Blind Injection Challenge in S6/VSR2. To this end,
the group endeavours to finalise the search within 3 months of the data being taken, and prepares
“quarterly reports” [102] on the results. In some cases, results have been available in less than 3
months. The up to ∼ 6 month delay reflects the need to understand and feel confident about the
rapidly-changing data quality conditions during S6/VSR2, and the need to have a sufficiently large
time-slide sample to estimate the background and software injection sample to estimate the pipeline
sensitivity.

• Results from the analysis of the entire S6, VSR2/3 data will be combined (incorporating previous
results) to produce a detection or upper limit statement.

3.8.3 High mass Inspiral–Merger–Ringdown CBC:

A search for binaries with total mass M between 25− 100M�, using EOB-NR templates. There have been
numerous innovations in the high mass search, in an attempt to improve its sensitivity and to keep up with
the ever improving knowledge of the waveforms emitted by these systems.

• We continue to follow “blind analysis” protocols, in which all analysis parameters are tuned and
finalized before the in-time coincident triggers are examined, to avoid bias in the tuning.

• the CBC ihope highmass search has recently incorporated a new “multivariate” detection statistic
(MVSC, pronounced “music”) which makes use of more than a dozen numerical quantities character-
izing each coincident trigger candidate event, in order to optimally separate signal from background
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in that multi-dimensional space. This new detection statistic will significantly improve our sensitivity
for signals with false alarm rate below a fixed and low value.

• New waveform families are being developed and implemented. When available these are used to
produce simulations which are subsequently used to evaluate the efficiency of the search.

• Results from the analysis of the entire S6, VSR2/3 data will be combined (incorporating previous
results) to produce a detection or upper limit statement.

3.8.4 Externally Triggered Searches:

A deeper (lower threshold), targeted search for CBC signals arriving within 6 seconds of a GRB event. The
search uses inspiral templates for systems in which one component is a neutron star with mass between 1
and 3 M� and the companion mass is between 1 and 30 M�.

• This search uses the same pipeline as was employed for the S5/VSR1 search whereby 40 minutes of
data around the time of the GRB is analyzed. Six seconds are classified as the on source data, while
the remaining time is off source data used for background estimation.

• It is launched automatically as soon as a GRB alert is posted on the Gamma-ray burst Coordinates
Network [174] during LIGO’s S6 run [103], regardless of whether the GRB is identified as short-hard
or long-soft (since such an identification can come much later than the first alert, and the classification
is not univocal).

• For GRBs subsequently identified as short-hard, a more powerful but also more compute-intensive
detection statistic based on a likelihood ratio for signal/background is employed. It is a blind analysis
with periodic box openings.

• The background estimation for this search is being improved by performing time-shifts of the off-
source data. This should improve our ability to estimate the significance of candidate events by two
orders of magnitude.

3.8.5 Low-latency search and EM follow-up:

The CBC group is preparing a low-latency search during the triple-coincident data collection of S6/VSR3.
These will be included in the fast EM-followup programs developed by the Burst group.

• A low-latency search for low mass CBC signals. The search is executed with the MBTA pipeline at
Cascina, within minutes of data acquisition.

• Triple coincident (H1L1V1) triggers are identified and a sky localization map is generated using
timing and amplitude information.

• Candidate detections passing to-be-determined selection criteria will be submitted to the GraceDB
event database [100], appropriately scrutinized, and then potentially passed to the Lumin [98] and
Swift [99] follow-up processing pipeline for rapid observational follow-up by ground-based robotic
telescopes and the space-based Swift telescope, respectively.

The above activities will result in observational results in the searches for low mass CBCs, high mass
CBCs, and GRBs. There will be technical papers, if not observational results, associated with the low-
latency EM-followup activity. There will be opportunities for joint publications with the burst group on
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GRB searches, high-mass CBC searches, and low-latency EM follow-ups. We expect several technical
papers on data quality procedures, the use of IMR waveforms, and many of the ongoing analysis activities
described below. Specific plans for most of these publications are still under discussion.

As of June 2010, the LIGO H1 and L1 detectors are taking the best data we have ever acquired, with
SenseMon BNS ranges approaching 20 Mpc, and low glitch rates. We are employing the most rapid, well-
understood and sensitive detection pipelines that we’ve ever had. We have a well developed detection
confidence follow-up pipeline and increasingly accurate and useful parameter estimation tools. With the
addition of Virgo this summer, we will have the most powerful and sensitive gravitational wave detection
network ever assembled and will be well prepared for detection and for the setting of the most stringent
event rate confidence bands.

However, many important analysis tools remain to be developed, only some of which may be in place
for the full exploitation of S6 data in the coming year. These are discussed in section 3.10.

3.9 CBC Group Priorities and Goals for FY2011

The highest priorities for the CBC group during FY2011 are listed below. The main focus is the analysis of
S5-6 and VSR1-3 data. The “CBC” code will aid in referring to these tasks in group MOUs to the LSC.

3.9.1 S5/VSR1 Analyses

• GRB 051103 Search - CBC-S5-1 Complete of the search of (pre-)S5 data at the time of GRB 051103.
Preparate and review the results paper.

• S5 high mass CBC search - CBC-S5-2 Complete the review of the S5 high mass CBC search and
publish results paper.

• S5 ringdown search - CBC-S5-3 Perform the S5 ringdown search. Write, review and publish the
results paper.

• S5 IMR comparision - CBC-S5-4 Completion of the comparison of IMR methods used on the S5
data. Publication of the results.

• NINJA 2 - CBC-S5-5 Perform NINJA 2 analysis on S5/VSR1 data, review results, publish findings.

3.9.2 S6/VSR2-3 Analyses

• Data infrastructure - CBC-S6-1. Primarily under computing infrastructure.

• Data Characterization - CBC-S6-2. Continue the rapid identification and development of data
quality characterization and vetoes through to the end of the S6/VSR2/VSR3 run.

• Hardware Injections - CBC-S6-3. Continue the maintenance, development and prompt follow up
of coherent CBC hardware injections at the three sites.

• Low Latency Analysis and EM follow-up - CBC-S6-4. The CBC group is preparing to produce
low-latency triple-coincident, sky-localized detection candidates for rapid EM follow-up. We expect
to demonstrate this process in the coming S6/VSR3 run.

• Low mass ihope Analysis - CBC-S6-5. Complete the S6/VSR2 CBC low mass search, identify and
evaluate detection candidates, evaluate detection sensitivity and compute rate limits, prepare publish-
able results and paper(s), and conduct a thorough review.
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• High mass ihope Analysis - CBC-S6-6. Complete the S6/VSR2 CBC high mass search, iden-
tify and evaluate detection candidates, evaluate detection sensitivity and compute rate limits, prepare
publishable results and paper(s), and conduct a thorough review.

• GRB Externally Triggered Search - CBC-S6-7. Complete the S6/VSR2 CBC GRB/external trigger
search, identify and evaluate detection candidates, evaluate detection sensitivity and compute rate
limits, prepare publishable results and paper(s), and conduct a thorough review.

• Followup of Candidates - CBC-S6-8. Careful examination of any GW candidates to emerge from
the searches. This will necessitate close collaboration with both those performing the searches and
the detector characterization effort.

3.10 High priority analysis development

In order to achieve these science goals, the CBC group will continue the following ongoing analysis devel-
opment tasks. The “CBC” code will aid in referring to these tasks in group MOUs to the LSC.

• Improved Background and FAR estimation - CBC-S6D-1: Improved estimation of the false alarm
rate (FAR) for the most significant coincident event candidates. We currently estimate the FAR using
100 time-slides, limiting the FAR estimate to no less than 1%. The long auto-correlation time for
CBC triggers may make it difficult to substantially improve this. Work is in progress to make reliable
FAR estimates using single-detector trigger rates, but this may require a substantial modification of
the current two-stage analysis pipeline. A significant effort is required to: (i) study and understand
the limitations of the time-slide method dues to trigger auto-correlations, especially in the context
of large parameter space searches; (ii) study alternative methods of estimating the background; (iii)
implement necessary changes to the existing pipeline in order to make use of these alternative meth-
ods; (iv) investigate possible sources of bias in the background estimate from environmental or other
correlations.

• Extension of externally triggered search - CBC-S6D-2: Currently, the externally triggered search
is triggered by announcements of GRBs. There are arguments that binary coalescences will also
produce signals in other bands, such as radio, x-ray and neutrinos. The externally triggered search
will be extended to include transients which are observed in these wavelengths. In many cases, these
external triggers will provide precise sky localization information but rather loose time windows (eg,
days). The incorporation of an improved background estimation using timeslide methods is also one
of the high priority goals.

• Coherent Analysis - CBC-S6D-3: Incorporation of coherent multi-detector network information to
more effectively distinguish signal from background. The existing CBC pipelines incorporate network
detection information by requiring single-detector triggers to be near-coincident both in time and in
waveform template. We employ additional software tools that perform a “coherent” analysis around
a coincident trigger event candidate, generating coherent and null-stream SNR time series. However,
these tools have not yet resulted in significant additional power to separate signal from background.
Work is ongoing.

• Searches incorporating spin - CBC-S6D-4: Work is underway to identify regions of parameter
space where spin waveforms differ significantly from the non-spinning templates. In parallel, search
using a physical template family of spinning waveforms [57, 68] is being developed. These wave-
forms have been implemented into the CBC software base, and can be used for both template bank
construction and simulated signal injection for efficiency evaluation. Evaluation of the efficacy of
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a PTF-based search is ongoing. Depending upon the results of these studies, we may mount an S6
search using spinning templates — either as an independent search or a followup to candidates pro-
duced by the non-spinning waveforms. The issue of spin is equally significant, if not more so, in the
high mass regime. For these masses, the post-Newtonian approximation does not adequately describe
the revelant part of the waveform. Numerical results for spinning systems are being obtained, but a
full exploration of the spin parameter space will take some time.

• Improved signal based vetoes - CBC-S6D-5: In non-stationary data, a high signal to noise ratio
does not necessarily correspond to a signal. A number of additional signal consistency tests have been
developed to help discriminate signals from noise transients in the data. Two of these, the so called
χ2 and r2 tests have been incorporated as standard parts of the ihope analysis. Other signal-based
tests have been proposed and developed. They have the potential to further assist in separating signal
and background, and have the benefit of being less computationally costly than the χ2 test. Work is
needed to complete the development of these vetoes and to deploy them into the analysis pipeline.

• Improved Classification of Signal and Background - CBC-S6D-9: The SNR alone is not an
optimal way to distinguish signal from background due to non-gaussian detector glitches. Combining
SNR with χ2 (“effective SNR” or “newSNR”) and carefully tuned coincidence criteria helps the low
mass search achieve sensitivity close to the Gaussian limit, but it is still difficult to assess the false
alarm rate for different combinations of coincident triggers. In the course of the analysis of the LIGO
data from S1 to S5, the detection statistic used to separate signal from background has evolved to
incorporate more information from the analysis — SNR; effective SNR; IFAR; effective likelihood.
However, the separation of signal and background still makes use of only a fraction of the information
which is known about a given candidate (signal to noise ratio in each detector, χ2 value, r2 value, mass
and spin parameters, coincidence between detectors, estimated effective distance in each detector, sky
location, data quality information, coherent SNR, null stream, information from auxiliary detector
channels or environmental monitoring channels, . . . ). By making use of more of this information,
a better separation between signal and background is possible. A better detection statistic would
provide a ranking of the “signal-like” nature of in-time coincident triggers, going beyond the simple
SNR “loudness”. This would improve our rejection of noise glitches and immunity to non-Gaussian
noise behavior, and thereby increase the sensitivity of the search. There are several projects currently
underway which are attempts to do this, including Multivariate Classification techniques, Likelihood
Ratio techniques, and Bayesian Likelihood techniques.

• Overlap with Burst searches for high-mass systems - CBC-S6D-10: This remains an important
question. There are two concrete avenues through which this being investigated: the S5/VSR1 IMR
comparison effort and NINJA 2.

• Parameter estimation - CBC-S6D-11: A good understanding of parameter estimation abilities of
the detector network is critical for both the design of our analyses, and in extracting astrophysical
parameters from gravitational wave observations. There are several areas of active development:

– Understand the systematic effects of calibration errors on parameter estimation. This study must
be carried out using real and simulated detector noise.

– Use Bayesian parameter estimation techniques to determine posteriors on the parameters of a
detected signal. Use MCMC codes and analytical techniques to systematically study approxi-
mate symmetries and degeneracies in the parameter space. These include degeneracies in the
extrinsic parameter space, such as sky location, which can be removed if multiple detectors are
online.
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– Implement tools to include higher-order post-Newtonian corrections to the waveform ampli-
tudes, and hence other harmonic structure. It is known that the other harmonics can significantly
enhance our ability to detect gravitational waves from binary systems as the mass ratio decreases.
These harmonics also break degeneracies between many of the parameters. By including this
information in an observation, it may be possible to better measure the binary parameters.

– We expect astrophysical coalescing binaries to have spinning components, and a direct observa-
tion of this through unambiguous parameter estimation will provide the first direct measurement
of black hole spin. Various parameter degeneracies can be broken by including spin and can
much improve sky localization.

– Make a quantitative comparison of tradeoffs between the full parameter estimation codes and
rapid follow-up codes regarding the accuracy to which the location of a binary signal can be
localised on the sky.

All these tools need development in order to be better understood and more useful in the event of the
first detections.

• Improved detection confidence procedures - CBC-S6D-12: Coincident events in the CBC pipelines
that are significantly inconsistent with the background estimates are subjected to a series of checks
and tests (the “follow-up pipeline and checklist”) to look for signs that the events were caused by
instrumental glitches. These include the examination of coincident triggers satisfying different data
quality category requirements or different coincidence criteria; incorporating information from aux-
iliary channels; incorporating information from the coherent and null-stream analyses; information
from Qscans; etc. We endeavor to make these tools as quantitative as possible. However, most of
these detection confidence checks are at best semi-quantiative, and in many cases, are wholly quali-
tative and subjective, requiring experience and good judgment in their application. We still consider
them to be very valuable in the development of confidence in our first detections, and indeed they may
be the deciding factors. There is much room to incorporate much of this information into automated,
unbiased, statistically significant detection criteria (eg, via MVSC).

• Next Generation Low Latency Pipelines - CBC-S6D-13: The Virgo MBTA pipeline is in place
during S6 for the generation of CBC triggers for detector characterization, and for rapid identification
of coincident triggers that could be GW detections. Work is in progress to rapidly locate sources in
the sky associated with such triggers, for EM follow-up. In addition, work is in progress to develop
new, stream-based low latency search and sky localization pipeline infrastructure for both S6 and for
the long-duration chirps expected in Advanced LIGO.

• GPU-enhanced CBC pipelines - CBC-S6D-14: The optimal filtering and chisq computations that
are at the heart of the CBC pipeline are very cpu-intensive. Modern Graphical Processor Units
(GPUs), optimized for these kinds of computations, can greatly speed up, and/or greatly reduce the
cost of, conducting a wide-parameter search for CBC (and also continuous wave) signals. The CUDA
library greatly facilitates the conversion of our existing code to make use of GPUs. We are developing
the necessary software modifications, and designing next-generation computing clusters to implement
GPU-enhanced CBC search pipelines.

• Development of new waveform families - CBC-S6D-15: CBC pipelines use binary coalescence
waveforms for: tuning and testing the efficiency of our search pipelines; as templates for matched
filtering at the heart of the search pipeline; and as templates for parameter estimation after detection.
Much work has gone into developing waveforms of increasing accuracy, covering all phases of coales-
cence (inspiral, merger, ringdown: IMR), and spanning broader parameter spaces; especially mass and
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spin, but also matter effects, ellipticity, and other novel phenomena close to merger. Numerical rela-
tivity (NR) groups continue to generate waveforms that explore these effects; but they sparsely sample
the parameter space, making them unsuitable for matched filter template banks or parameter estima-
tion. Three families of parametrized waveforms tuned to NR have been developed, implemented in
LAL, and used in the S5 high mass search: EOB-NR, Phenom-A and Phenom-B (spin-aligned). As
numerical results continue to improve and probe an ever greater region of the parameter space, new
phenomenological waveforms will be developed to better reflect our understanding of the waveform.
These will also be incorporated into our analysis pipelines. Additionally, the ideal template spacing
for these waveforms will differ from the post-Newtonian one, so a template space metric, stochastic
template placement, or other new technique is required.

• Accurate evaluation of search sensitivity - CBC-S6D-16: We employ many thousands of software
injections to evaluate our search efficiency as a function of source parameters (distance, masses, and
spins) for each data taking epoch. These simulations are compute-intensive and can be problematic
(defining whether an injection is found is not unambiguous). We never have enough injections, and
simulation (“Monte Carlo”) statistics are often a dominant systematic error when setting rate confi-
dence bands. This is especially true for large search parameter spaces, as in the high mass search.
Since source populations are essentially unknown, we cannot integrate over assumed parameter dis-
tributions, and must evaluate our efficiency in bins of the source parameters. Large-scale simulation
efforts are required, and alternative methods for evaluation of search sensitivity can be developed.

• Development of improved detector characterization and data quality techniques - CBC-S6D-17:
Enhance and develop the data characterization and data quality methods pioneered during the initial
detector era to produce robust, low latency characterization of the advanced LIGO and advanced Virgo
data, ready when these detectors are first being commissioned.

3.11 Development prior to advanced detector era

The Enhanced LIGO run (S6) will end in the fall of 2010, when the installation of the Advanced LIGO
detectors will begin [105]. The Virgo VSR3 run will continue; the current plan is for VSR3 to end in May
2011 when Advanced Virgo installation begins [105]. The GEO600 detector is being upgraded to GEO-HF,
concentrating on the detection of high frequency signals and the demonstration of advanced technologies
[106]. They plan to run in “Astrowatch” mode through at least 2011. The advanced LIGO and Virgo
detectors will begin commissioning activities as early as 2013, with the goal of first scientific observations
in 2014 or 2015.

3.11.1 Searches in the “Before Advanced detector Era”

During the period when Virgo and/or GEO-HF are running and before the advanced LIGO and Virgo de-
tectors turn on, we will have the opportunity to continue searching for CBC signals. Detection confidence
will be greatly strengthened if signals are observed in coincidence with electromagnetic signals from extra-
galactic short GRBs. (GW burst signals can also be found in coincidence with GRBs, galactic SGRs, and
core-collapse supernovas.) We therefore plan on continuing the search for CBC signals during this “Before
Advanced detector Era” (BAE).

• GRB-triggered searches - CBC-BAE-1: We will employ the GRB-triggered CBC search on short
GRB external triggers, using data from Virgo and/or GEO-HF, if available.
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• CBC coincident searches - CBC-BAE-2: We may decide to employ the CBC low mass search on
coincident data from Virgo and GEO-HF, if available. This depends on the performance and duty
cycle of these detectors. The prospects for such a search will be studied in the coming months.

3.11.2 Analysis development in the “Before Advanced detector Era”

The CBC analysis pipelines are built on a solid base of well developed, tested and reviewed code in lalsuite.
The pipelines themselves have grown in complexity in the last 10 years in order to handle the many require-
ments of a complete analysis of observational data. The end of S6 provides us with an opportunity to revisit
our large code base, with the goals of making our analysis pipelines more robust, sensitive to GW signals,
computationally efficient, flexible, powerful, scalable, maintainable, understandable and reviewable.

As discussed above in section 3.10 and below in section 3.12, many significant enhancements (or major
architectural changes) will be needed in order for the CBC analysis codes to be used for accomplishing all of
our scientific goals in the advanced detector era. These include handling the long-duration chirps expected
in Advanced detectors, and performing coherent network analysis and incorporating additional features in
order to improve detection sensitivity and parameter estimation.

We expect that there will be at least three ground-based advanced detectors in the coming years: LIGO
Hanford, LIGO Livingston, and Virgo. Another LIGO detector may be sited at Hanford or in Western Aus-
tralia. It is increasingly likely that a detector will be build in at Kamioka, Japan. We need to understand the
impact of each detector on the overall sensitivity of the detector network, detection confidence, and espe-
cially, sky localization and parameter estimation. Multiple detections of the same wave can provide more
powerful tests of the fundamental properties of gravitational waves as predicted by General Relativity. We
will prepare the tools required to fully exploit the full detector network for detection, parameter estimation,
and perform fundamental tests of GR.

A design study of thrid generation gravitational wave detectors, funded by the European Framework
Programme - 7 for three years, began in May 2008. The goal of this study is to explore the scientific benefits
of a detector that is some ten times more sensitive than advanced detectors and capable of observing down
to 1 Hz in frequency and to identify technical and data analysis challenges associated with a study. A
science vision document for such a detector has already been developed by the design study team [108] and
the team is now looking at tradeoffs between different detector geometries, sensitivities and site locations.
Additionally, the team is involved in the development of a mock data challenge to understand the complexity
of analysis of data from a detector in which millions of compact binary signals can be expected each year.

The commissioning of the advanced detectors will begin in 2013. As we have during S6, the CBC group
intends to play a major role in detector characterization and data quality / glitch studies. In order to be ready
for the challenges and surprises that we are bound to encounter, we intend to develop software tools and
expertise, and apply these as early as possible during commissioning.

We expect the transition from commissioning to astrophysical observation mode to occur in stages dur-
ing 2014. The first science run will be a significant milestone, which should occur when there is a significant
chance of confident detection. For the case of CBC signals, estimating the chance of detection brings to-
gether our best estimates of the rate of binary mergers per Mpc3 with our best estimates of our detection
reach inMpc3. The former requires us to continually update our knowledge of the astrophysical predictions,
as described in section 3.3. The latter requires us to understand our detection thresholds for confident detec-
tion, in terms of individual detector SNR, network SNR, the detectors’ noise spectra and their glitchiness,
our ability to estimate the background in the regime of very small false alarm rates, the required false alarm
probabilities (for “evidence”, “first detection”, “detection with associated EM observation(s)”, etc), and any
appropriate astrophysical priors. Tools for understanding and quickly evaluating these quantities need to be
fully developed when the first science quality data are avaliable. Some thoughts on the threshold for the first
advanced detector science runs are in [107].
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A second significant milestone will be the first detections. Tools for robustly evaluating detection sig-
nificance / false alarm rate, and extracting binary parameters, need to be fully developed and understood.
Another significant milestone will be when we are making, or capable of making, routine detections. Many
science goals associated with these milestones are listed below in section 3.12.

At some point, the LIGO and Virgo Collaborations will no longer be able to lay claim to exclusive
possession of our data and the extraction of scientific results from them. We will need to make our strain
data publicly available (in addition to the data associated with detections that will be published). This will
be necessary even in the absence of detections by our Collaborations, if the detectors are deemed sufficiently
sensitive that detections are “to be expected”. We must clearly define the threshold of sensitivity that should
trigger the public release of the strain data. We must also consider the science that we can do in the absence
of detection after months of observation at “sufficient” sensitivity. What rate limits will we be able to obtain?
Will they significantly constrain astrophysical models and expectations? What level of certainty is required
in the strain calibration and the signal waveforms, and will those levels of certainty be possible / practical?
We intend to explore and study various such scenarios before the advanced detector era begins.

Specific R&D goals for the CBC group during the “before advanced detector era” (BAE) are listed
below.

• Advanced detector analysis pipeline development - CBC-BAE-3.

• Detector Characterization and data quality preparation for the advanced detectors - CBC-BAE-
4.

• Detection sensitivity and parameter estimation in the advanced detector era - CBC-BAE-5. Un-
derstanding our detection SNR thresholds versus false alarm probability as a function of detector
glitchiness, etc.

• Establishing thresholds for science running and for data release - CBC-BAE-6. This makes use
of our best estimates of astrophysical rates.

• Studies of the advanced and third generation detector network - CBC-BAE-7. This includes
understanding the impact of detectors in Japan, Australia, and elsewhere on the detection sensitivity,
detection confidence, sky localization, etc. It also includes, contribution to the design study of the
Einstein Telescope, highlighting the science goals and data analysis challenges.

3.12 Advanced detector era

As the Earth-based gravitational-wave detectors move into a phase where they are making routine astronom-
ical observations, the nature of the analysis efforts will change. We intend to continue to perform searches
for binary coalescences, with: minimum delay (ideally, near-real-time); maximum coverage of the plausible
space of component masses and spins; prompt and reliable follow-up of candidate events to establish detec-
tion confidence; and prompt source localization and parameter estimation. We look forward to pursuing the
following innovations:

1. Multi-band and Hierarchical Search Methods: Advanced detectors will have greatly reduced noise
at low frequencies, allowing for detection of gravitational waves down to 10 Hz. Inspiral waveforms
can spend many minutes in the low frequency band. It will be necessary to restructure the existing
pipeline, perhaps along the lines of the Virgo MBTA pipeline, in order to handle such long signals
coherently. Hierarchical methods need to be implemented and tested. Several different hierarchical
schemes exist which search over coarse grained parameters in an early part of a search, following up
on triggers from this coarse grained search with finer grained parameters. An effort is required to: (i)
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develop code to translate triggers into hierarchical banks for injection and use by the filtering code;
(ii) test and develop intuition for hierarchical searches using the current pipeline; (iii) develop tools to
tune this hierarchical pipeline.

2. New approaches to filtering: The core of the analysis pipeline is the filtering of the data through
bank(s) of templates, in the frequency domain (sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.3). This process is time con-
suming and (for large bank parameter spaces) computationally limited. This results in a variety of
problems: analysis turn-around time is slow; securing adequate and sufficiently reliable comput-
ing resources is difficult; it is difficult to develop new (or tune existing) analysis features such as
signal-based vetoes; and there is an inherent latency in the pipeline, making it unsuitable for real-
time searches or searches using very long-duration templates (necessary for Advanced LIGO data).
There is exploratory work in progress to redesign the filtering stage to make it more modular, make
use of multi-band hierarchical filtering, employ low-latency time-domain filtering, speeding up the
processing (or reducing the number of computers) using GPUs, and other innovations.

3. Astronomical alerts will be provided with low latency to allow observations of various events by
other astronomical observatories if possible. Observing a source/event simultaneously in different
windows has recently provided rich information about transient γ-ray events. Future gravitational-
wave observations will benefit from such multi-messenger astronomy, which requires these alerts to
be provided quickly but also reliably.

4. Parameter estimation: The continued development of the multi-project analysis efforts and joint
analysis projects is of critical importance to doing astronomy with Earth-based gravitational wave
detectors. Analysis using multiple detectors makes it possible to accurately locate the source in the
sky, determine the parameters of the binary system, estimate the errors, and feed this information into
catalogs and models, as described below.

5. Catalog of events: Database catalogs containing information about all detected events will be devel-
oped; tools to visualize, mine and interpret the results will be provided. Such a database could be used
to study cosmological models and predictions and address important issues such as the compact bi-
nary population of the Universe, evolution of the star formation rate, equation of state of dark energy,
etc.

6. Constraining astrophysical source population: A growing database of detected events will directly
constrain source population models, and eventually produce model-independent measurements of the
CBC source population in terms of all relevant parameters (distance, mass, mass ratio, spin, etc).

7. Standard candle: A binary inspiral is an astronomers ideal standard candle: by measuring the fre-
quency evolution one can determine the mass parameter(s) and thereby measure the luminosity dis-
tance. Inspiral events can therefore be used to build new astrophysical distance ladders and to confirm
the current ones. However, for sources at cosmological distances the mass is “blue-shifted” thereby
requiring observations of the host galaxies to break the mass-redshift degeneracy.

8. IMRI search: Implement a search for intermediate mass ratio inspirals (IMRI) using waveforms from
perturbation theory. Typically, the commissioning of a new search takes about two years, so this is a
long term project which has potentially great interest.

9. Validity of post-Newtonian expansion: Using parametrized post-Newtonian signal model determine
the validity of the post-Newtonian theory and determine how far into the strong gravity regime post-
Newtonian theory is valid. This should help in developing analytical insights into and performing
more accurate numerical relativity of the merger phase.
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10. Alternative gravity theories: Determine a useful way to constrain alternative theories of gravity
using the results from our core search pipelines. It is important to understand to what extent the
existing searches can be used to achieve this, or if it is necessary to perform searches using theoretical
waveform templates from these other theories.
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4 Searches for general burst signals

The mission of the LSC-Virgo Burst Analysis Working Group (also known as the “Burst Group”) is a
broad search for gravitational-wave “bursts”, i.e., short-duration gravitational-wave signals. A variety of
astrophysical sources are expected to produce such signals; sophisticated models are available in some cases,
while in other cases the amplitude and waveform of the GW signal are highly uncertain. Thus, the Burst
Group must utilize robust signal detection methods. Initially, the group focused on signals much shorter
than 1 second in duration, with little or no assumption about their morphology [109]. Currently, the Burst
Group is also pursuing longer signals and the incorporation of available signal waveform knowledge, to seek
specific targets as well as unknown phenomena and mechanisms of emission and propagation. Section 4.1
summarizes recent GW burst search results, while section 4.2 describes many of the basic methodologies
used in burst searches.

Sections 4.3 and 4.4 describe the goals and plans for GW burst searches with the LIGO, GEO and Virgo
instruments over the next∼3 years. During this time we will complete the analysis of data from S6/VSR2+3.
Some specialized searches may also use S5/VSR1 as well as “AstroWatch” data. This document mentions
Several analyses and investigations that are ongoing or planned activities of Burst Group members. In
addition, the group is open to new, scientifically motivated activities that will support its goals: the analysis
techniques and tools that we continue to refine over the next few years will form the foundation of burst
data analysis in the Advanced LIGO/Virgo era. GEO-HF data collected before that time will also provide a
testing ground for evolving techniques, as well as good results in certain cases, such as searches for high-
frequency signals with external triggers.

The Burst Group’s ultimate goal in S6/VSR2+3 is the unequivocal detection and astrophysical inter-
pretation of gravitational-wave burst signals. In the absence of any detection, our goal is to set physically
significant upper limits on the gravitational-wave emission and astrophysical or cosmological mechanisms
responsible for that. There are several approaches to the pursuit of these goals. The broadest net is cast by
the so-called untriggered burst search, which “listens” to the whole sky, at all times allowed by the instru-
ments operation, for statistically significant excursions of signal power within their sensitive frequency band
(sec. 4.3.1). In some cases, astrophysically motivated assumptions about sources—GW waveforms or the
source population—point to customized untriggered searches which are better than the general untriggered
search in terms of sensitivity and ability to interpret the results (sec. 4.3.2). Another direction of interest is
to look for gravitational-wave bursts starting with energetic transient astrophysical events observed in the
electromagnetic or neutrino spectrum. The known sky position and time of these events, combined with
the source phenomenology, offer sensitivity improvements and rich potential for interpretation within an
astrophysical context. These are the so-called externally triggered burst searches (sec. 4.3.3). We also
plan to symmetrize this relation by seeking electromagnetic counterparts for gravitational-wave burst
candidates. For this we expect to form collaborations with observer groups and pursue Target of Oppor-
tunity (ToO) observations that will provide the possibily for gravitational-wave burst candidates to trigger
non-gravitational-wave observatories (sec. 4.3.4).

In some cases, an overlap in astrophysical targets and methods exists with other LSC-Virgo groups.
Such cases include short-duration gamma-ray bursts and the merger and ringdown of binary compact ob-
jects, which are pursued by both Burst and CBC Groups. Longer duration transients (∼minutes or longer)
may also be pursued using methods developed by the stochastic and continuous waves groups for their corre-
sponding searches. The Burst Group will coordinate with other working groups in areas of common interest
to ensure that the best possible scientific results and corresponding publications are brought forward.
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4.1 Recent observational results

The LSC-Virgo Burst Group has published a number of scientific results in the past year. A brief overview
of these results is provided in this section.

During the S5/VSR1 run, over 130 gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) were detected by satellite-based gamma-
ray experiments during times when two or more GW detectors were operating; a joint LIGO-Virgo search
for GW bursts associated with those GRBs was published in 2010 [110]. This was a coherent network
analysis excess-power type search for gravitational-wave bursts associated with 137 GRB events which
occurred during the fifth LIGO science run S5 and the first Virgo science run VSR1. The gravitational-wave
data were collected from 2005 November 4 to 2007 October 1, and most of the GRB triggers were from
the Swift satellite. The search found no evidence for gravitational-wave burst signals associated with this
sample of GRBs. Using simulated short-duration (< 1 s) waveforms, upper limits were set on the amplitude
of gravitational waves associated with each GRB. Lower bounds on the distance to each GRB were also
estimated under the assumption of a fixed energy emission in gravitational waves, with a median limit of
D ∼ 12 Mpc (Eiso

GW/0.01M�c2)1/2 for emission at frequencies around 150 Hz, where the LIGO-Virgo
detector network has best sensitivity.

Untriggered all-sky searches over the course of LIGO’s fifth science run have resulted in several publi-
cations over the last year. The results obtained from the first calendar year of the LIGO S5 run are described
in two back-to-back papers detailing analysis below 2 kHz [111] and between 2 and 6 kHz [112] respec-
tively. S5 is the first time untriggered burst analyses have extended above 3 kHz. All-sky results from the
second calendar year of S5 and Virgo’s first science run (VSR1) were published in a single paper several
months later [113]. The combined search for untriggered bursts over the entire S5-VSR1 science run allows
us to place a limit of 2.0 events per year on detectable bursts in the 64-2048 Hz band at 90% confidence and
place limits on the root-sum-squared strain amplitude in the range 6× 10−22 Hz−1/2 to 2× 10−22 Hz−1/2.
In terms of astrophysical reach, it is estimated that the sensitivity near the optimal frequency (around 153
Hz) is sufficient to detect a mass conversion of 1.8 × 10−8 M� at a distance of 10 kpc or 0.046M� at 16
Mpc with 50% efficiency. Using models produced by Ott et al [114], supernova core collapse gravitational
wave emission was estimated to be detectable at a range up to 30 kpc, for one of the more promising models
(s25WW). These combined S5-VSR1 results represent the most sensitive untriggered GW burst search per-
formed so far and includes the first untriggered burst search during the long-term operation of a worldwide
network of interferometers of similar performance at three different sites.

The first targeted search for cosmic strings was published in 2009 [115]. This was a matched-filter search
for predicted cosmic string cusp gravitational-wave bursts using LIGO data from the fourth science run S4
(February and March 2005). No gravitational waves were detected in 14.9 days of data from times when
all three LIGO detectors were operating. The search set frequentist loudest event upper limits on the rate of
gravitational wave bursts from cosmic string cusps, thereby constraining the parameter space (string tension,
reconnection probability, and loop sizes) of cosmic string models. While the sensitivity of this search did
not allow constraints as tight as the indirect bounds from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, analyses using data
from future LIGO runs are expected to surpass these limits for large areas of the cosmic string parameter
space.

4.2 Basic methodologies used in burst searches

This section summarizes some of the basic approaches that are used to search for GW bursts. We explain how
we can search for signals without knowing their form, how we select good-quality data for burst searches,
how we evaluate the remaining “background” rate of false triggers from detector noise fluctuations, and how
we estimate the sensitivity of our searches for plausible GW signals.
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4.2.1 Signal extraction methods

Burst searches target detection of gravitational waves from violent events in the Universe: supernovae,
gamma ray bursts, mergers of binary systems and other sources. In most cases little is known about the
anticipated GW waveforms, therefore burst searches use a variety of methods to find any transient signature
in the data which is inconsistent with the baseline noise level. Also burst searches rely heavily on coinci-
dence between multiple gravitational wave detectors. A “search pipeline” generally consists of one or more
major signal processing algorithms along with post-processing and diagnostics. A pipeline produces a set
of “triggers” which, if they pass the full set of significance tests and consistency checks, are considered to
be candidate GW events.

In a few special cases when an accurate signal model is available, such as for cosmic string cusps, a
search can be done using matched filtering with a bank of templates. Otherwise, un-modeled bursts can be
identified in the detector output data as excess-power events localized in time and frequency. Therefore,
for better localization of burst events usually the analysis is performed in the time-frequency (TF) domain.
To obtain a TF representation of data a number of transformations are used, including windowed Fourier
transforms, discrete wavelet decompositions [116] (Symlets, Meyer wavelets) and continuous wavelet trans-
forms [117] (Q-transform). These transformations have been actively used in GW burst search algorithms.
At the same time, the Burst Group is exploring other interesting approaches such as the Hibert-Huang Trans-
form (HHT) [118], an adaptive time-frequency decomposition which can be used for more detailed study of
the TF content of gravitational wave events.

A handful other burst search methods have been implemented which do not start with a TF representa-
tion. These include a change-point analysis of bandpassed data [119] (BlockNormal) and a cross-correlation
analysis using pairs of detectors [120] (CorrPower).

Networks of GW detectors are very important for the first detection of gravitational waves. Detection of
a consistent signal by multiple instruments will increase confidence in an event, especially for a burst signal
which otherwise may not be distinguished from the instrumental and environmental artifacts produced in the
detectors. Also, with multiple detectors it is possible to reconstruct the two gravitational wave polarizations
and determine the direction to the source. For these reasons, the Burst Group has developed multi-detector
search algorithms which can be approximately devided into two groups: incoherent and coherent. In the
incoherent algorithms [119, 117, 121, 122], excess-power events in individual detectors are identified and
then a time coincidence is required between the events in different detectors. The incoherent algorithms
are particularly useful for characterization of individual detectors and they are actively used for studies of
enviromental and instrumental artifacts (see Section 4.2.2). Coherent algorithms are based either on cross-
correlating pairs of detectors [123, 124] or on a more general approach called coherent network analysis
(CNA).

Coherent network analysis addresses the problem of detection and reconstraction of gravitational waves
with networks of GW detectors. In coherent methods, a statistic is built as a coherent sum over the detector
responses and, in general, it is more optimal (better sensitivity at the same false alarm rate) than the detection
statistics of individual detectors. It is a high priority of the group to continue development of more advanced
CNA algorithms and apply them to burst searches. There are several CNA approaches employed by the
Burst Group. The constrained likelihood method (coherent WaveBurst [125, 126, 127]) has been developed
and used for the S4 and S5/VSR1 all-sky searches. Also a likelihood method for triggered searches (X-
pipeline [128]) was used during the S5/VSR1 run. These methods have being upgraded and now useed for
analysis of the S6/VSR2+3 data. The group is working on a Bayesian formulation [129] of coherent network
analysis and on maximum entropy methods (MaxEnt [130]). The first version of the Bayesian CNA tool is
being used for the S6/VSR2+3 analysis as part of the Omega [131] analysis pipeline. Also dedicated CNA
algorithms which may use partial information about burst sources and incomplete source models are being
investigated by the Burst Group (see Section 4.3.2).
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Coherent algorithms enable not only the detection of gravitational waves, but also astrophysical analyses
of GW signals and measurements of source properties, including reconstruction of the GW waveforms and
source coordinates. These are necessary tools for the nascent field of GW astronomy. Prompt detection of
GW signals and estimation of source coordinates enables coincident observations with other astronomical
instruments, which can significantly increase the confidence of detection. Such measurements may not only
aid the first detection of gravitational waves but also they will give us fundamentally new information about
the GW sources and their population distribution. The Burst Group has made significant progress in the
development of source localization methods. The coherent WaveBurst and the Omega Bayesian tool were
extensively tested during the Position Reconstruction Challenge conducted by the burst group and used
during the on-line run in December 2009 - January 2010. The group will continue to work on the source
localization problem and apply the coordinate reconstruction methods to the advanced detector networks.

LIGO, Virgo and other ground-based gravitational wave detectors have a linear response to the grav-
itational wave strain at the detector sites. The inferred gravitational wave strain at each detector site thus
amounts to the greatest information that gravitational wave detector observations can provide for the purpose
of astrophysical interpretation. Even in the absence of an electromagnetic counterpart an inferred waveform
can provide basic information about a source and its dynamics. With an electromagnetic counterpart the
accessible physics and astrophysics expands exponentially. Waveform inference is thus a basic desiradatum
of gravitational wave detection and the pursuit of robust and reliable reconstruction algorithms that provide
the collaboration this capability is one of the Burst Group priorities.

4.2.2 Detector characterization

Data quality plays a key role in burst searches, where the false alarm rate is dominated by noise transients,
or “glitches”, which can happen with similar morphology in multiple detectors and pass the coherence tests
developed for the identification of gravitational wave candidates. Glitches represent the ultimate limit to the
sensitivity of the burst search and to the confidence in a possible detection.

During the S6/VSR2+3 run, we are following the strategy of data quality and event-by-event vetoes orig-
inally developed in S5/VSR1. Many people contribute to this work, though it is still generally manpower-
limited. In a coordinated effort of Burst and CBC Group members (the Glitch Group, a part of the Detec-
tor Characterization effort described elsewhere in this document), we study the correlation of the rate and
strength of single detector transients to trends and transients in the sensing and control systems that maintain
the interferometers in their operating condition, as well as monitors of the physical environment in which
the interferometers sit: vibration, sound, magnetic and electric fields, power line voltages, and others. These
studies led to the identification of times likely to be contaminated by non-GW effects, which the Burst Group
uses to veto event candidates found by the GW channel analyses. Based on their duration and character, we
distinguish between data quality vetoes and event-by-event vetoes.

Data Quality (DQ) vetoes are long time intervals (typically several seconds), during which auxiliary
signals indicate that an interferometer was out of its proper operating condition. The vetoes are constructed
from the DQ flags identified by the Detector Characterization group. Different flags have different corre-
lation with transients in the gravitational-wave channel, thus we developed a categorization system for DQ
flags to be used as vetoes:

• Category 1 vetoes define which data can be safely analyzed by the search algorithms; they remove
features that could affect the power spectrum (for instance, detector instability prior to loss of lock or
severe saturations).

• Category 2 vetoes define the full data set, where to search for detection candidates. They remove
times when the detector is unambiguously misbehaving (examples are auxiliary channel saturations,
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and power main glitches that couple magnetically in the detector) with a well-understood physical
coupling. They introduce a small dead time (fraction of a percent) and have high efficiency for re-
moving single-detector outliers.

• Category 3 vetoes define the clean data set to be used to set an upper limit in the case of no detection.
They identify times with an excess of single-detector triggers in the gravitational-wave channel, but
the correlation is not unambiguous and they may introduce a large dead time, up to 10%. Typically,
these vetoes are associated with high seismic activity. If a detection candidate is found at these times,
the category 3 flag is taken into account in the event followup, as described in section 4.3.6.

• Category 4 data quality are advisory flags: there is no obvious correlation with single detector tran-
sients, but they are known detector or environmental features, so they are to be taken into account in
the followup of a candidate detection.

The classification of DQ flags into vetoes is based on their correlation with single-detector triggers from the
KleineWelle algorithm and the Omega search. They are not tuned on multi-detector outputs, but once the
tuning is complete, their effectiveness is tested on coherent WaveBurst triggers.

Event-by-event vetoes are short intervals (typically 100 ms or shorter) that mark individual transients in
an interferometer’s output with a coincident transient in one or more diagnostic signals. They are identified
with extensive statistical studies of coincidence between KleineWelle triggers in auxiliary channels and event
candidates, with a software package known as Hierarchical Veto, or hveto. Hveto considers many possible
veto conditions in a hierarchical classification process in which the vetoes are ranked on the basis of the
significance of their correlation with gravitational wave triggers, and their significance is re-evaluated in
subsequent iterations, after each condition is applied. Their safety is tested against hardware injections.

To ensure the success of the online analysis, the Burst Group is collaborating with the Detector Charac-
terization group for a prompt and documented definition of DQ flags and veto criteria. In particular, Omega
single-interferometer triggers are produced online and time-frequency plots, as well as histograms and cor-
relograms, will be available with a latency of 2-3 minutes. These plots are available for commissioning and
science monitoring, and used for the identification of DQ flags. A standardized set of data quality flags are
produced with low latency and are available for online analysis; additional studies and a periodic revision of
vetoes and their categorization is performed for the offline burst analysis, as the understanding of each de-
tector improves. The offline vetos are tested against coherent WaveBurst multi-detector triggers, especially
relevant for understanding the background in the burst analysis.

4.2.3 Accidental background estimation

The key to any burst search pipeline is the discrimination between real GW signals and noise fluctuations
which satisfy the analysis selection criteria, referred to as false alarms or background. The False Alarm
Rate (FAR) or, alternatively, the False Alarm Probability (for the total observation time), depends on the
properties of the detector noise and on the various selection criteria in the pipeline, including coincidence or
coherence tests among the detectors. The FAR is normally assessed by constructing an off-source resampling
of the observation data, i.e. switching off the possible effects of GW signals.

In a network of detectors with independent noise, the resampling is suitably performed by running the
same signal processing on data sets built by time-shifting the data of the detectors relative to each other
by more than the maximum light travel time between the sites. This destroys the coincidence for any real
GW signals which may be present in the data and provides a reliable estimate of the accidental coincident
background if the noise properties vary over time scales longer than the time-shifts. The procedure is
repeated a number of times for different time shifts, so that each resample can be considered independent
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from the others. The sum of the resampled observation times should exceed the inverse of the target FAR by
at least a factor of a few. In cases when the trigger time of the possible GW source is known, the background
estimation procedure can take advantage of this information by defining off-source samples within a single
detector.

The significance of event candidates found in the on-source (unshifted) analysis can be evaluated by
comparison with the distribution of the accidental background, typically quantified with one or a few statis-
tics describing the strength or quality of the signal. To have an objective, non controversial assessment of
the FAR, we follow a blind statistical procedure, e.g. using the time-shifted data (without examining the
unshifted data) to select the exact procedures to compute the test statistics and their thresholds.

This method cannot discriminate between GW signals, other foreground signals or correlated noise
sources at different detectors. If the accidental events are not compliant with a Poisson point process,
a problematic issue is the assessment of the uncertainty of the empirical off-source distribution, which
propagates on the uncertainty of the False Alarm statements.

4.2.4 Simulations

While tuning an analysis pipeline, and after finalizing all of the event selection criteria, the detection effi-
ciency of the observation is assessed to interpret the results in terms of different signal models. This is done
using the Mock Data Challenge (MDC) technique, i.e. special runs of the analysis are done with simulated
signals added to the actual detector data at pseudo-random times. The simulated signals are chosen to span
the expected range of signal properties (frequency, duration, etc.) but not to exhaustively test all plausible
signals; the robustness of the signal extraction methods allows to extrapolate to other signals. The detection
efficiency is evaluated as a function of waveform and amplitude, either averaged over random sky positions
(for all-sky burst searches) or at the fixed sky position of an astrophysical event used to trigger the search.

Systematic effects of calibration uncertainties on the detection efficiency are measured by performing
MDC injections of signals with suitably mis-calibrated amplitude and phase (or time). These tests can be
performed on subsets of the observation time to limit the computational load, since it is usual that a few-days
subset is representative enough of the overall detection efficiency.

While the basic machinery of MDC injections is well-established, there is still much work to be done to
expand the set of waveforms to include modeled or astrophysically motivated signals.

4.2.5 Hardware signal injections

We inject simulated signals into the interferometer hardware from time to time as an end-to-end test of
the detector, data acquisition system and data analysis pipelines. By comparing the reconstructed signal
against the injected one, we check the detector calibration. Hardware signal injections are also useful for
establishing limits on the cross-coupling of loud GW signals into auxiliary data channels that might be used
to define vetoes.

4.3 Science goals

Our fundamental goals are to detect gravitational-wave signals and, using them, test the general theory of
relativity and learn new things about astrophysical objects. Looking into the future, we expect the advanced
detectors to capture GW signals on a regular basis, enabling statistical analyses of source populations and
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emission mechanisms. But in the near term, our focus is on discovery—the identification and validation of
that first signal (or, if we are lucky, first few signals) that will begin that era. The Burst Group’s special role,
of searching the whole space of possible transient GW signals, compels us to utilize every handle we can to
distinguish real signals (even those whose form is unknown) from detector noise fluctuations.

In this section we describe six broad goals which, taken together, form our vision of how to search for
the full spectrum of possible GW burst signals over the next few years. They drive (or will drive) many
aspects of the actual searches that we implement and carry out now and in the near future using data from
S5, VSR1, S6, VSR2 and VSR3. These six goals are not ordered by importance, and in fact many search
efforts will draw on more than one of them. We have pursued many of these goals with S5/VSR1 data and
intend to pursue all of them with S6/VSR2+3 data. The data analysis we have done as a collaboration over
the past several years has provided us with valuable experience and sophisticated tools and procedures in
many of these areas, while in other areas there is still much to be developed and learned.

4.3.1 Search as broadly as possible for GWs

There is strong astrophysical motivation [132] for searching for burst-like gravitational-wave signals using
ground-based laser interferometers. The emphasis has historically been on astrophysical systems for which
the resulting burst waveforms are either poorly modeled or remain unknown, including (but not limited to)
binary compact star mergers and core-collapse supernovae. In recent years numerical relativity calculations
have offered significant information on the waveform accompanying binary mergers [133] as well as im-
portant new information on the features of signals accompanying core-collapse [134]. Burst sources with
well-modeled waveforms include emission from neutron star ringdowns following a pulsar glitch, black hole
ringdowns or cosmic string cusps (sec. 4.3.2).

Typical signal durations predicted by these models are from less than a millisecond to hundreds of
milliseconds and with signal power in the frequency range from 50 Hz and up to few kHz. Various models
of GW emission from core-collapse supernovae [134] and gamma-ray burst progenitors [135] may result
in signals lasting up to several seconds. Although the best sensitivity of ground-based interferometers is
achieved around ∼150 Hz, the instruments remain sensitive to within a factor of ∼10 over most of their
frequency band (60–6000 Hz). Given the broad spectrum of astrophysical sources, signal morphologies and
their uncertainties and the possibility of unanticipated sources, it is of paramount importance for the burst
search to provide an eyes-wide-open approach capable of detecting the widest range of signals.

Our approach relies on generic search methods and on minimal assumptions about the signal morphol-
ogy to provide detection capability for the widest possible range of sources. The search analyzes as much of
the available data as possible from times when two or more detectors are running well, and no assumption is
made on the direction and the source(s) of gravitational-wave bursts. This kind of untriggered burst search
is often referred to as all-times, all-sky. The search is traditionally tuned in such a way that a very low num-
ber (� 1) of background events is expected over the duration of the observation. Thus, any signal events
(foreground) resulting from this analysis constitute detection candidates for which further and exhaustive
investigation is performed (sec. 4.3.6). The immediate result of this search is a statement on the rate and
strength of gravitational-wave bursts at the instruments. We can also give an astrophysical interpretation to
the results through order-of-magnitude estimates of the reach (distance to which a signal could be detected)
for certain astrophysical models.

Care should be given in the number of methods formally invoked in pursuing this, as well as any,
search. Multiple methods are generally expected to increase sensitivity to some part of the signal phase-
space covered by gravitational-wave bursts but at the cost of increased false alarm rate. Efforts toward
new method development should address this question quantitatively, before being considered as part of the
group-wide search for bursts.
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Due to practical considerations, the all-times, all-sky burst search has been split into “low” (∼50–
2000 Hz) and “high” (∼2000–6000 Hz) frequency bursts.

A continued all-times, all-sky for GW bursts over the full frequency spectrum allowed by the instrument
and motivated by source phenomenology will remain of the highest priority in the S6/VSR2+3 science run.
The analysis of the S6/VSR2+3 data set (Summer 2009-Fall 2010, expected) has been split into few-months
(calendar) intervals. This has mostly been dictated by changes in the individual detectors’ and the global
network’s operational characteristics. The search in S6a-VSR2 (Summer 2009) has been completed while
the one in S6b-VSR2 (Fall 2009-Winter 2010) is in the final stages and remains the highest priority of the
group. A single paper describing the search over the entire frequency regime and over the entire S6/VSR2+3
data set is expected be submitted in 2011.

In addition to this high priority search, the group will give expand analysis coverage to signals that sev-
eral seconds. There are also questions surrounding the search for bursts that go beyond the all-sky “counting
experiment” approach used so far. For example, can the distribution of weaker sources be revealed through
the statistical analysis of the amplitude distribution of signal and background gravitational-wave burst can-
didates? Is the gravitational-wave burst sky uniform? How can the ability of the detector network to recon-
struct event sky positions be used to perform sky map comparisons between foreground and background?
Such questions can in principle improve sensitivity and provide hints for possible astrophysical models be-
hind candidate signals. Moreover, they have been used routinely by cosmic ray experiments in the search
for astrophysical sources of high energy photons and neutrinos [136, 137, 138, 139]. The availability of
S5/VSR1 data provides an opportunity for the exploration and benchmarking of these search methods prior
to applying them to data from the S6/VSR2+3 run.

4.3.2 Use knowledge of astrophysically plausible signals

Burst sources are un-modeled by definition. However, recent progress in astrophysics and numerical rela-
tivity provide knowledge about the intensity and morphology of expected gravitational wave signals from
some sources; the most plausible being the coalescence of compact objects, over a broad parameter space,
and core collapse supernovae. Predictions for binary black hole (BBH) coalescence rates are based on
population synthesis models constrained by astronomical observations. Due to a number of assumptions
and unknown model parameters, the rate estimates are still uncertain at present. According to estimates
compiled from the literature [140], assuming that an Initial LIGO detector has a horizon distance of 173
Mpc for a merger of two 10-solar-mass BHs, it is likely to detect 0.01 BBH coalescences per year, with
a plausible range between 0.0009 and 2 BBH coalescences per year. Assuming that an Advanced LIGO
detector has a horizon distance of 2186 Mpc for such a system, it is likely to detect 30 BBH coalescences
per year, with a plausible range between 2 and 4000 BBH coalescences per year. The expected rate of core
collapse supernovae is 1/40-50 years in the Milky Way, about twice that in the local group, but at ∼5 Mpc
the integrated rate may be as large as 1 every other year and reaches one a year at 10 Mpc. These are upper
limits, supported by electromagnetic observations [141]. The actual range of burst searches for supernovae
in LIGO/Virgo depends on how much gravitational wave energy is emitted, which is subject of a wide range
of predictions [134]. The Burst Group aims to exploit such knowledge for an astrophysical interpretation of
its results.

Burst searches do not normally use these calculated waveforms as templates for matched filtering. How-
ever, available waveforms are used to test the efficiency of the detection pipelines and quantify the reach
of the search. In particular, the coalescence of black holes, whose waveform only has a few cycles in the
interferometers’ sensitive band, is of particular interest for the Burst Group. The IMR (Inspiral-Merger-
Ringdown) working group is a collaborative effort with the CBC Group, where the same set of phenomeno-
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logical and EOBNR waveforms [142, 143, 144, 145] is being analyzed by burst search methods, inspiral and
ring-down matched filtering to compare detactability across the parameter space. This includes an event-
by-event comparison of events found by each search (simulated and background) and a study of how to
combine inspiral, burst and ringdown triggers in a single result. This study currently includes systems with
25-350 M� total mass and no spin. Preliminary studies based on numerical relativity waveforms show that
the magnitude and orientation of the spin of the coalescing black holes has a significant impact on the range
of burst searches. Also binary black hole objects can be formed in the galactic nuclei or globular clusters and
enter the frequency band of detectors at high eccentricities [146, 147]. Studies of corresponding waveforms
will help to devise new detection techniques and provide important guidance for the interpretation of search
results. Similar studies are being pursued using current models for the gravitational wave emission from
core-collapse supernovae.

In preparation for a detection, the group needs to finalize parameter estimation techniques, which allow
to reconstruct the waveform, compare it to known models and extract source parameters. Some progress
towards waveform reconstruction has already been made in this direction, via coherent techniques, but
more progress is needed to compare a candidate to merger waveform parameters. Bayesian [148] and
MCMC [149] techniques are currently being explored by the CBC Group as well as members of the Burst
Group. New techniques such as the Hilbert-Huang transform [150, 118] may also prove to be useful for
reconstructing waveforms.

For some targets, a customized search may be more appropriate than the all-sky flagship analysis of
the Burst Group. Such searches may be pursued after preliminary studies show them to be significantly
more sensitive than the flagship analysis or they provide scientifically more meaningful interpretation of the
search results. In certain instances, the existing all-sky pipelines can be tuned to target a specific signature.
For example, elliptical constraints can be applied to coherent WaveBurst to search for elliptically polarized
signals such as black hole mergers [151]. Or the configuration file for Omega could be modified to target
high frequency, long waveforms from certain models for core collapse supernovae [152, 153, 154, 155, 156].
Matched filtering can be used for some classes of GW burst signals, such as cosmic string cusps [115] or
specific models of supernovae. In other cases, customized algorithms may be needed to search for certain
extended signals, such as trains of quasi-periodic pulses from eccentric binaries.

Customized burst analyses are also used to exploit the source sky locations. The group developed and
implemented techniques to search for gravitational waves in coincidence with electromagnetic events such
as GRBs, SGRs and optical supernovae, for which the sky location is known; see section 4.3.3 for a full dis-
cussion. Dedicated searches have been designed and will be used to target specific sky locations, including
but not restricted to the galactic center or M31. In addition, the Burst Group will use directional information
from burst candidate triggers to form sky map probabilities of their astrophysical origin. A comparison
of such maps with background could unveil directional correlations with known or new point sources, as
well as correlations with ensembles of galactic and extragalactic sources (as has been done by the Auger
Collabration [139], for instance). This directional anisotropy search, in preparation for S6/VSR2+3, relies
on triggers and direction information from the all-sky searches. It may ultimately be optimized for each
possible arrival direction, like a radiometer.

4.3.3 Look for GW transients triggered by energetic astrophysical events

Many gravitational-wave sources should be observable in more traditional channels. Directly relevant astro-
physical observations are abundant, ranging from Earth-based astronomical data, through sensitive GRB/X-
ray satellite detections, to neutrino signals. Knowledge of the time and/or sky position of the event increases
the sensitivity of the GWB search compared to an untriggered all-sky search. The association with a known
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astrophysical event may be critical in increasing our confidence associated with a candidate GWB detec-
tion. Perhaps most importantly, joint studies can enable scientific insight that cannot be accessed through
gravitational waves or other messengers alone.

A high priority for S6/VSR2 has been to invoke in near-real-time the baseline GRB search [157, 158]
used in S5/VSR1. The prompt availability of results from reviewed and published analysis methods such as
the GRB and SGR [159, 160] pipelines will allow relatively fast publications on exceptional astrophysical
triggers.

ExtTrig members are also working towards increased interaction with external astronomers, including
through workshops (such as the 2009 GW+HEN workshop in Paris, the 2010 GRB multimessenger meeting
in Cardiff, and the 2010 SNe workshop in Caltech) and by regularly hosting presentations by non-LVC
astronomers at weekly ExtTrig telecons. One example of the benefits of these interactions has been that,
in response to requests from non-LVC GRB astronomers, a public webpage listing GRBs for which we
could potentially perform GW analysis is under construction. This webpage will contribute to the GRB
astronomers’s decision of whether to perform follow-up observations for a given GRB.

ExtTrig sources and science mentioned in this section will also be relevant for the aLIGO era, as dis-
cussed in Section 4.5.

Triggers from Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs)

GRBs are intense flashes of gamma rays that are observed approximately once per day, isotropically
distributed across the sky. GRBs are divided into two classes by their durations [161, 162]. Long (&2 s)
GRBs are associated with star-forming galaxies of redshifts of z . 8 and core-collapse supernovae [163,
164, 165, 166]. Short GRBs (.2 s) have been observed from distant galaxies of different types. Most short
GRBs are believed to be due to the merger of neutron star or neutron star – black hole binaries [167, 168],
while up to 15% may be due to SGRs [169, 170] (see below).

The central engine of both long GRBs and short GRBs produced by binary mergers (non-SGR GRBs)
is likely a rapidly rotating black hole with accretion disk. Gravitational waves could be produced in long
GRBs, for example, from fragmentation in the disk [171], or suspended accretion due to interactions be-
tween the BH spin and magnetic fields [172]. Binary mergers should also emit strong gravitational wave
signals with relatively well-modeled amplitude and frequency evolution. The current LIGO-Virgo network
is sensitive to GWB emission from these models to distances of O(10) Mpc [157]. This compares favorably
with estimates of the local rate density of low-luminosity GRBs (up to 103 yr−1Gpc−3 [173]), so that the
enhanced or advanced detectors may detect gravitational waves associated with GRBs or constrain these
progenitor models.

ExtTrig searches analyze all GRBs, both long and short, for which we have data from two or more
detectors. The search algorithm looks for a GWB coincident in time and sky direction with the external
trigger, and is designed to be sensitive to generic GWBs. The burst analysis of GRBs is complementary to
the compact binary coalescence search, providing the ability to detect or constrain any GW emission that
does not precisely match the inspiral waveform.

We have completed the analysis of all S5/VSR1 GRBs reported by the GCN [174] with coincident
LIGO/Virgo data [157]. These were GRBs which had reported localizations, mostly from Swift, and for
which there was good science data from at least two LIGO/Virgo interferometers. Since the completion of
this analysis, we have started a collaboration with IPN (Interplanetary Network) to localize additional GRBs
which were detected by IPN satellites during the time of the LIGO S5/VSR1 run. We estimate that up to
∼ 300 additional GRBs will be available for analysis using S5/VSR1 data as a result of this collaboration.
Given the good data quality and IFO sensitivity during the LIGO S5/VSR1 run, there is good scientific
motivation for pursuing the analysis of these additional IPN GRBs. Further, pursuing this analysis will
strengthen the collaborative relationship between LIGO/Virgo and IPN, and will help move it forward into
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the era of advanced detectors.
The analysis of AstroWatch GRBs using G1, H2, and V1 data is underway and will be completed by the

end of 2010. A separate search is being conducted for GRB 051103 [175], a short GRB whose sky-position
error box overlaps with the nearby galaxy group M81 (3.6 Mpc). Initiated by contact with non-LVC GRB
astronomers, the 051103 search is of particular interest since this GRB it has properties indicative of an
extra-galactic SGR giant flare. A joint search involving the burst, inspiral, and SGR pipelines is nearing
completion and will contribute to the discussion of this event’s progenitor.

Our primary goal for S6/VSR2 is to perform a fast search for all available GRB triggers. Currently all
GCN-reported GRBs with coincident data are being processed autonomously by the online search. A paper
draft covering the full S6/VSR2 GRB set will be written within 3 months after the end of the S6 run.

Low threshold gamma-ray triggers

Gamma-ray satellites such as Swift typically set thresholds for GRB detection high enough to ensure that
the rate for false events is very small. Hence, there are likely to be good GRBs which are below the standard
threshold. And there is good scientific motivation to conclude that GRBs which are not bright in gamma
rays are not necessarily associated with low GW brightness. A clear example is provided by short-duration
GRBs, which typically have much lower gamma-ray luminosity than long GRBs, but, given the current
progenitor hypotheses, are expected to be much brighter in GWs. The other example is given above—GRBs
for which the Earth is not centered on the gamma-ray beam. In either case, such low brightness GRBs could
easily by relatively nearby. By examining GRB candidates which are below the standard threshold, one
might hope that this expanded sample would include promising GRB-GWB candidates.

Currently a joint analysis of such an expanded-sample of gamma-ray bursts from Swift during the
S5/VSR1 run is in development.

Triggers from Soft Gamma Repeaters (SGRs)

SGRs emit short-duration X-ray and gamma-ray bursts at irregular intervals, and (rarely) giant gamma-
ray flares with luminosities up to 1047erg/s [176]. Crustal deformations and catastrophic cracking [177, 178]
and excitation of the star’s nonradial modes [179, 180, 181] might lead to the emission of gravitational
waves [180, 181, 182, 183, 184]. The pulsating X-ray tail of SGR1806−20 also revealed the presence of
Quasi-Periodic Oscillations (QPOs) (e.g. see [185, 186, 187]) that were plausibly attributed to seismic
modes of the neutron star, thus bringing up the possibility of associated gravitational wave emission [160,
188].

Less than two dozen Galactic SGRs and AXPs have been identified, at distances from ∼ 1.5kpc to
∼ 50kpc. SGR 1806-20 and two others (SGR 1900+14 and SGR 1627-41) are located in our Galaxy near
the galactic plane, between 6 and 15 kpc distance. Another, SGR 0526-66, is located in the Large Magellanic
Cloud, about 50 kpc away. Two others, SGR 0501+4516 and SGR 0418+5729, may be an order of mag-
nitude closer to us than the other known Galactic SGRs located towards the galactic anticenter. Advanced
LIGO and Virgo will probe the energetics of these Galactic sources several orders of magnitude below
the typical electromagnetic energy output of giant SGR flares, constraining the unexplored and interesting
region [181, 182, 183, 184].

For SGRs, we also perform two specialized searches. “Stacking” searches look for the collective sig-
nature of weak GWBs from repeated flares from a single SGR source. “QPO” searches look for long quasi
monochromatic GWBs, with special emphasis on frequencies and durations matching those seen in the
electromagnetic emission.
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Two SGR searches on S5/VSR1 data have been published: the analysis of the first year, and a stacking
analysis of the 2006 SGR 1900+14 storm. A paper is in preparation reporting the results of the analysis
of flares from the second year of S5/VSR2 and Astrowatch, including from the recently discovered SGR
0501+4516, thought to be at a distance of only 1-2 kpc. The next priority will be the QPO search, triggered
searches for GWBs associated with SGR flares during S6/VSR2-3, and a stacking analysis of isolated bursts
from the nearby magnetars SGR 0501+4516 and AXP 1E 1547.0-5408.

Neutrinos as Astrophysical Triggers

Gravitational waves and high-energy neutrinos can originate from a common, very energetic source that
exhibits burst activity. For example, GRBs are thought to be high energy neutrino emitters as implied by the
internal shock model [189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199]. In the prompt and afterglow
phases of long GRBs, high-energy neutrinos are expected to be generated by accelerated protons in relativis-
tic shocks [189, 200, 201]. Short GRBs [168, 167, 202] are also thought to be associated with a detectable
high-energy neutrino flux. “Low-luminosity” GRBs are associated with a particularly energetic population
of core-collapse supernovae [166, 203, 164, 204, 205, 206, 207]. Typically discovered at relatively small
distances (e.g. SN 1998bw at about 40 Mpc), the expected rate of these events in the local volume can be an
order of magnitude larger than that of conventional long GRBs [208, 207] and strong neutrino emission is
also expected from these sources [199, 209, 210]. A detectable number of neutrino events are additionally
expected from the so-called “choked” GRBs [211, 212, 213, 214, 215]. They are particularly interesting
as they can be hidden from conventional observational methods, therefore only neutrinos and gravitational
waves can reveal their properties. SGRs may also be considered as common sources for high-energy neutri-
nos and gravitational waves [181, 216, 217].

The IceCube [218] and ANTARES [219] neutrino observatories have extragalactic reach in the high
energy regime and they can determine both the arrival time and the direction (with complementary sky
coverages) of individual neutrino events. These detectors can also reconstruct the energy of individual
neutrino events [220], which can enhance background rejection as the spectrum of astrophysical neutrinos
differs from that of atmospheric events [220]. The LIGO-Virgo detector network also provides extragalactic
reach and relevant pointing information. A gravitational-wave – high-energy neutrino search therefore may
significantly expand the scientific reach of all experiments. The past, present, and projected overlaps in the
observation schedule of the collaborations ensures concurrent gravitational-wave and high-energy neutrino
observation time.

The feasibility and expected performance of a hypothetical IceCube-LIGO-Virgo network was demon-
strated [221, 222], indicating that the false alarm rate for the combined detector network is expected to be
very low, O(10−2) yr−1. Closed-box analyses using fake HEN triggers and real LIGO-Virgo S5/VSR1 data
have also been performed as the first step in the implementation of a full joint search.

Supernova triggers from detectors sensitive to low energy (10s of MeV) neutrinos can be used to initiate
a search for associated gravitational waves. For example, a core-collapse supernova near the galactic center
is expected to produce a large flux of ∼ 8000 detected neutrinos in the Super-Kamiokande detector [223]
with a pointing accuracy of 4◦. Unlike the electromagnetic signatures of supernova, neutrino bursts and
gravitational waves mark the moment of core collapse, and are expected to be coincident in time to < 1 s.
In fact, neutrinos and gravitational waves provide the only direct probes of the dynamics of core-collapse.

The expected strong neutrino signal for a galactic core-collapse supernova would provide excellent tim-
ing and good pointing, thus allowing an improved sensitivity gravitational-wave burst search, similar to that
employed for GRBs. For extragalactic supernovae, the neutrino signature would in general provide timing
but not pointing. At the distance of Andromeda the expected flux of detected neutrinos in Super-Kamiokande
would fall off toO(1). In this case, joint neutrino-GW time-coincident searches would substantially increase
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detection probability and decrease the false-alarm rate. In general, a joint neutrino detection would boost
confidence in a low-SNR GW detection.

We have studied various scenarios for a joint GW-neutrino supernova search, particulary with Super-K.
The most recent supernova search by Super-K required two neutrinos in coincidence within a 20-second
window, and an energy threshold of 17 MeV, at which the background rate is ∼ 1 per day. A core-collapse
supernova at Andromeda would have a ∼ 9% probability of satisfying this search criterion. Requiring only
one neutrino, e.g. in coincidence with a GW detection, would increase this probability to ∼ 35% [224].
Decreasing the energy threshold to 7 MeV would result in detection probabilities of ∼ 15% and ∼ 50% for
a two-neutrino and single-neutrino requirement, respectively.

At this lower energy threshold, the background rate is ∼ 100 per day, but requiring coincidence with a
GW event in a joint GW-neutrino search would keep the effective false alarm rates low [224]. For example,
if we consider the expected background rates at Super-K which would result from energy thresholds at
which the expected neutrino count at Super-K from SN sources at various distances (corresponding to the
energy thresholds) is one neutrino event, and if we use the LIGO S5 first-year background rate threshold of
∼ 6.2×10−4 per day, then the probability for a GW and a neutrino background event to be coincident, using
a coincidence window of 1 second, would beO(10−6). If the GW background rate threshold is increased to
∼ 1 per day, corresponding to an improvement in GW energy sensitivity of a factor ∼ 2 at 150 Hz, then the
coincidence probability would be O(10−3) for a single-neutrino requirement. Using a coincidence window
of 20 seconds, and requiring two neutrinos in coincidence with a GW event, would result in a coincidence
probability of O(10−5) if the GW background rate threshold is increased to ∼ 10 per day, an improvement
of a factor of ∼ 3 in GW energy sensitivity.

Optical Supernovae as Astrophysical Triggers

Core collapse supernovae are interesting candidates as gravitational-wave sources and can also be asso-
ciated with neutrino bursts/triggers. For extragalactic supernovae the external trigger must be derived from
data from an early optical detection, leading to a large uncertainty on the derived event time (order of several
hours), making the data analysis task challenging. The information on distance and direction is often well-
known thus we can use directional search analysis methods. The large number of extragalactic supernova
discoveries makes this line of analysis a possibility, even though theoretical motivation is still evolving.

Relatively close-by core collapse supernova events were observed during S5 and S6 in an early state of
their evolution. Therefore reconstructing supernova lightcurves can place a bound on the core collapse time
(trigger time) and therefore on the analysis time window. The analysis method for S5/VSR1 supernova is in
development, and is expected to continue during S6/VSR2/VSR3.

Pulsar Glitches as Astrophysical Triggers

Pulsars emit periodic pulses of radio-frequency radiation. The periodicity of these pulses is, in gen-
eral, extremely stable but, on many occassions, a sudden change in the periodicity is observed by radio
astronomers. These sudden changes, often referred to as glitches, are most likely due to a increase in cou-
pling between the solid outer crust and the liquid inner core. Put more simply, the outer crust “sticks” to the
core momentarily and begins to rotate faster for a short period of time.

It is possible that a pulsar glitch will be accompanied by a burst of gravitational waves strong enough
to be observed by Advanced LIGO and Virgo and possibly by the current “enhanced” detectors. The most
likely signal waveform is a quasi-sinusoidal ring-down from the excited neutron star. A precise prediction
of the time at which this signal should be seen is important for maximizing sensitivity and reducing the
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search parameter space. There are several pulsar timing programmes worldwide and, with varying degrees
of precision, the times of glitches from pulsars are readily available.

A search for a GWB associated with the August 2006 Vela pulsar glitch has been performed, using a
new Bayesian model selection algorithm [225], and a paper is in the advanced stages of internal review. This
method will be applied to pulsar glitches of interest during S6/VSR2, and possibly to S5/VSR1 glitches from
the X-ray pulsar J0537−6910.

Population study of astrophysical sources using data from other detectors

The objective of this analysis is to infer properties that characterize a population of astrophysical sources
as a whole rather than any one individual member. The sources could have an electromagnetic or particle
signature (i.e., external triggers) or could be candidate GWB events obtained from detectors that work in a
different frequency band than LIGO and Virgo.

The first version of a population study method for GRB triggers was investigated in [226] and an im-
proved one [227] was demonstrated using data from the S2, S3, and S4 runs of LIGO [228]. The population
study method is complementary to the search for GW signals in coincidence with individual triggers [229].
An important feature of the method is the accumulation of signal-to-noise ratio as the sample size of triggers
increases and a corresponding monotonic improvement in the astrophysical constraints obtained [226, 229].

It is foreseen that the cumulative use of GRB triggers from S5/VSR1 and the forthcoming S6/VSR2 runs
will be significant. Among the improvements will be the use of coherent network analysis and a Bayesian
scheme for assigning optimal weights to the triggers according to their sky location, measured redshifts (if
any) and other relevant parameters obtained from the non-GW observations.

RXTE-LIGO coincidence search for GWs from Sco X-1

The Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE) mission has been extended to the end of 2010 and observa-
tions therefore overlap with the S6/VSR2/VSR3 run. Multi-messenger observations of Sco X-1 allow us
the opportunity to search for correlations between the X-ray and potential GW emission. Sco X-1 was the
first extra-solar X-ray source to be discovered and there are still many unanswered questions regarding this
object: What is the spin frequency? What mechanism is at work during low- and high-frequency quasi-
periodic oscillations (QPOs) [230]? What is the limiting mechanism on the increase in spin frequency due
to the accretion torque [231]? Recent papers have suggested that some of these issues may be related to
gravitational radiation [232, 233, 234, 235]. In addition, gravitational-wave bursts from f-mode excitation
may be induced by r-modes [236] or crust collapse due to mass accretion [237]. An exploratory cross-
correlation analysis between RXTE and LIGO has been performed using S5 coincidence data. In addition
to this ongoing analysis a second approach is under way where both RXTE and LIGO-VIRGO time-series
data are analyzed to generate trigger lists using existing search pipelines developed for gravitational-wave
burst detection. LIGO-VIRGO data is analyzed by a coherent network analysis pipeline and RXTE data
by a single detector pipeline based on the excess power method. Masking the sky around Sco X-1, using
a coincidence analysis can improve the detection confidence, and therefore enable us to set upper limits on
GWs correlated with astrophysical events encoded in RXTE data.

Radio triggered searches

The existence of theoretical models in which various mechanisms give rise to a prompt pulse of radio
emission from some putative gravitational wave sources, particularly coalescing compact binaries, motivates
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joint searches with radio telescopes.
Models for prompt radio emission from compact binaries generally require that one of the compact

objects is a magnetar. In the simplest of these model classes [238, 239], the orbital motion of the binary
generates time dependent magnetic fields and consequently induced electric and magnetic fields. These
fields then lead to the emission of radiation, which is predicted to be in the radio band.

A second, larger class of models similarly require a high magnetic field from one member of the binary;
in these models the field either confines or otherwise interacts with a plasma. For example, the unmagnetized
companion object can develop surface charge that can then be ejected from the surface of the star and
subsequently undergo acceleration as it follows the magnetic field lines of the magnetar. Alternatively
[240], gravitational waves emitted during the inspiral and merger of a binary neutron star system may excite
magnetohydrodynamic waves in the plasma (see also [241] for details), which then interact with charged
particles in the plasma, inducing coherent radio emission.

A progenitor confirmation is still awaited for short hard GRBs (SHB). Results have been published on
radio afterglows for SHB but the data shows only weak signals hours or days after the burst. There are
a series of proposed models for radio afterglows for SHB that may be observed seconds to minutes after
the burst. One of the models put forward by Usov and Katz [242] predicts that immediately after merger
the rotational energy of the binary system is transferred to a highly magnetized, highly relativistic particle
wind that interacts with the ambient warm gas and as a result EM radiation is emitted. The main bulk of
radiation is below 1 MHz but its tail can reach 1–30 MHz. As a main prediction, according to the model
we should detect an incoherent pulse of 1–30 MHz, duration of 1–100 s and fluence of a few percent of the
total gamma-ray flux. The expected delay for such a pulse would be of around 104 s for a source placed at
3.2 Gpc.

Follow-up searches of radio triggers in gravitational wave data will allow us to dig deeper into our noise
by focusing on short astrophysically interesting times. We expect these searches will increase our chances
of finding gravitational waves. We propose to perform follow up searches in our data, starting with existing
radio transients detected during S4 and S5/VSR1. An interesting aspect of follow-up of radio triggers is
that for each event we will have the dispersion measure. This will provide an independent measure of the
distance, and allow us to better predict when the gravitational wave should have arrived at our detectors.

4.3.4 Seek confirmation of GW candidates with follow-up observations

The previous section described many scenarios in which astrophysical systems are expected to emit electro-
magnetic (EM) radiation along with GW bursts, and the substantial benefits of joint observations. However,
telescopes cannot cover the whole sky at all times with good sensitivity. Current EM survey projects typ-
ically have lengthy cadence times, or are considerably less sensitive than their more directed counterparts
[243]; therefore it is quite possible that the EM signature from an interesting event will be missed because no
telescope of an appropriate type is looking in the right direction at the right time. The GW detector network,
on the other hand, is effectively an all-sky monitor for highly energetic astrophysical events. Thus there is
a strong motivation to point optical, X-ray and/or radio telescopes in response to potential GW triggers and
thereby attempt to catch an associated transient EM signal which would otherwise be missed.

GRB progenitors provide an intriguing example. While Fermi and other satellites have gamma-ray de-
tectors which can see a large fraction of the sky, the gamma-ray emission is expected to be tightly collimated,
so that only a small fraction of GRB progenitors are detected by these instruments. The corresponding af-
terglow emission at longer EM wavelengths, on the other hand, is believed to be much less collimated
[244, 245]. Thus there may be short-lived “orphan afterglows” from nearby energetic events which are
going undetected [168]. If such an event is detected by the network of GW interferometers, then the recon-
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structed sky position can in principle be used to point one or more telescopes and catch the afterglow before
it fades away.

Other possible sources of joint EM/GW emission include decaying neutron star matter ejected during
merger [246, 247] and supernovas [248]. More details on these sources and their expected observational
signatures can be found in [249, 243, 250].

In the event of the detection of a truly astrophysical signal, such observations will be greatly beneficial
for two reasons. First, they will help establish the event as astrophysical in nature, effectively increasing the
reach of the interferometer in the case of a low-signal-to-noise-ratio event that might not otherwise stand out
from the background. Additionally, having an associated EM signal increases the astrophysical information
that can be mined from a GW event. Several recent papers have stressed the progress that can be achieved
only with a combination of EM and GW data [251, 252, 253]. This second motivation will remain strong
even in the future advanced detector era, when GW signals are expected to be observed regularly.

During the current S6/VSR2+3 run, we are executing an ambitious program to seek confirmation of
GW candidates with electromagnetic follow-up observations. This project is sometimes called “LoocUp”,
which originally stood for “Locating and Observing Optical Counterparts to Unmodeled Pulses” [249], but
the scope has evolved over time to include EM bands other than the optical and to be a joint effort with the
CBC Group, who wish to follow up promising candidates from (well-modeled) inspiral searches.

There are several challenges that are currently being addressed to make this possible. One difficulty is
the relatively large uncertainty expected for interferometer signal localization. For the LIGO-Virgo network,
uncertainties of order a few degrees are expected, which is large compared to the field-of-view of many
astronomical instruments. For this reason, it is natural to plan to work with wide-field instruments, with
fields of view of several square degrees or more. We have had detailed discussions with a number of groups
of astronomers who operate robotic wide-field optical telescopes around the globe—many of which are
already being used to look for afterglows to GRBs—and have formalized arrangements with some to collect
images following up on LIGO-Virgo GW triggers. Smaller field-of-view instruments may also be useful for
secondary observations, including spectra, or in conjunction with a catalog of nearby galaxies to limit the
region to be imaged, as outlined in [249]. To this end, we have made arrangements with the Swift project
to plan for a limited number of target-of-opportunity (ToO) observations using that satellite’s X-ray and
UV/optical telescopes, and we have applied for ToO observing time on a few large-aperture ground-based
telescopes. Another approach being investigated is to “point” into normal survey data from Fermi, Swift,
and/or RXTE afterwards to search for low-significance counterparts in these high-energy EM data sets.

An “online”, low-latency, GW data analysis pipeline is a key component of any follow-up plans. The
Burst Group has recently made this a reality, with a complete version demonstrated during periods of
S6/VSR2+3, delivering triggers to robotic telescopes with roughly 30 minute latencies. This online pipeline
will continue to develop through S6/VSR3, along with LUMIN and GEM, collections of specialized tools
for identifying relevant events and passing them to automated telescopes for directed observation.

The identification and classification of EM transients in the collected images is a major challenge. Sev-
eral group members are beginning to engage with our astronomer colleagues to understand and implement
this complex process. Developing an image processing pipeline, evaluating its efficiency, and measuring the
transient background in collected optical and X-ray images are goals that are closely linked with the EM
follow-up plan.

Even in the absence of an S6/VSR2+3 detection, we expect this development effort to be useful. The
first benefit of S6/VSR2+3 follow-up observations is the development itself; the huge pay-offs of measuring
linked EM and GW signals merits developing software tools and protocols in anticipation of Advanced
LIGO/Virgo. The second pay-off is the ability to set unique upper limits on astrophysical models predicting
both GW and EM emission. The process for setting such an upper limit contains the optical transient search
as an additional coincidence test, and so may prove more sensitive than a GW-only limit.

Another area currently being explored is the use of gravitational wave detectors as a trigger for follow-
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up radio searches, which could provide a method of detecting faint radio transients that would otherwise
be missed. Furthermore, certain classes of radio telescope, such as the LOFAR array, employ aperture
synthesis to allow a combination of a field of view of a large fraction of the sky and angular resolution as
good as a fraction of an arc second. Such telescopes use digital signal processing to allow matching of
the telescope field of view with the error circle of a gravitational wave trigger. The bandwidth of LOFAR is
limited to the UHF (40-240 MHz) by the usable bandwidth of the antennae. For other conventional steerable
dish telescopes, use of the gravitational wave channel as the search trigger makes optimal use of the wide
field of view of gravitational wave interferometers to maximize the probability of transient detection, whilst
conventional dish antennae have the advantage of covering a wide band of radio frequencies in a frequency
band that is better understood. Detailed plans for extending LoocUp to the radio band are currently being
discussed.

4.3.5 Be open to alternative theories of gravity

An intriguing possibility is that gravity may be better described by a theory other than General Relativity.
The direct detection of gravitational waves could help determine the correct theory of gravity [254, 255,
256, 257]. This, in turn, could help unravel outstanding problems in astrophysics, including dark energy and
dark matter, and even provide clues to reconciling gravity and quantum mechanics [258]. LIGO provides a
unique opportunity to study the detailed properties of gravitational radiation.

Alternative theories of gravity may result in a difference between the speed of light and the speed of
propagation of gravitational waves [259]. Coordinated electromagnetic and gravitational wave searches
could place stringent constraints on the propagation speed of gravitational waves.

Alternative metric theories of gravity also predict extra polarization states, in addition to the +- and ×-
polarization modes of Einstein gravity. Indeed, every other known viable metric theory of gravity predicts
more than two polarization states [259], and the most general gravitational wave can have up to six polar-
ization states [254, 255]. This will have an impact on multi-detector coherent gravitational wave searches
because the linear combination of data streams that maximizes the gravitational wave content depends on
the number and type of additional polarization states. If the direction of the gravitational wave is known in
advance then disentangling which polarization states are present in a signal is straightforward [255], pro-
vided there are at least as many detector data streams as polarization modes. This is the case for externally
triggered searches, and for searches where the gravitational wave triggers have sufficiently large signal-to-
noise that triangulation can be used to pinpoint the sky-location. For all-sky searches new techniques need
to be developed to separate out the expanded set of polarization states.

Evidence for the the existence of extra polarization states would be fatal for General Relativity. A
non-detection, however, may not rule out alternative theories of gravity because the strength of the extra
polarization states depends on the source and emission mechanism. The emission mechanism can also be
different in alternative theories of gravity. In particular, different multipole moments (such as the dipole)
contribute to the radiation.

One non-tensorial mode search pipeline based on a coherent network analysis is being developed for
current operational detectors. Even in the absence of the detection the pipeline can be set upper limit on GR.
This search is complementary to current ongoing searches: the standard search for the tensorial mode might
miss some sources which produce non-tensorial modes such as highly spherical core collapse events.
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4.3.6 Be prepared to detect a GW signal with confidence

The Burst Search uses a variety of tests to see whether a candidate signal should be considered a genuine
gravitational wave detection, including:

• coherence tests among coincident signals from different interferometers (included near the front end
of some pipelines, toward the back end of others),

• establishment of a low probability of false alarm, from extensive background studies, and

• various checks that the instrument outputs are unlikely to have been generated by the interferometers
themselves or by spurious “pickup” from their immediate physical environment.

We build tests of these items into our pipelines. Coherence tests are a feature of most of our search methods.
The Detector Characterization section, above, explains the vetoes that are used to handle the various sources
of glitches that we have identified. These tests are tuned on and applied to background derived from time-
shifted data before being used in any un-shifted analysis. In this way they are already reflected in our ranking
for the quality of each event, and therefore they contribute to the measurement of false-alarm-rate.

Beyond what we have been able to automate, it is necessary to check on a case-by-case basis any
detection candidate that appears at the end of our pipelines. The “detection checklist” outlines a follow-
up procedure for these events. It is meant to be applied to an event which has any chance of being identified
as a gravitational wave. The checklist as a whole is applied to gravitational-wave candidates and blind
injections (which remain blind throughout the follow-up procedure). Due to the amount of work involved, it
is not currently applied in full to known injections or time-shift background events, though many individual
checklist items do involve such benchmarks. Currently the detection checklist consists of an 80-point list of
items to be checked by hand covering the following categories:

• zero-level sanity: reports in detector logs, check hardware injections

• data integrity: frame file check-sum, undocumented injections, check against raw frames

• state of the instrument: obvious disturbances reflected in auxiliary channels, verify coupling for any
proposed veto, check by hand against known disturbances: dust, cosmic rays, power fluctuations,
acoustic, etc.

• event properties: construct detailed spectrogram, reconstructed waveform and direction, compare
background from various methods, check signal consistency across interferometers

• astrophysical interpretation: check for external EM or neutrino events, catalog sources consistent with
reconstructed direction, compare waveform against simulations

The checklist serves several functions:

• provides a central resource for basic information about the event

• serves as a careful secondary review of the specifics of the end-to-end analysis that relate to the event

• provides an opportunity to check for obvious reasons to dismiss a candidate event (e.g. clear environ-
mental cause) or increase our interest in an event (e.g. optical counterpart)

• outlines event details for each individual detector which otherwise could be buried in multi-detector
statistics
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• provides a test-bed for new ideas which have not been able to make their way into the quantitative
detection statistic

The checklist comes after the blind analysis is complete and does not make any quantitative or objective end
statement about the baseline statistical significance of an event (which is predetermined). However, items
which prove to be particularly useful at separating signal from background will have a strong motivation to
be worked into the blind detection statistic for future analyses.

Successful application of the detection checklist builds confidence in our procedures and interpretation
of their results. We continue to work with members of the CBC group and others in the LIGO Scientific
Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration, to improve our ability to use the event follow-up procedure to hear
the “ring of truth” in a gravitational wave detection.

4.4 First science targets for S6/VSR2+3

The S6 science run is currently providing the most sensitive LIGO data yet. Combined with the Virgo VSR2
run (up to January 2010), the network provided the best three-site data to date; the VSR3 run, expected to
begin in July, should have even better sensitivity. We will carry out a full range of GW burst searches with
this data set. Nevertheless, there are a few topics that the Burst Group has identified as our first science
targets for S6/VSR2+3. These are analyses of broad interest for which we have well-developed methods
ready to apply to the new data from the outset of the science run, specifically:

• Rapid search for GW burst signals associated with exceptional astrophysical events such as a nearby
GRB, an SGR giant flare, or a nearby supernova.

• All-sky search for arbitrary GW bursts (up to ∼1 second in duration) with frequency content in the
range 40–5000 Hz (or higher, if the high-frequency calibration is understood well enough).

• Search for GW bursts assocated with GRBs detected during the run.

• Search for GW bursts assocated with SGR flares observed during the run.

For the first of these, we wish to be able to prepare a paper reporting our analysis results within one month
after the exceptional event. For each of the others, we intend to write a paper summarizing the results from
the full S6/VSR2+3 run within three months after the end of the joint running period.

In order to meet these targets, we are actively engaged in analyzing the data during the run. We are
performing initial analyses using the preliminary calibrated data, with the goal of only re-analyzing once (if
possible) after the calibration is refined. The data is being analyzed with mature, well-understood analysis
pipelines that we have already developed and reviewed, so that only incremental changes need to be reviewed
to validate the new results. A major effort is ongoing to study data quality and develop veto conditions on
a daily and weekly basis as the data is collected, tracking changes that inevitably occur. For the all-sky and
GRB searches, preliminary partial results are being produced during the science run by freezing the data
quality, vetoes, and event selection cuts and “opening the box” to check for event candidates.

While these first science targets will be our top priority as a group, we expect that Burst Group members
will be working on several other analyses too during the run, and continuing afterward to thoroughly address
all of our science goals. We expect most of the remaining S6/VSR2+3 analyses in our full scientific portfolio
to be completed by the end of 2012. Even if no GW signal is detected in this data set, we will explore new
territory in sensitive searches and astrophysical interpretation, to be carried even further in the advanced
detector era.
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4.5 GW burst science in the advanced detector era

The list of known potential astrophysical sources of gravitational wave bursts does not change from the initial
to the advanced detector era. However, due to the ∼ 10 times greater reach and ∼ 100 times greater energy
sensitivity of advanced detectors, the chance of detection and the potential for parameter estimation and the
extraction of interesting fundamental physics and astrophysics increases. For this, gravitational wave burst
data analysis strategies in the advanced detector era will need to take into account more information from
theoretical/computational astrophysical source models. In turn, more and higher-fidelity source modeling
input will be required. We must actively approach the modeling community to encourage the development
of improved models for advanced detector data analysis. Most important for parameter estimation and
physics extraction will be to have a theoretical understanding for each source of the mapping between signal
characteristics (frequency content; time-frequency behavior) and physics parameters including knowledge of
potential degeneracies that may be broken by complementary information from EM or neutrino observations.
For this, multi-messenger modeling input and observations will be a necessity.

Most targeted searches in the advanced detector era will likely be externally triggered, hence will have
EM and/or neutrino counterpart observations. Strategies must be developed for the extraction of physics
at the post-detection stage combining EM, neutrino, and gravitational wave information. Hence, it will be
important to work with our external partners to extend collaborations (and MOUs) from trigger exchange to
full data sharing and joint analysis, parameter estimation and physics extraction.

While we can expect to learn more astrophysics (even by obtaining better upper limits) about the known
set of sources and potentially constrain aspects of fundamental physics (i.e., the nuclear equation of state),
we must be ready for the unexpected. The unexpected may come in two variants: (i) a detected signal from a
known source (e.g, with an EM or neutrino counterpart) is completely different from model predictions and
(ii) a high-significance event is detected with unexpected characteristics and no EM or neutrino counterpart.
We must develop strategies of how to handle both (i) and (ii).

In the following, we discuss key burst sources that are likely to be focal points of data analysis efforts in the
advanced detector era and briefly discuss science possiblities and potential.

Soft Gamma Repeaters (SGRs) and Anomalous X-ray Pulsars (AXPs)
SGR and AXP outbursts and giant flares are believed to be due to dynamical events in the crust and/or
magnetosphere of very strongly-magnetized neutron stars (magnetars). Together with glitching radio pul-
sars, magnetars are the closest known potential sources of gravitational waves with multiple known sources
within 10 kpc and at least ∼ 7 within 5 kpc [260].

If magnetar outbursts/giant flares are due to magnetic-stress induced crust quakes and if crust and core
are efficiently coupled in magnetars, SGRs/AXPs will emit gravitational waves. A network of advanced
detectors is likely to be able to establish energy upper limits for gravitational wave emission by magnetar
outbursts that are a factor of 102 better than the S5y2/A5 search [261]. Provided reliable GW emission
models that go beyond analytic estimates (i.e., ring downs), advanced detectors may be able to constrain the
outburst mechanism by putting astrophysically interesting upper limits on emitted energies.

Core-Collapse Supernovae
Massive star collapse does not immediately lead to a supernova explosion. Within half a second of collapse,
the inner stellar core reaches nuclear density. There the nuclear EOS stiffens, leading to a rebound of the
inner core (core bounce) into the still infalling outer core material. This results in the formation of the
supernova shock that initially moves out quickly in mass and radius, but soon is decelerated, then stalls due
to the dissociation of heavy nuclei and neutrino losses. The shock must be revived (by the core-collapse
supernova mechanism), but how precisely this occurs is currently uncertain [262]. It has been argued [263]
that gravitational waves from a galactic core-collapse supernova could help constrain the mechanism.

Core-collapse supernovae, no matter how precisely they explode, are expected to involve a wealth of pro-
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cesses leading to the emission of gravitational waves [134]. Based on S5y2/VSR1 reach and all-sky search
sine-gaussian upper limits [113], advanced detectors (assuming a factor 100 improvement in energy sensitiv-
ity) can be expected to detect core-collapse supernovae emitting 10−10−10−9M�c

2 (10−8−10−7M�c
2) at

100 Hz (1000 Hz) throughout the galaxy. This is well within what is predicted by conservative models [134].
More optimistic predictions suggest gravitational wave energies of up to ∼ 0.1M�c2 [248]. Advanced de-
tectors are likely to be able to constrain these models out to tens of Mpc. Improved modeling, in particular
full 3D models that provide signal predictions for both polarizations, will be necessary to profit from the
improved reach/sensitivity that advanced detectors will offer.

The physics that may be learned from a detection of gravitational waves from a core-collapse supernova
goes far beyond constraining emission and explosion mechanisms. Supernovae are cosmic laboratories for
high-energy-density gravitational, plasma, nuclear, and particle physics. In particular, it may be possible
to extract information on the nuclear EOS directly from gravitational-wave observations [264]. Combining
information carried by neutrinos with that carried by gravitational waves may allow more robust parameter
estimation and physics extraction, but the details of how these data can be combined are unknown and must
be worked out by theorists.

Current constraints on core-collapse supernova gravitational wave emission come from all-sky blind
burst searches [113]. Sensitivity improvements (by factors of order unity) can be expected from a targetted
all-sky search using information from models and, in particular, from a search that uses EM triggers for
extragalactic supernovae. Such searches are in the process of being developed. Ways need to be found to
handle the large uncertainties (and correspondingly large on-source regions) on the time of core collapse
and onset and end of gravitational wave emission inherent to an EM triggered search. Neutrino triggers
will provide much better timing and present collaboration initiatives with neutrino collaborations should be
intensified. It is, however, unlikely that neutrino triggers for events at D & 1 Mpc will be available in the
advanced detector era.

An interesting challenge to be ready for is the detection of gravitational waves and neutrinos from a
galactic core collapse event with no EM counterpart. This could be either a unnova (an event that does not
lead to a strong explosion—or no explosion at all) and in which a black hole is formed after ∼ 1 − 2 s of
gravitational-wave and neutrino emission or it could be a EM-obscured supernova. Being able to determine
which of the two possibilities is the case (possibly, by catching the high-frequency black hole ringdown
emission) will be crucial.

Accretion-Induced Collapse (AIC) of Massive White Dwarfs
AIC occurs when a white dwarf (WD) is pushed over its Chandrasekhar mass limit and conditions (central
density / temperature / composition) favor collapse rather than thermonuclear explosion. AIC may occur in
binary WD merger events or by accretion from a companion star. Their occurrence rate is probably multiple
orders of magnitude smaller than that of regular core collapse (e.g., [265]). AIC will proceed like a normal
core-collapse event, but unlike ordinary massive stars, AIC progenitors are quite likely rapidly spinning.
Hence, AIC is likely to give a strong gravitational wave signal from core bounce. In addition, postbounce
long-lasting nonaxisymmetric rotational instabilities are plausible [265, 248].

AIC are expected to lead to EM-subluminous supernova explosions and we may be faced with a strong
gravitational wave and neutrino signal with a weak EM counterpart. Being able to differentiate the AIC case
from the black-hole forming regular core-collapse case will be important.

Long Gamma-Ray Bursts (long GRBs) and Engine-Driven Supernovae
The question of the long GRB central engine is one of the major unsolved problems in relativistic as-
trophysics. It appears clear from EM observations that long GRBs are related to massive star death and
core-collapse supernovae [266], but the precise nature of this relationship is unclear. Central engine scenar-
ios either involve a very rapidly spinning (millisecond period) magnetar or a stellar-mass black hole with an
accretion disk. Relativistic GRB outflows may be powered by neutrino pair annihilation in polar regions or
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extraction of spin energy (or a combination of these).
The early gravitational wave and neutrino signals to be expected by a long GRB will be similar to that

of a rapidly spinning core-collapse supernova before explosion [134]. Hence, GRBs should be approached
with similar modeling input as supernova searches. During the GRB stage, GW emission may come from
accretion disk instabilities (clumping, fragmentation) [248, 172, 171] or nonaxisymmetric magnetar defor-
mation [267, 248]. The most extreme of these models predict emitted energies in gravitational waves of
order 0.1M�c2 which advanced detectors may be able to constrain to many tens to hundreds of Mpc (de-
pending on the frequency of the gravitational-wave emission) [110]. For nearby GRBs (D . few Mpc),
engine scenarios may be constrainable, but much more theoretical modeling will be necessary to establish
signal shapes characteristic for particular central engine models. These should be taken into account in
future searches.

An interesting class of objects between long GRBs and regular core-collapse supernovae are hyper-
energetic type-Ib/c supernova explosions that do not produce an observed GRB, but exhibit late time energy
input into the ejecta by a central engine seen in radio observations (e.g., [268, 266]). Engine-driven super-
novae are occurring considerably more frequently in the local universe than long GRBs and may be extreme
core collapse events with plausibly strong GW emission. An engine-driven supernova within a few tens of
Mpc would be an interesting science target for advanced detectors.

Phase-transition Induced Collapse of Neutron Stars
Recent work on core-collapse supernova and neutron star modeling suggests that a QCD hadron-quark phase
transition in a (proto-)neutron star could lead to the emission of gravitational wave by ringdown oscillations
following a “minicollapse” of the neutron star and its stabilization of the neutron star at a higher-density
equilibrium [269, 270]. If no stabilization occurs, a black hole will form and black hole quasinormal modes
will emit gravitational waves as the hole rings down to an axisymmetric equilibrium [134]. In the former
case, typical GW frequencies will be 1 − 3 KHz, while in the latter emission will be predominantly at
frequencies & 4− 6 Khz.

Given the high-frequency emission of this class of sources, advanced detectors will still be limited
to nearby (D . few kpc) [113, 112] events, but there are a number of accreting neutron stars in X-ray
binaries that should be monitored for such high-frequency gravitational wave emission. Provided high-SNR
detection, information on the nuclear EOS and object mass could be gained.

Pulsar Glitches
Pulsar spin evolution is well modelled by assuming magnetic dipole braking is the dominant mechanism

for the spin-down. However, some pulsars occassionally exhibit sudden step jumps, called a glitch, in the
rotation rate, followed by an exponential decay back to the (almost) pre-glitch rate.

There exist two main candidates for the mechanism behind pulsar glitches. One suggested mechanism
is that glitches may be due to starquakes where the equilibrium configuration of the solid crust of the neu-
tron star deforms as the pulsar spins down. The energetics of the more frequent ‘glitchers’, however, are
indicative of a superfluid core rotating more or less independently of a solid crust. The crust experiences
a magnetic torque and spins down, leading to differential rotation between the superfluid and the crust.
The superfluid rotates by means of vortices, which are normally ‘pinned’ to the outer crust. It has been
suggested (eg.,[271]) that once the differential rotation reaches a critical value, an instability sets in caus-
ing a dramatic un-pinning of the superfluid vortices, transferring angular momentum from the superfluid
component to the crust, causing the observed temporary spin-up. There are a variety of mechanisms for
gravitational wave emission associated with pulsar glitches, the details of which depend strongly on the
glitch mechanism. For superfluid-driven glitches, there may be an incoherent, band-limited stochastic burst
of gravitational waves due to an ‘avalanche’ of vortex rearrangement [272] which will occur during the rise-
time of the glitch (≤ 40 s before the observed jump in frequency). A possible consequence of this vortex
avalanche is the excitation of f -mode oscillations in the neutron star in the frequency range 1 − 3 KHz,
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leading to quasi-sinusoidal gravitational wave emission over timescales of 50 − 500 ms. In the case of
starquakes-driven glitches, it also seems reasonable to expect that the neutron star f -modes may be excited.

The relatively low energy associated with pulsar glitches (the energy associated with the change of angu-
lar velocity in a typical glitch is∼ 1042 erg) and the high-frequency of emission, advanced detector searches
triggered by pulsar glitches will still be limited to nearby sources, such as the Vela pulsar (∼ 300 pc), and
are somewhat opportunistic. However, as with other searches related to neutron star oscillations, the sci-
ence benefit of a high-SNR detection is enormous and, in this case, comes with the additional benefit of
potentially directly probing the highly uncertain mechanics of pulsar glitches.

NSBH, NSNS Coalescence and Postmerger Evolution
Burst searches generally have the capability of picking up also compact binary (inspiral-merger-ringdown)
events (e.g., [110, 151]). Recent analytic and computational work suggests that constraints on the nuclear
EOS are possible by matched filtering of advanced detector data from the intermediate to late inspiral of
NSNS (and NSBH) binaries [273]. Moreover, the discovery of an inspiral signal associated with a short
GRB would clarify the pressing question about the short-hard GRB progenitor scenario. On the basis of
scaled S5 GRB results [110] this may be possible with burst methods alone to ∼ 100 Mpc with advanced
detectors.

Interesting science potential lies not in the inspiral alone. In the NSNS case, the merger signal as well as
the gravitational waves emitted in the postmerger evolution may tell volumes about the mass and spin of the
system, whether a black hole forms promptly or in a delayed fashion, and may also allow to put constraints
on MHD spindown and the nuclear EOS. The postmerger signal (that cannot be templated) may also provide
information on whether a short GRB is powered by a millisecond hypermassive neutron star or by a black
hole – accretion disk system. However, most of the postmerger gravitational-wave emission will occur at
frequencies of ∼ 1− 4 KHz, may emit up to ∼ 0.001− 0.01M�c2, but will most likely be detectable only
for nearby (D . few 10 Mpc) events. It will still be worthwile to perform a targeted (though untriggered)
search on the postmerger evolution for nearby events (the majority of which are probably EM silent) using
advanced detector data. This search should be informed by the next generation of computational model
predictions from self-consistent models that include all the necessary physics.

Binary Black Hole (BBH) Coalescence
BBH coalescence is the single source whose gravitational-wave emission can be templated completely and
with confidence (under the assumption that general relativity is the right theory of gravity). Given the large
parameter space of potential BBH pre-merger configurations, thousands of templates must be computed (by
combing post-Newtonian theory with numerical relativity) if the conventional matched-filtering approach is
to be used. Burst searches are an alternative approach that can do without detailed templates and generally
yield results within an order of magnitude of matched-filtering approaches [151]. Current results suggest for
advanced detectors detectability of many-stellar-mass BBH coalescence out to at least hundreds of Mpc with
burst methods alone. In case of highly eccentric binaries accurate templates may not be readily available
and the burst searches may be the only way to detect and study these sources. The relative sensitivity of
burst and matched-filter searches, as a function of source masses, spins, eccentricity and other properties, is
a matter of ongoing study.

Cosmic String Cusps
The advanced detectors will enable much more sensitive searches for cosmic string cusps, especially

since those signals are predominantly at low frequencies where the sensitivity improvement will be the
greatest.

Unknown Unknowns
Blind burst searches allowing for any kind of signal time-frequency content are the only way in which
completely unexpected signals that do not have EM/neutrino triggers can be found. The dramatic increase
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of the volumetric reach of advanced detectors will lead to a corresponding increase of the possiblity of
discovering an unexpected event. A strategy and/or protocol of how to handle such an event and how to
communicate with outside theorists should be established for the advanced detector era.

4.6 Preparing for the advanced detector era

The Burst group aims to be ready to extract science from early advanced detectors data, building on the
online and offline analysis experience of the initial detectors. We expect the group will devote most of its
attention to preparations for the advanced detector era once the S6/VSR2+3 first science target analyses are
completed, but early preparation will be needed in some cases, especially if they will benefit, or benefit
from, the use of GEO-HF data during the transition years. In this section, we highlight some general areas
where preparations will be needed; a more detailed action plan will be formulated in the coming year.

• This is an appropriate time for the burst group to prioritize of its science goals, on the basis of the
discussion in section 4.5. Simulations and astrophysical input will help decide whether these sources
require targeted analyses or a different tuning and interpretation of the standard all-sky and externally
triggered searches. Over the next 3–5 years, the group will invest manpower in simulation studies
and in the integration of astrophysical knowledge in data analysis. This will involve standardizing the
simulation code used by different pipelines and use, where available, knowledge on waveforms, as it
has started for binary black hole mergers and core-collapse supernovae.

• The Burst group has established, over the past two years, several external collaborations, which remain
key for the group’s science goals. This applies both to the multi-messenger approach, where the
external collaborators are other experiments or observatories, and for collaborations with numerical
relativists and theoretical astrophysicists, who can provide guidance for our searches. The group will
need, in the post S6/VSR3 era, to decide whether to maintain all the existing collaborations in their
current form, or revise their scope, and define goals for these collaborations for the next 3-5 years.

• Understanding data quality and vetoes will be particularly important at the beginning of the advanced
detector era, when the new detectors will likely exhibit a new zoo of transient noise. The Burst group
will need to be more closely coupled with the detector characterization effort, with at least one, or
more, liason members focused on vetoes for each search. During the transition era, the group needs
to also decide whether to re-think its approach to vetoes, and give priority to the development and
implementation of signal-based vetoes.

• Realistic calibration needs, both in terms of accuracy and latency, will be evaluated during the transi-
tion years.

• Future needs for hardware computing infrastructure will also need to be evaluated during the transition
years. The Burst group will benefit from an effort to make the software user-friendly for all group
members, with search codes packaged as common tools for all to run and configure for customized
analyses, with reduced overhead for learning how to use the code, and a standardized output from all
pipelines.
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5 Searches for continuous-wave signals

Rapidly rotating neutron stars are the most promising sources of continuous-wave (CW) gravitational signals
in the LIGO and Virgo frequency band.1 These stars are expected to emit gravitational radiation through a
variety of mechanisms, including elastic deformations [278, 279, 281], magnetic deformations [280, 284],
unstable r-mode oscillations [282, 278, 283], and free precession [288], all of which operate differently in
accreting and non-accreting stars. We present a review of these emission mechanisms in [277]. Indirect
upper limits on gravitational wave emission inferred from photon astronomy are more optimistic for non-
accreting stars, but according to present theories accreting neutron stars are more likely to be emitting at or
near the indirect limits.

The sources for which we search fall into four broad categories: non-accreting known pulsars for which
timing data is available, non-accreting known stars without timing data, non-accreting unknown stars, and
accreting stars in known or unknown binary systems. For each type of source, we know or can infer prop-
erties of the source population; and for particular stars, there are indirect upper limits on gravitational wave
emission which LIGO or Virgo must beat in order to claim a novel result. From our point of view, each
type of object presents a distinct data analysis challenge which is directly constrained by more conventional
astronomical observations. In particular, as most of our searches are computationally limited, their sensi-
tivities are directly dependent on the constraints that come from conventional astronomy. As a result of our
computational limitations we support a variety of search codes, each optimised for a different portion of
parameter space. Where possible these code share common libraries and are cross-checked on fake signals
injected into the detectors.

The breadth of investigation is fundamental to our search method. Given the large uncertainties in neu-
tron star demographics (only ∼2000 of 108-109 neutron stars in the galaxy have been detected), evolution,
and structure, we cannot confidently predict which type of source will provide our first continuous-wave
discovery. Prudence demands an eyes-wide-open approach and enough flexibility to exploit unexpected
waveform models. That said, however, we do adhere to certain priorities in allocating resources (scientists
and computers) to different searches. Specifically, we place the highest priority on targeted searches for
known pulsars (especially those for which the spindown limit is achievable – see below) and on all-sky
searches for unknown isolated pulsars.

The recent merging of LSC and Virgo CW efforts has revealed strong and well-developed programmes
from both groups. An ongoing task is to combine these effectively, maximising both the return on time
already invested in developing codes and the science delivered by new joint ventures. Our state right now
is one of transition, where we are evaluating the scientific justification and available manpower for these
searches, while balancing the importance of redundancy against current resources.

An important new element in this evaluation is the creation of simulated data with several thousand soft-
ware injections for pulsars at randomly chosen sky locations and with frequencies and frequency derivatives
spanning our search ranges. These standardized data sets should enable us to compare with more statistical
precision and more systematically the sensitivity and robustness of the various pipelines in detecting pul-
sars in blind searches or in reconstructing source parameters in targeted searches. The outcomes of these
comparisons are expected to lead to the abandonment (or at least de-prioritization) of some search pipelines.

5.1 Non-accreting pulsars

We include in this source type all objects for which pulsations are observed in radio, X-ray, or other elec-
tromagnetic radiation, with the exception of accreting millisecond pulsars. Photon astronomy can tell us
precisely the sky positions, frequencies, and frequency changes of these objects, meaning that our analyses
need search only a small parameter space and are not computationally limited (see section 5.1.1 below).

1We use the term “neutron star” broadly, keeping in mind that some such stars may contain quark matter or other exotica.
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Photon astronomy also sets an upper limit on the gravitational wave strain we could see from a known pul-
sar, assuming that all of the observed spin-down is due to gravitational waves. In terms of the distance D,
gravitational wave frequency fgw and its time derivative ḟgw, this indirect limit is [277]

hIL = 8.1× 10−25
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)1/2(
I

1038kgm2

)1/2
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Here I is the star’s moment of inertia, as estimated by theory but not directly observed, and could be higher
than the fiducial value by a factor of up to 3. For most pulsars the distance D is determined by combining
their observed radio dispersion measure with a model of the galactic HII distribution and is uncertain to at
least 20%. Analysis of the LIGO full S5 data has beaten this indirect “spin-down limit” by a factor of 7
for the Crab pulsar (59.45 Hz). As discussed below, analysis of the VSR2 data should lead to beating the
spindown limit on the Vela pulsar (22.38 Hz). Other pulsars for which the spindown limit may be reached in
S6/VSR2/VSR3 include PSRs J1913+1011 (50.59 Hz), J1952+3252 (55.69 Hz), J0737−3039A (88.11 Hz)
and J0537−6910 (123.95 Hz) [285].

The discussion above assumes gravitational wave emission from a triaxial neutron star, with the electro-
magnetic and gravitational wave components rotating as one unit. The astrophysical return from detecting
such emission would be the first ever measurement of the difference between the two (equatorial) compo-
nents of the inertia tensor. This in turn would give important information on the strength and strain profile of
the solid phase of the star (the crust, or possibly a solid core) and/or information on the nature of the internal
magnetic field.

While this form of gravitational wave emission is the simplest and most plausible, it is by no means
the only possible wave generation mechanism. Other emission mechanisms include free precession, excited
modes of oscillation of the fluid, and the spin-down of a multi-component star. The astrophysical returns
from detection of such wave generation could be considerable, potentially giving information on asymme-
tries in the inertia tensor, the viscosity of the fluid, and the internal structure of the star. However, the
observational challenge is correspondingly greater, as the gravitational wave emission no longer occurs at
twice the spin frequency. This means that searches for such waves require careful thought in order to pick
out a range of parameter space (i.e., the wave frequency and its time derivatives) that is both astrophys-
ically reasonable and computationally feasible to search over. As described below (5.1.2), such a search
has already been carried out for the Crab pulsar, concentrating on a small patch of parameter space centred
on (twice) the observed spin frequency. Clearly, a more comprehensive search over an enlarged parameter
space and for more pulsars is needed to fully exploit the science potential of targeted searches.

5.1.1 Fully coherent targeted searches

Targeted searches are those for gravitational wave emission from pulsars of known position, rotation fre-
quency, spin-down rate, and binary orbital parameters where necessary. This additional information greatly
reduces the size of the parameter space over which we must search, and allows us to perform a fully coherent
search for signals over all the available data. Timing accuracy is sufficient to maintain coherence both during
and between science runs, and the relative phasing of the interferometers is also sufficiently well determined
for us to be able to combine data from all runs and all detectors coherently, resulting in the lowest signal
sensitivities achievable by LIGO.

Three different pipelines are in current use for targeted searches: 1) a time-domain Bayesian method
used in previous LIGO searches; 2) a new Fourier-domain method with Wiener filtering and deconvolution
of amplitude modulation; and 3) a new matched filter method based on the F-statistic and (new) G-statistic.
These three methods are described below.

5.1.1.1 Time domain Bayesian method
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The time-domain Bayesian method has been applied successfully to data from the first five LSC science
runs [274, 275, 294, 292, 293] and is currently being used to produce results from the full data set from the
sixth science run and from the Virgo VSR2 run. A detailed discussion of the method can be found in [291],
with the implementation of the inclusion of binary system parameters in [295].

The method is designed to carry out robust signal extraction and optimal parameter estimation, rather
than perform well in a large parameter space search. Its primary purposes are

• to perform searches for signals from known pulsars and,

• to determine the astrophysical parameters of candidate sources.

The method comprises a heterodyne and filtering stage to extract interferometer data in a tracked 1/60 Hz
band centered on the expected gravitational wave signal, followed by a Bayesian parameter estimation stage.
This second stage delivers an upper limit to the strain amplitude of any signal and an estimation of the
signal’s parameters, should one be detected, in the form of marginal posterior probability distributions for
the signal parameters. The method has successfully determined the parameters of the injected signals in
all our science runs. The most computationally intensive part of the search is the heterodyning and down-
sampling of the raw data. Currently this takes about 25 min per pulsar per detector per day of data.

We have strong links with the radio groups at Jodrell Bank, Parkes, Effelsberg and Green Bank who
have generated timing solutions for our pulsar candidates over the LIGO observing runs, and checked that
no glitches have occurred in these pulsars. Newer collaborations with HartRAO and Hobart have given us
timing solutions for the Vela pulsar. These collaborations have provided data for the S5 targeted searches
and will enable an even wider range of targets for S6/VSR2 and beyond. We have initiated a collaboration
with X-ray groups to be able to target promising X-ray objects. This collaboration has provided useful
discussions and timing information for the young X-ray pulsar PSR J0537−6910, which is another pulsar
for which we could soon beat the spin-down limit.

There are just over 200 pulsars within the sensitive band of the LIGO interferometers, that is with spin
frequencies greater than 20 Hz, and nearly another 40 between 10 and 20 Hz. For all these we are able to
perform the first stage of the search heterodyne process, but for S5 we had 116 with radio/X-ray observations
overlapping the times of the run. For all pulsars, the radio timing data give uncertainties in the pulsars’
parameters. In the past we have used these uncertainties, without taking account of covariances between
source parameters, as an estimate on whether a single template search is valid for the pulsar. This has meant
discarding some pulsars from our analysis. For the majority of pulsars we now have covariances for the
parameters and can use these to make a better estimate of whether a single template search is sufficient.
This has lead to the inclusion of 12 pulsars in the current search that would have been vetoed previously.
We are also no longer restricted to a single template as we have now extended our parameter estimation
techniques to use Markov Chain Monte Carlo techniques to search over the parameter uncertainties, whilst
also taking into account the covariances between the phase parameters. In the cases where no signal is seen
this will marginalise over the uncertainties and fold them into our upper limit in a natural way. For the
majority of pulsars a signal template (i.e. not added extra phase parameters into the MCMC search) would
still be sufficient, but for at least one pulsar the additional search space would be required to properly recover
the signal. In addition, we now account for glitches in pulsars by adapting the timing model to allow for
step changes in rotational phase at these points. For the S5 search this has been applied for three pulsars that
were seen to glitch during the run: the Crab pulsar, J0537−6910 and B1951+32.

Of the pulsars for which we have accurate timing, the Crab pulsar is both the youngest, and the most
rapidly spinning-down, candidate within our sensitivity range. The relatively large amount of intrinsic
timing noise for this pulsar is tracked and corrected for within our search method [294, 295]. We have
published the results of a search for gravitational waves from the Crab pulsar using data from the first nine
months of S5 until the time that a large timing glitch was observed in the Crab pulsar [292] (also see §5.1.2.)
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A follow-on search for 116 pulsars in the full S5 data set included the Crab and enabled us to beat the spin-
down limit by a factor of 5.6 using uniform priors over the unknown parameters. Astrophysically motivated
priors on the inclination and polarisation angles allowed us to further beat the spin-down limit by an extra
factor of 1.3. This result has allowed us to constrain the amount of the pulsar spin-down power budget
released by gravitational radiation to be less than about 2%.

Preliminary results from a search for the Vela pulsar in VSR2 data have been obtained for both uniform
and restricted priors on its orientation. In the coming year these results will be submitted for a stand-alone
publication on Vela, along with results from the other two targeted pipelines described below.

In addition, the time-domain Bayesian method will be applied in the coming year to search the full S6
and VSR2 data sets for all accessible known pulsars with available precise timing, and VSR3 data will also
be searched.

In the longer term, the time-domain method will be used in a full VSR3 search for known pulsars,
searching not only at the nominal 2*f frequency, but also at 1*f and in the vicinity of (4/3)*f for r-modes,
as part of a broader effort to widen the parameter space in targeted searches. In addition, more use will be
made of Fscans (discussed below) and other diagnostics to optimize searches for the Crab and Vela pulsars.

5.1.1.2 Signal Fourier 5 components method

The signal Fourier 5 components targeted search starts from the short FFT database (SFDB) and uses
time domain data cleaning, based on an auto-regressive method which allows to efficiently remove short
time domain disturbances[300]. The method is based on the computation of the analytical signal [296]. In
this method we start from the short FFT database and extract the frequency band of interest. Then, the data
are down-sampled by creating the analytical signal. The correction for the Doppler effect, spin-down or
any other frequency variation is done by a over-resampling procedure. Further cleaning steps are done (to
eliminate bad periods and big events) and finally the data are passed through a Wiener filtering stage in order
to weight less the more noisy periods. The final stage consists in applying to the data a matched filter at the
frequencies corresponding to the five signal Fourier components.

Preliminary results from a search for the Vela pulsar in VSR2 data have been obtained both with and
without constraints on orientation. In the coming year these results will be submitted for a stand-alone
publication on Vela,along with results from the other two targeted pipelines.

In addition, this method will be applied in the coming year to search the full S6 and VSR2 data sets for
the Crab pulsar. The VSR3 data will be searched for all pulsars with reachable spindown limits, including
searches of band surrounding 2*f, with publication expected in the following year.

5.1.1.3 Time domain matched-filter method using the F-statistic

Assuming that other parameters of the gravitational wave signal i.e. the amplitude, the phase, polariza-
tion and inclination angles are unknown, matched filtering is realized by computing the F-statistic [324]. If
the computed value of the F-statistic is not significant we derive an upper limit on the gravitational wave
signal. From current observations of the Vela nebula the polarization and inclination angles can be estimated
to a very good accuracy [325]. We use this knowledge to improve our search. This required derivation of
a new optimum statistic called the G-statistic. In our analysis we take into account non-Gaussianity and
non-stationarity of the noise.

We can apply these methods to target various interesting known pulsars. In particular they have been
applied to the analysis of VSR1 and VSR2 data for the Vela pulsar, for which the spindown limit should
be beaten in VSR2. For this analysis we are using updated ephemeris data provided by radio-astronomers
(Aidan Hotan, Jim Palfreyman - Hobart Radiotelescope). Another obvious target is the Crab pulsar, for
which about 2.5 months of data would allow to go below the current upper limit at 2frot, at the Virgo design
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sensitivity. The search for emission at frot will be also performed.
The status of the search for Vela in VSR1 data was described at the 2010 GWDAW meeting [306]. Final

results of the VSR2 analyses are expected to be published in the coming year, along with those of the other
two targeted pipelines described above.

5.1.2 Wide Parameter Searches for Known Pulsars

We know of several physical mechanisms that could cause the frequency of a neutron star’s emitted grav-
itational waves to differ slightly from the typically assumed 2frot, with frot being the rotation frequency.
We also know of emission mechanisms which can cause gravitational wave emission at other harmonics,
such as (4/3)frot for r-modes. In our search we consider the cases of free precession and a two-component
model of the neutron star’s crust and core, and work out how much difference might occur between the true
gravitational frequency and twice the rotation frequency. We also consider the uncertainity in frequency
associated with r-mode emission when searching around (4/3)frot.

These calculations, along with considerations of the computational costs, will be applied to all the known
pulsars within the LIGO band to produce a parameter space it is reasonable to search within, to compliment
the exact searches carried out with the time domain search method. These searches will use the full S5 data
set with an improved search code utilizing resampling of the data. This new code achieves a speed up in
computation time proportional to the number of SFTs used in the search, effectively an improvement of
3 to 4 orders of magnitude in computation time. This speed up makes these searches possible, where as
previously we had restricted the wide parameter search to just the Crab pulsar.

We have searched a smaller parameter space for just the Crab pulsar with nine months of data from
the S5 run, up until a timing glitch in the pulsar [292]. By using known information on the orientation of
the Crab pulsar, the search placed 95% confidence strain upper limit of 1.2 × 10−24, beating the indirect
spin-down limit of 1.4× 10−24 across the entire parameter space searched. It is a less stringent upper limit
than placed by the time domain search because of the use of 3× 107 more templates and the statistics of the
noise. This search will continued using the larger amount of data available after the glitch, which means the
search should see over a 20% improvement in sensitivity for the Crab pulsar.

A paper describing these wider searches in S5 data is expected to be submitted for publication in late
2010 or early 2011.

5.2 Non-pulsing non-accreting neutron stars and favorable directions

This type includes point sources, such as central compact objects in supernova remnants, as well as highly
localized regions, such as the innermost parsec of the galactic center. Photon astronomy can provide sky
positions for these objects, but since no pulses are observed, the external measurements cannot provide
us with frequencies or spin-down parameters. Since we must search over many frequencies and spin-down
parameters, sky-survey positional errors (such as from ROSAT) are too large: we require arcminute accuracy
or better to keep down the computational cost of a long integration time and thus a deep search. Although no
f and ḟ are observed for these objects, we can still define an indirect limit we need to beat. If we assume an
object has spun down significantly from its original frequency and that this spin-down has been dominated
by gravitational wave emission, we can rewrite Eq. (1) as

hIL = 2.3× 10−24

(
1 kpc
D

)(
103 yr
τsd

)1/2(
I

1038 kg m2

)1/2

(2)

in terms of the age a, which can be inferred in various ways.
Initial LIGO can beat this upper limit for several objects of this type, including the youngest – the object

in supernova remnant Cas A (τsd = 326 yr, hIL = 1.2× 10−24) – and the closest, Vela Junior (D > 200 pc,
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though the precise value is uncertain). Several more objects have indirect limits attainable with advanced
LIGO, including the remnant of Supernova 1987A (hIL = 3.2× 10−25). However this putative neutron star
is only 20 years old and would require a search over a large parameter space including six or seven frequency
derivatives. Searches over small sky areas (single “pixels”) are computationally the same as searches for
known point sources, and for several of these (such as the galactic center) even initial LIGO could beat
indirect limits. We recently completed a search for Cassiopeia A (see section 5.2.1) and shortly will start
searching the central parsec or so of the galactic center (see section 5.2.4) and at least one globular cluster
(see section 5.2.6). We are collaborating with several photon astronomers on constructing more complete
target lists of point sources and small areas, both for initial and advanced LIGO (see section 5.2.9).

The first search for a source with no timing (Cas A below) used the F-statistic code with a single
integration of O(10) d. Our estimate of computational cost and sensitivity [327] shows that this is enough
to start beating indirect upper limits on some sources. For young sources even such a short integration time
requires up to the second frequency derivative; thus metric-based methods and code for tiling parameter
space in multiple dimensions are important to reduce the computational cost. In the near future we will try
hierarchical searches (see other searches below) which will require algorithm and code development to adapt
to the needs of this search. We are also evaluating the potential of resampling methods to reduce not only
the computational cost for a given search, but also the cost’s scaling with integration time. This, combined
with hierarchical methods, will allow us to search a significant fraction of the S5 data set (and future sets of
comparable length) rather than O(10) d.

5.2.1 Cassiopeia A

This search was recently completed and submitted for publication [326] after substantial development work
on template generation using optimal lattices and careful treatment of the boundaries of the parameter space.
The search pipeline developed for Cassiopeia A will also be applied to similar targets in S6/VSR2 data that
require only one sky position. The sensitivity, computational cost, and indirect limits to aim at are described
in [327].

5.2.2 Other coherent directed searches

The coherent search for Cas A will be extended to top targets from each category of directed search (see
Sec. 5.2.9), with the aim of beating the indirect limits for of order ten sources. In order to “industralize” the
Cas A prototype search, the template bank will be made more efficient by taking advantage of long-range
correlations in the parameter space. Preliminary results are expected in the coming year with publication in
the following year.

5.2.3 Search for Calvera

Calvera is an X-ray source originally detected by ROSAT and confirmed with Swift and Chandra measure-
ments. It has no detected optical or radio counterpart and is thought to be an isolated neutron star, possibly
a millisecond pulsar beaming away from us, but relatively close – O(100 pc) away.

A fully coherent search using a barycentric resampling method based on interpolation in the time domain
has been carried out for Calvera over the 90-360 Hz band [328], assuming an age of O(106) years which
severely restricts the spindown range to be searched. Because the sky location is known, the search benefits
dramatically in reduced computational cost from the resampling step during preprocessing. Preliminary
upper limits have been obtained, and final results will be submitted for publication in the coming year.
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5.2.4 Searches for sources near the galactic center

The galactic center is a location where one might expect to find a large number of unknown, young neutron
stars. Standard electromagnetic observations have identified only a small fraction of all pulsars thought to
be present in the galactic center. The dispersion and scattering of the signal by interstellar material between
potential sources and the Earth significantly reduces the depth of such observations. The current estimate
of the total number of pulsars present in the galactic center (the inner 2 deg×0.8 deg of the galaxy) is
106 (Muno et al). Some of those objects could be promising sources of CW gravitational wave signals.
Searching in the galactic center involves searching over a small sky-region but over large frequency and
spin-down ranges. An important parameter is the minimum spin- down age we wish to search for, which
will determine the number of spin-down parameters required and also the maximum amplitude of such a
signal.

We are carrying out a search for traditional CW sources that last for the duration of the entire S5
run using the present Einstein@Home search code based on global correlatons (see below). While
Einstein@Home is carrying out an all sky-search using the same code, this search is meant to be more
sensitive over a more limited region of parameter space. Thus, it should search a larger range of spin-downs
and also have a longer coherent integration time and reach younger spindown ages. In addition, the galactic
center search will use barycentric sampling like that used for the Calvera search.

Additional work has focused on determining the parameter space region and template grid layout. Im-
portant parameters of the search are the sky position, a single template pointed directly to the galactic center;
the frequency band, covering a sensitive region of the LIGO band, 77-496 Hz, for which the search can beat
the indirect spindown limit for an age assumed to be greater than 200 years. The data searched is from S5,
using only H1 and L1 detectors. The range of spindowns is specified by the spindown age via τ = f/ḟ ,
where f is the gravitational wave frequency of a neutron star. The search uses 630 11.5-hour segments
semi-coherently. Preliminary results have been obtained from a subset of the total search band. The search
will be completed and final results derived in the coming year, with submission for publication expected in
the following year.

5.2.5 Supernova 1987A using the cross-correlation technique

As described elsewhere, the semi-coherent excess power methods are more robust than the fully coherent
searches. This is because they demand phase coherence of the signal only over the coherent integration
time, which is much shorter than the total observation duration. This reduction in the minimum coherence
time has the added advantage of significantly reducing the computational cost. It is possible to reduce this
coherence time even further by using cross-correlations between data from multiple detectors. In the case
when we correlate coincident data from two detectors, the minimum coherence time is just the light travel
time between the two detectors. In the general case, we can correlate data streams collected at arbitrary times
from two distinct detectors, and also from the same detector at distinct times. The details of this method,
which is a generalization of methods used previously in the stochastic “radiometer” search [334], can be
found in [314]. The main feature of this generalization is the presence of a free parameter, the minimum
coherence time required of the signal, which can be tuned depending on the desired sensitivity, robustness
and computational cost.

The starting point for this search is a set of SFTs of duration Tsft covering a total observation time
Tobs followed by: i) a choice of the minimum coherence time Tcoh−min which is used to create pairs of
SFTs, ii) a computation of the cross-correlation statistic for each pair for a given set of pulsar parameters,
and iii) calculating a weighted linear combination of the various cross-correlations, with the weghts chosen
to maximize the sensitivity exactly as in the PowerFlux or the weighted hough searches. Many of the
existing standard CW searches can be viewed as special cases of this scheme. The standard PowerFlux
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search corresponds to considering only self correlations of the SFTs, a full coherent search corresponds
to considering all possible SFT pairs, and the hierarchical search is an intermediate case with Tobs �
Tcoh−min � Tsft. This is however a computationally inefficient way of calculating the coherent statistic, for
which it is better to use the existing F-statistic, so we expect that the cross-correlation is useful only with
Tcoh−min either comparable or lesser than Tsft.

The current plan for S5 is to use the cross-correlation method to search for periodic gravitational waves
from Supernova 1987A and possibly also the galactic center using data from all three LIGO interferometers
in a broad frequency range from 50 Hz to 1 kHz. The software for computing the cross-correlation statistic
for isolated pulsars has been implemented in LAL/LALapps and is currently being validated, reviewed and
tuned for an S5 search. The parameter Tcoh−min will be tuned so that the search can be completed on a time
scale of 1-2 weeks which leads to Tcoh−min ≈ 1 hr. In searching for such a young object, searching over
frequency derivatives can be prohibitive because one would need to search over higher derivatives as well.
It turns out that the search space can be narrowed by using a physical model for the frequency evolution:
ṅu = Q1ν

5 + Q2ν
n. The first term is the usual term due to gravitational wave emission while the second

term represents all other effects (ideally, for electromagnetic braking, one would expect a braking index of
n = 3 but this is not observed in practice). With this model, and using Tcoh−min ≈ 1 hr, it turns out that the
computational cost becomes manageable.

In the coming year the search will be finished and results submitted for publication. It is hoped that
completion of this semi-targeted search will be useful in developing an all-sky search based on cross corre-
lation.

5.2.6 Semi-targeted search using stroboscopic resampling

In general, the correction of the Doppler effect due to Earth motion depends on the source sky direction and
frequency. Since the parameters are often unknown, a large computational effort is required to correct for
any possible direction and emission frequency. A correction technique independent of the frequency is used
in a pipeline based on stroboscopic resampling. The antenna proper time is accelerated or slowed down
by deleting or duplicating in a timely manner single samples of the digitized signal in order to keep the
reference clock synchronized with the source clock, within an accuracy given by the inverse of the sampling
frequency fs (several kilohertz) [298]. The removal (or the duplication) of the samples takes place typically
each a few seconds. The list of samples to be removed or duplicated (named mask) is thus not huge and can
be easily computed by simple geometrical consideration. As detailed in [298] the mask corresponding to a
given direction is provided by the times when the antenna crosses one of the equi-phase parallel planes fixed
in the space, perpendicular to the wave vector and each at a distance c/fs from the next one. Each “crossing
time” is computed by the scalar product of the antenna velocity and the wave direction (in practice by a few
operations each second of data).

The maximum phase error due to the non perfect synchronization is given by 2πf0/fs where f0 is the
signal expected frequency and fs is the sampling one. As a reminder, a phase error around a few tenths of
rad is small enough to guarantee that almost all the signal energy is recovered around the main frequency.
It is thus important to resample the data working at the Virgo data acquisition frequency (20 kHz) in order
to use the method effectively up to several hundred Hz. This frequency independence makes the method
very appealing for sources where the direction is well fixed, but the emission frequency is uncertain (semi-
targeted search). The pulsar spin-down is taken into account by properly shifting the equi-phase target plane
during the acquisition time. As a consequence, a single mask requires specifying both the direction and
the spin-down value of the source. The Einstein delay and the Shapiro effect can be also easily computed
without any significant additional computational cost.

We have developed an analysis pipeline and are applying it to VSR2 data. The Earth ephemeris is
computed by using the Roma 1 group PSS routine. In just a few minutes the ephemeris and Einstein delay
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data are computed and stored for the entire VSR2 period with a sampling time of a few seconds (enough to
approximate Earth motion with enough accuracy).

Starting from the ephemeris, another routine computes the masks for a set of directions and spin-down
values. The computation time was tested not to exceed a few 10−8 of the integration time, per each mask
(i.e., per each direction and spin-down).

In parallel the antenna data, already cleaned from non-stationary events by usual PSS techniques, is
pass-band filtered around the signal expected frequency. The bandwidth must be large enough to contain
all the sidebands produced by Doppler and spin-down. Several tens of operations per sample are necessary
in the data filtering. The final cost will be evaluated after implementation, but we expect to work with a
computing time around 10−4 - 10−3 of the integration time.

During the signal decimation, different masks can be applied in parallel to the filter output (at signal
sampling frequency). Very light buffers are produced at the downsampling frequency (inverse of the filter
band) for FFT spectral analysis. Usual statistical analysis for peak identification will be adopted in the final
step of the pipeline.

Since the Doppler correction (computation of masks and their parallel application in decimation of
the filtered data) is negligible, the optimization strategy for the semi-targeted search is straightforward. We
need only choose the width of the pass-band filter (“slice”). Indeed this choice determines the downsampling
factor, thus the length of the buffers governing the FFT computation time. Finally we must multiply the time
required for the previous operation (filtering and parallel FFTs) times the number of slices required to cover
all of the interesting detection band. The optimization of the pass-band filter width, obtained minimizing
the total computation time, depends on the analysis to be performed. Many tests have been performed
on simulated data assuming different antenna orbits, spin-down values, sampling frequencies and source
frequencies. In all cases, the expected phase-locking and peak reconstruction accuracy has been found.
Similar tests have been performed injecting signals in the VSR1 data. All the results are described in the
Torre’s graduation thesis [315], or (more in summary) in [316]. The resampling of the data requires less
than 10−5 of the investigated time (for a single direction and spin-down on a few Hz band), that is negligible
with respect to the time required to read the HF stream (of the order of 10−4). A method to read the data and
apply the resampling technique directly the down-sampled data (making negligible the computing time for
reading data) is in progress. The amplitude modulation will be taken into account using a matched filtering
in the frequency domain, in a way similar to the one suggested by the Rome group. The method is now being
tested on hardware injections in VSR2 data and will soon be applied to an exploratory search of the globular
cluster Tucanae. A method paper was recently submitted to PRD. It is too early to make firm predictions on
publishing a results paper.

5.2.7 Semi-targeted searches for “transient CW signals”

This project aims at developing an efficient search method and pipeline to scan long stretches of data (of
length∼1 year) for transient quasi-monochromatic signals that only last for timescales between about a day
to a few weeks. The motivation for this study comes from glitching pulsars, which illustrate that neutron
stars can be in non-equilibrium states that relax back to equilibrium on timescales of order weeks. This
makes it plausible that on such timescales neutron stars could be more strongly deformed than suggested by
equilibrium studies of the maximal deformation of neutron stars. During such episodes they might therefore
emit stronger gravitational waves, which look like “continuous GWs” but last only for a few days to weeks.
A study of the search method has been carried out in Matlab, to quantify issues of computing cost and
sensitivity, and accounting for the additional parameter-space, which now includes start time and duration
of the signal. The results are promising, and the algorithm has been ported to C for production running, with
a search to begin in summer 2010. Preliminary results are expected in the coming year, with submission for
publication in the following year. A methods paper is in preparation.
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5.2.8 Directed search using F-statistic

Another directed-search pipeline is under development, building upon already implemented all-sky search
code that employs the F-statistic method (Sect. 5.3.6). Novel usage of graphical processor unit (GPU)
solutions, framework and dedicated libraries promise that a search for GWs from astrophysically motivated
sources over a large frequency and frequency derivative will dramatically reduce computational costs, as
well as allow for much greater flexibility in comparison to what is possible in all-sky searches. Additionally,
the pipeline will serve as a testing ground for new theoretical methods of parameter space optimization and
hardware/software implementation techniques.

5.2.9 Other targets

We are collaborating with several astronomers on constructing lists of interesting targets for further directed
searches, i.e., targets where LIGO and Virgo can beat the indirect limits on gravitational-wave emission.
Apart from Cas A there are nearly ten central compact objects in supernova remnants with no observed
pulsations and indirect limits on h0 high enough to beat with S5 or S6/VSR2 coherent and semi-coherent
searches. “Calvera” [329] is not associated with a remnant, but may be the closest observed neutron star.
There are also several small, young supernova remnants (such as SN 1987A) and pulsar wind nebulae
where the neutron star is not seen. Other small sky regions (further discussed below) also can be targets
of this type of search. Examples include regions of massive star formation such as the galactic center
and massive young clusters containing magnetars such as Westerlund 1. Globular clusters are not likely
to contain young neutron stars, but some old neutron stars are known to possess planets and debris disks.
Frequent perturbations in the dense environment of a cluster core could trigger bombardment episodes, and
a star with an impact-related deformation counts as rejuvenated for purposes of a gravitational-wave search.
Considering interaction timescales, most of the best targets are nearby, dense clusters such as NGC 6544.
However 47 Tuc’s interaction timescale is short enough to make it an attractive target even though it is further
away; and furthermore the first GLAST/Fermi results show considerable high-energy diffuse emission which
is likely related to neutron star activity in the relatively recent past.

It is useful to maintain ties because X-ray and gamma-ray astronomers are beginning to find many point
source neutron star candidates, and thus it is likely that the interesting target list for LIGO will expand
substantially even before advanced LIGO. Examples include HESS TeV gamma-ray sources which are fol-
lowed up with Chandra and XMM-Newton X-ray observations to yield pulsar wind nebulae and sometimes
the neutron stars themselves.

In the coming year a paper describing an interesting list of targets will be submitted for publication. As
the advanced detector era approaches, these studies will be extended.

5.3 All-sky searches for isolated neutron stars

These are objects which have not been previously identified at all, and thus we must search over various
possible sky positions, frequencies, and frequency derivatives. They are believed to constitute the over-
whelming majority of neutron stars in the Galaxy, but most of them are not believed to be good sources for
LIGO or Virgo. It has been argued, based on the observed supernova rate and inferred population of neutron
stars in the Galaxy, that the indirect limit on the strongest signal from this population is no more than

hIL = 4× 10−24

(
30 yr
τ

)1/2

, (3)

where τ is the mean time between supernovae in the Galaxy. The latest and most detailed derivation of this
upper limit is given in [277]. Note, however, that a more recent simulation analysis finds significantly lower
expectations that depend on the assumed source frequency and ellipticity [312].
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It is useful here to briefly explain the computational challenge that must be overcome for these searches.
The parameter space for blind searches for weak signals from unknown isolated neutron stars is very large.
The number of templates Np, required to cover the entire sky, a large frequency band, and a range of spin-
down parameters and using data which spans a duration T , is roughly proportional to T 5. The computational
cost therefore scales as ∼ T 6. In fact, for any reasonable volume of parameter space, Np becomes so large
that using our existing coherent integration code and using the full computational power of our largest
computational platform Einstein@Home running for a few months, it is not possible to consider values
of T larger than a few days. Even if we were able to speed up our coherent demodulation algorithm by, say,
a factor of 100, T would increase only by a factor of 1001/6 ≈ 2.2. On the other hand, we require T to be
a few months to have a realistic chance of detection. The situation is, naturally, even more demanding for
neutron stars in binary systems.

For this reason, different methods using a combination of coherent and semi-coherent techniques have
been designed. The basic idea is to break-up T into smaller segments which are analysed coherently, and
to stitch together these segments using a semi-coherent technique. Outlier candidates are then followed up.
The sophistication and automation of the follow-ups have improved in recent analyses and offer the promise
of lowering detection thresholds dramatically in some search pipelines.

Five all-sky pipelines are currently in use for carrying out all-sky searches: 1) a quick-look semi-
coherent method known as PowerFlux using incoherent sums of strain spectral power from many 30-minute
”Short Fourier Transforms” (SFTs), 2) a multi-interfereometer Hough transform method starting from 30-
minute SFTs, 3) a hierarchical algorithm using Einstein@Home, based on phase-preserving demodula-
tion over many∼day long intervals, followed by a semi-coherent step (see below), 4) a hierarchical method,
developed in Virgo, based on the alternation of coherent and incoherent steps; and 5) an F-statistic-based
search also developed on Virgo data. It is likely that the use of one or more of these pipelines will be discon-
tinued in the next 1-2 years, following the systematic comparisons using standardized simulated data sets,
as described above.

In addition, two new methods are under development that offer greater robustness against uncertainty in
the source model: 1) a “loosely coherent” method [313] using the PowerFlux infrastructure; and 2) a cross-
correlation method [314] which provides a smooth bridge between semi-coherent and coherent methods,
with the possibility of parameter tuning to improve sensitivity over semi-coherent methods while maintain-
ing robustness.

5.3.1 PowerFlux method

For a monochromatic, constant-amplitude sinusoidal wave in Gaussian noise, summing the strain power
from M short Fourier transforms improves the sensitivity (strain value for a fixed signal-to-noise ratio) by a
factor M1/4. In contrast, a coherent search based on a single Fourier transform over the entire M intervals
gives a sensitivity that improves like M1/2. One strong advantage of the semi-coherent methods is their
robustness against unknown source phase disturbances, such as from frequency glitches due to starquakes.

The searches we must perform are more complicated than simple power sums. Frequency and amplitude
modulations that depend on source direction are relatively large. The frequency modulations arise from the
motion of the detectors with respect to the source, with components due to the Earth’s rotation (v/c ∼ 10−6)
and to its orbital motion (v/c ∼ 10−4). The amplitude modulation arises from the changing orientation of
the interferometer arms with respect to the source direction as the Earth rotates. As a result, an all-sky
search requires a set of finely spaced templates on the sky with varying corrections for these modulations.
In general, the number of templates required for a given coverage efficiency scales like the square of the
source frequency.

Within the last few years, we have explored three related methods for incoherent strain power summing:
StackSlide [286], Hough [307, 276], and PowerFlux [308]. These methods take different approaches in
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summing strain power and in their statistical methods for setting limits, but their performances are quite
similar. Because PowerFlux has been found to yield somewhat better efficiency than the other two methods
for most frequency bands, it has been chosen as the quick-look semi-coherent algorithm used on data from
the S5 science run. An article based on applying all three methods to the S4 data was published in early
2008 [309] in Physical Review D.

In short, PowerFlux computes from many thousands of 30-minute SFTs an average strain power cor-
rected for antenna pattern and with weighting based on detector noise and antenna pattern. Its signal es-
timator is direct excess strain power for an assumed source direction and polarization, using one circular
polarization projection and four linear polarization projections. PowerFlux, like Hough or StackSlide, cor-
rects explicitly for Doppler modulations of apparent source frequency due to the Earth’s rotation and its
orbital motion around the Solar System Barycenter. Source frequencies are searched with ∼0.56 mHz spac-
ing and limits presented separately for 0.25 Hz bands.

A short publication based on an improved PowerFlux search over the first 8 months of S5 data was pub-
lished in Physical Review Letters in early 2009 [310]. These results cover the frequency range 50-1000 Hz
and negative spindown as large as 5×10−9 Hz/s. The present PowerFlux program permits deeper searches
for coincident candidates among multiple interferometers than in S4 and applies tighter coincidence require-
ments between candidates in the H1 and L1 interferometers, which allows setting lower SNR thresholds for
followup of candidates.

A series of major improvements to computational efficiency were made to facilitate a PowerFlux run
over the full S5 data while keeping memory requirements within the bounds of LIGO processors and keeping
total computational time within a half-year. A two-interferometer power sum is being used, together with
coincidence between H1 and L1, to push deeper into the noise than before. Preliminary upper limits for the
50-800 Hz band have been produced and will be submitted for publication in the coming year, along with
results of outlier follow-ups.

A fully automated coherent followup pipeline has been implemented for PowerFlux. This pipeline uses
the ComputeFStatistic code to perform a coherent followup of each outlier. This followup is performed in
steps, with each step zooming in on the loudest event(s) from the previous step, and using around 3 to 4
times more data than the previous step. The followup step is more sensitive than the PowerFlux, allowing it
to better determine if the outlier was due to noise or an actual gravitational wave. It is expected that several
thousand outliers can be investigated using the new infrastructure. The pipeline can also be applied to the
outliers from other all-sky searches.

In parallel, an alternative “loosely coherent” follow-up has been added directly to PowerFlux, one that
allows for slow drifts or modulations in phase from one SFT epoch to the next [313]. It offers the possibility
of a “controlled zoom” of interesting candidates and reduces the chances of missing a true signal because it
doesn’t quite fit the template for a long coherent search.

In the coming year full-S5 PowerFlux results, including those from the fully coherent and loosely coher-
ent follow-ups, will be submitted for publication. In parallel, preliminary S6/VSR2 results will be obtained,
with publication expected in the following year. Further PowerFlux refinements, including a coherent IFO-
sum option for each SFT to gain further SNR [311], are also planned.

5.3.2 Hough transform method

As in the PowerFlux method, the weighted Hough transform method (used already to analyze the S4
data [309]) takes into account the detector antenna pattern functions and the non-stationarities in the noise.
This algorithm allows to combine data from different interferometers, to perform a multi-interferometer
search.

In preparation for analyzing the full S5 data, a set of new features have been included into the Hough
search code, such as dynamical selection of data depending on SFT noise floors and sky-positions, splitting
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of sky patches with frequency dependent size, creation of a top list of candidates, internal follow-up using
the full data, and a chi-square test [317] to reduce the number of candidates and consequently increase the
sensitivity of the search. Preliminary, separate analyses of the first and second calendar years of S5 data
have been carried out, with with coincidence of outliers between years 1 and 2 to be imposed as a filter on
outliers to be followed up.

Full-S5 Hough results, including those from outlier follow-ups, will be submitted for publication in the
coming year, perhaps together with the PowerFlux results.

5.3.3 Einstein@Home Searches

Overview: Einstein@Home is a public distributed-computing project in which users contribute the
spare CPU cycles on their computers for gravitational wave searches. Thus far, it has been used in
the blind wide parameter space searches for CW sources. It was launched in February 2005, and
since then it has built up a user-base of over 200 000 active users; it currently delivers more than
∼ 200 Tflops of continuous computing power. This is by far the largest computational platform
available to the LSC and it is also one of the largest public distributed projects of its kind in the world.
The project is targeted towards making a detection and not on setting precise upper limits. So far it
has analysed LIGO data from S3, S4 and S5.

The analyses on S3 and S4 have been completed, a report and final results from the S3 search were
posted on the Einstein@Home web page, and a paper on the S4 results has been published in PRD
[321]. A similar search was run on S5 data (S5R1), and the paper presenting these results published
in PRD [322].

S5 R2/R3 postprocessing: The second S5 analysis was based on a greatly improved search pipeline,
which eliminates the main problem limiting the sensitivity in previous Einstein@Home searches:
this search was based on a Hierarchical search pipeline, consisting of individual F-statistic searches
on Nstack = 84 data “segments” spanning no more than Tstack = 25 h each. Each of these segments
contains at least 40 h of data from H1 and L1 (the multi-IFO coherent analysis is another significant
improvement). The results from these F-statistic stacks are then combined in a second stage using
the Hough algorithm. As both of these steps are performed on a participating host computer before
sending back the results, the optimal threshold on the F-statistic stacks can be used, avoiding the
limiting sensitivity bottleneck and are expected to substantially improving sensitivity with respect to
the previous search method. After an initial shorter “test” run (“S5R2”) with this pipeline, lasting
for about 3 months, a further improved setup was launched as the 3rd Einstein@Home run on S5
data (codename “S5R3”), designed to run for about a year. This run has finished and the work on
postprocessing of these results has nearly completed. A paper describing this search of the first year
of S5 data will be submitted for publication in the coming year.

S5R5 postprocessing: The S5R3 run analysed only data from roughly the first year of S5. A follow-on
Einstein@Home run (S5R5) was launched in Jan 2009, covering a frequency range up to 1kHz.
S5R5 uses a mostly identical pipeline to the previous (S5R3) run, but include 121 new segments of
data from the second half of S5. The search setup also takes account of the speedup of the science
application by nearly a factor of 2, and an increase of more than 30% in participating hosts. A paper
describing this definitive E@H search of the full S5 data is expected to be submitted for publication
in the coming year.

S5GC1 search: A significant improvement to the hierarchical search comes from exploiting global cor-
relations in source parameter space [323]. An engineering run (S5GCE) to test this improvement was
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completed in spring 2010, and a new production run (S5GC1) over the full S5 data is now under-
way. Results from this search are expected in the coming year with submission for publication in the
following year. A follow-on search will target S6 and VSR2/VSR3 data.

Automatic follow-up procedures: Based on the final results of ongoing optimization studies for a hierar-
chical search (see below), automatic follow-up procedures will be implemented in the Einstein@Home
core code in the long term, ultimately permitting improved sensitivity (cf Sec. 5.3.4).

Support and maintenance: The Einstein@Home servers and project require continual maintenance in
the form of software updates, message board interaction with users, publicity, maintenance of server
hardware, maintenance, repair and extension of the BOINC libraries, bug tracking and elimination,
etc.

Automatization of work-unit generator for different searches: Currently a lot of work and specialized
expertise is required in order to set up a new BOINC project, or even to prepare and launch a new
run in an existing project such as Einstein@Home. Some of the key steps required are a “workunit
generator” that needs to be implemented (coded in C++ against the BOINC library), together with a
validator and an assimilator. The science application needs to be installed on the server, together with
various setup steps required on the server in order to prepare the scheduler and the database. Work
has now begun on a project to make this increasingly easier and more “user-friendly”, allowing users
to set up new runs or even whole projects “on the fly”.

GPU optimizations for E@H: An effort is underway (in collaboration with NVIDIA) to leverage the
potentially large computing power gained from optimizing our E@H science codes to benefit from the
massively parallel capabilities of modern graphic chips (GPUs), currently mostly aiming at NVIDIA
cards using the CUDA software library.

Relation to the “Grid”:

BOINC is a general computing platform that is able to leverage huge computing power from a pool of
heterogeneous computing resources in a fault-tolerant and robust way. In this it achieves an important
goal that is also part of various “grid” initiatives. If one can create a flexible and simple interface,
similar to that of condor, say, to this powerful infrastructure, one could leverage the massive pool
of LSC computing clusters or other “grid” resources in a more transparent and flexible way than is
currently possible.

5.3.4 Followup-searches to confirm or veto CW signal candidates

Better theoretical understanding and the development of software tools is required to be able to efficiently
deal with following up interesting candidates from incoherent search pipelines, in a systematic and mostly
automated way. This involves questions of required integration times for coherent followups, and number
of “zoom” stages in order to successivly trim down the parameter space and accumulate sufficient SNR to
gain confidence in CW signal candidates. Analytical results have been obtained recently, and a methods
paper is in preparation. This work will be completed in the coming year, including the implementation of
a preliminary follow-up pipeline. In the longer term, stable production code will be produced that includes
automatic feeding of candidates with minimal user intervention. In addition, other semi-coherent methods
will be investigated.
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5.3.5 Hierarchical Hough searche

A hierarchical pipeline with an incoherent adaptive Hough step [299, 300, 301] will be applied to VSR2
data. First, calibrated data at 4kHz are cleaned in time domain; then the “short” FFT database is built. From
it, time-frequency peak maps are produced. They are cleaned, removing lines of likely instrumental origin,
in order to reduce the final number of candidates. The peak maps are the input of the Hough transform
stage, which produces a set of candidates. Coincidences among candidates obtained from the analysis of
different data sets, belonging to the same or different detectors, are done in order to reduce the false alarm
probability. On the surviving candidates the coherent follow-up is applied[303]). A new Hough procedure,
based on the transformation between the time-frequency plane and the source frequency/spin-down plane,
has been developed[305] and will be applied to VSR2 data. A new procedure for the coincidences among
candidates will be developed. This year we are going to analyze data of the second Virgo scientific run
VSR2. Work on this search has been slowed by parallel work on the Vela search described above. In the
coming year the search pipeline will be augmented by a refined Hough step and by coincidence analysis of
candidates. In the longer term the search will be applied to the full VSR3 and S6 data.

5.3.6 F-statistic all-sky search

Another analysis method currently used for all-sky searches is based on the F-statistic [324]. It consists
of a coherent stage over 2-day data segments, each covering 1 Hz bandwidth plus a follow up analysis of
candidates in a 4-day data segment. We shall assume the minimal spin-down time of 1000 yr. We shall
use a constrained optimal grid with minimal match MM =

√
3/2. The constraints are such that we need

to resample the data only once for each sky position and such that we can use the FFT to calculate the
F-statistic. With an available time of half a year for such computation we expect to analyze coherently 1000
data segments. Our guiding principle in the choice of a segment to analyze will be the quality of the data.
The data for analysis will be narrow-banded and cleaned using the procedures described in 4.1.3. We shall
set a low threshold of 30 for twice the value of the F-statistic above which we shall register the parameters
of the candidates. We shall verify the candidates by coincidence test among the candidates from different
segments and by the F-test for the F-statistic value gain when we increase the observation time twice. We
shall collaborate on the coincidence analysis with the LSC E@HEinstein@Home team. We also plan to do
search using the above method in the subspace of the parameter space defined by the spin down parameter
equal to 0. For this subspace we plan to analyze 25000 2-day 1Hz band sequences.

A paper describing the all-sky VSR1 searches is expected to be submitted for publication in the com-
ing year. In the longer term the search pipeline will be applied to the full VSR2 and VSR3 data, with
improvements based on the global correlations code used in Einstein@Home.

5.3.7 Loosely coherent search

A new method called “loose coherence” is based on the notion of allowing slow drifts or modulations in
phase from one SFT to the next, as described above for following up PowerFlux outliers. But, in principle,
the method could be applied from scratch in a dedicated pipeline to identify those outliers. A stand-alone
program is in development to permit “blob” searches for narrow regions in frequency, frequency derivative
and sky location. Exploratory work will be completed in the coming year, with application to full S6 data in
the following year.

5.3.8 Cross-correlation search

The cross-correlation method has been desribed previously. The plan for S5 is to use it in a directed
search but it could in principle also be used for an all-sky search complementing the existing semi-coherent
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searches. The current plan is to use this technique for all-sky and binary searches only in S6.

5.4 Accreting and unknown binary neutron stars

For this class of source the gravitational radiation is thought to be powered by accretion onto the neutron star
and not, as is the case for isolated neutron starts, by its own rotation. In this scenario, first proposed by [289],
the neutron star achieves an equilibrium state whereby the angular momentum fed to it through accretion
is balanced with the angular momentum radiated away through gravitational waves. This argument and its
history is summarized in [277]. The resulting indirect limit can be put in terms of X-ray flux Fx and spin
frequency frot as

hIL = 5× 10−27

(
300 Hz
frot

)1/2( Fx
10−8 erg cm−2 s−1

)1/2

. (4)

At present we divide the known accreting neutron stars into two groups: the low-mass X-ray binaries
(LMXBs) and the accreting millisecond X-ray pulsars (AMXPs). Sources from both groups consist of a
neutron star in orbit around a lower mass companion object from which it is accreting matter. From a data
analysis perspective the key difference is that for the majority of the∼85 known LMXBs the spin frequency
of the neutron star is unknown but thought to lie in the range ∼200 Hz – 1 kHz and for the 7 known AMXPs
the spin frequency (equal to the pulsar frequency) is known to high accuracy. This difference makes searches
for the LMXBs a far more challenging task that of the AMXPs. Note that there are 10 LMXBs for which
type-I thermonuclear bursts are seen from which the spin frequency can be constrained to within ∼1 Hz.

Another important difference comes from the indirectly measured time-averaged accretion rates which
are typically at, or within a factor of a few of, the Eddington limit for the LMXBs. The AMXPs exhibit
accretion rates lower by a factor of 10 – 100 in comparison. This difference, according to Wagoner’s
arguments, makes the LMXBs likely to be stronger gravitational wave emitters than the AMXPs.

To date we have completed a single coherent analysis on the accreting neutron star in the LMXB Sco X-1
using S2 data [277]. This was an exercise in wide multi-dimensional parameter space matched filtering and
due to the rapid increase of search templates with observation time, the search was computationally limited
to an observation time of only 6 h. Sco X-1, although the brightest X-ray source in the sky and consequently,
also likely to also be the brightest continuous gravitational wave source, is typical of the LMXBs. As such
it is clear that incoherent hierarchical search strategies need to be developed in order to maximise the search
sensitivity given the volume of parameter space we need to search and the computational resources. In
this spirit, an incoherent search approach, based on the “radiometer” cross-correlation technique developed
within the stochastic background group was applied to S4 data to set an upper-limit on radiation from Sco
X-1 [334].

Finally, we are exploring new methods to carry out an all-sky search for unknown neutron stars in binary
systems. Because the unknown orbital parameters increase the parameter space enormously, it is expected
that only relatively insensitive methods using short coherence times will be feasible.

5.4.1 Known binary systems

5.4.1.1 Sideband search for known binary systems

The GWs from a continuously emitting source in a binary system will be received at a ground–based
detector as a frequency and amplitude modulated signal. For known binary sources such as the low–mass
X–ray binaries (LMXBs) we can remove the effects of the detector motion and maximize over the unknown
amplitude modulation parameters through barycentric corrections and the use of the F-statistic. The re-
maining time dependent frequency modulation, due to the binary Doppler motion of the source, allows us
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to decompose the signal into the infinite sum of frequency modulated sidebands. Under the conditions that
the observation time is & 3 orbital periods and that there is negligible drift in the intrinsic spin frequency of
the source (i.e ν̇ . T−2 where T is the observation time) this sum is truncated leaving M ∼ 4πfgwa sin i/c
frequency resolvable sidebands where fgw is the intrinsic GW frequency and a sin i/c is the orbital semi-
major axis projected along the line of sight and normalised by the speed of light. Each of the sidebands is
uniformly separated from the next by 1/P where P is the orbital period, and any orbital eccentricity acts
only to redistribute power amongst existing sidebands.

By computing the F-statistic for a given sky position and for a long enough observation time, a signal
of adequate amplitude could be extracted by incoherently summing together the F-statistic at each sideband
frequency [319, 320]. This is equivalent to convolving the detection statistic frequency series with a “comb”
of unit amplitude spikes separated in frequency by the inverse of the orbital period. The incoherent summing
makes this a non-optimal strategy, but one that can have greater sensitivity to GW signals than a matched–
filter approach because its observation length is not computationally limited. When using this approach, the
parameter space resolution (and hence the number of search templates) is significantly reduced. It should
also be noted that the sensitivity of this search to GWs scales with T 1/2, as with a coherent search (and unlike
other incoherent searches), however, the sensitivity also scales as M−1/4 (M is the number of sidebands)
and hence high frequency, large orbit sources will be harder to detect with this method.

Of the LMXBs it is those of unknown spin frequency to which this search is most suited. This includes
the Z and atoll sources (rather than the accreting millisecond X-ray pulsars) which have known sky position,
and for some, a reasonably well known orbital period. The remaining orbital parameters, semi-major axis,
time of passage through the ascending node, eccentricity etc. are generally quite poorly known. This
scenario suits this search, as the sensitivity is relatively insensitive to all orbital parameters except for the
orbital period.

The search code and associated pipeline will be completed soon and preliminary testing and tuning
performed on S5 and S6/VSR2 data. However, the expected sensitivity of this search will only become
astrophysically interesting (i.e., will start challenging accretion balance upper-limits) for advanced LIGO
and specifically for Sco X-1.

As written above, the method assumes constant frequency over the observation. But it can be extended
to the case of changing frequency, e.g. due to fluctuating accretion rate, with semi-coherent methods. A
natural choice to investigate in this context is the stack-slide method, which could use coherent integration
lengths of order two weeks [286].

A paper describing an S5 search for Sco X-1 using the simplest version of the method is expected to be
submitted for publication in the coming year.

5.4.1.2 Cross-correlation searches for known binary systems

The cross-correlation search described in section 5.2.5 can also be applied to a search for binary systems
at known sky locations, such as Sco X-1. The parameter space is three-dimensional, consisting of the
gravitational wave frequency and the two unknown binary orbital parameters (e.g., projected semimajor axis
and binary orbital phase), so a semi-coherent cross-correlation search with a short coherence time should
allow a search using a manageable number of templates. This search should allow the use of more data
than in the fully-coherent short-time search done in [277], and a more sensitive search than the incoherent
cross-correlation search done in [334].

We will extend the cross-correlation code written for isolated neutron stars, described in section 5.2.5,
and apply it in a search for radiation from Sco X-1. The search will initially be performed on S6/VSR2 data,
with an eye towards having the pipeline fully developed by the time advanced detectors come on line.
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5.4.2 Unknown binary systems

5.4.2.1 Polynomial search for unknown binary systems

As discussed above, searches for unknown binaries present formidable computing challenges. The
orbital movement of the neutron star around the center of gravity of the binary system may induce large
and rapidly changing frequency modulations of the gravitational wave. The frequency fssb detected in the
solar system barycenter may be modeled as

fssb = fgwγ

(
1− ~v · ~n

c

)
(5)

with fgw the frequency of the gravitational wave in the neutron-star rest frame, γ the Lorentz contraction
factor, ~v the velocity of the neutron star with respect to the solar system barycenter, and ~n a unit vector in
the direction of the source. Similarly, the change in frequency per unit time may be modeled by

dfssb

dt
= fgwγ

(
1− d~v

dt
· ~n
c

)
+
dfgw

dt
γ

(
1− ~v · ~n

c

)
. (6)

Assuming that the movement of the neutron star can be described adequately by Keplerian orbits, the phase
of the gravitational wave depends on 6 extra parameters (e.g., the phase in the orbital, the orbital period, the
mass of the accompanying star, the eccentricity, and the angles of the major and minor axes with respect to
~n). For short orbital periods, the derivative of the detected frequency df/dt will be completely dominated
by the Doppler shift. As an extreme example, for a neutron star orbiting an object with the same mass in a
circular orbit with a period of 5000 s, dfssb/dt may be as large as 0.002× fgw/s.

In order to accommodate such large frequency shifts, a new search algorithm is developed. An extension
of the coherent search method with extra parameters to describe the orbital motion of the neutron star is not
computationally feasible (for coherence times in the order of 1 h, the extra amount of parameters needed to
cover all likely Keplerian orbits exceed a factor of 109). A hierarchical search method like the stack-slide
or Hough transform methods as discussed in Ref. [286] is also not promising, since the short FFT database
must have a time length below about 25 s in order to keep the strength of the gravitational wave in 1 bin. As
an alternative, we propose to apply a set of filters that describe the phase of the gravitational wave as a third-
order polynomial in time (and hence the frequency as a second-order polynomial in time). The presence
of the gravitational wave may be detected by looking for the correlation of the data with these filters. The
polynomial shape of the filters facilitates the analysis ( a large reduction in filter parameters is obtained by
relying on the fact that translating the polynomial filter in time or in frequency will give another polynomial
filter in the same parameter set) and renders a complete scan over years of data computationally feasible.
The filters should be coherent over the time that they are applied, implying that third-order derivatives of the
frequency of the gravitational signal should be small. For binary systems with orbital periods of the order of
4000 s, the coherence time is limited to about 500 s for this reason. However, for such waves the frequency
could spread over hundreds of frequency bins in a 500 s Fourier transform, hence the proposed set of filters
should give a sizeable improvement over stack-slide or Hough-transform techniques that start from a short
FFT base. Searches for binary systems with larger orbital periods may be applied with a larger coherence
time.

If a correlation between a filter and the data exceed a threshold and constitutes a hit, then for the hit the
frequency is known as a function of time. Therefore, hits between data stretches can be correlated easily.
We are currently developing this analysis strategy and the algorithms. Analysis of the Virgo and Ligo data
with this set of filters could set an upper limit on the existence of gravitational waves within a parameter
range that is not currently covered by other analysis techniques, i.e., waves with frequency derivatives df/dt
up to 2 mHz/s and d2f/dt2 up to 10−6Hz/s2.
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For this search, the code has been implemented and has been tested on simulated data with white noise.
The documentation of the code is being prepared, as well as a document describing the search strategy and
the results of the tests with simulated data. A methods paper will be submitted for publication in the coming
year and preliminary S6/VSR2 results obtained. Publication of results is expected in the following year.

In parallel, the Polynomial code has been ported to a platform compatible with graphical processor unit
(GPU) cards, in the hope of gaining significant speed in this computationally limited search. The software
is undergoing optimization, to make the best use of GPU architecture.

5.4.2.2 TwoSpect search for unknown binary systems

The TwoSpect search is a hierarchical method under development for detecting unknown continuous
wave sources from binary systems. The goal of the TwoSpect search is to probe regions of the large param-
eter space of pulsars in binary systems without exhausting the existing computational resources available.
We plan to complete the search pipeline and begin production running in late summer 2010. It seems un-
likely that the search will have the sensitivity to make a detection in S5 or S6/VSR2 data, but since accreting
neutron stars in binary systems are the best candidates to have large ellipticities, carrying out a search is
prudent.

The TwoSpect method relies on computing two successive power spectra of the calibrated strain data
channel, hence the name TwoSpect. First, we take a power spectrum of the time series data, where the
coherence time for the first power spectrum depends on the region of parameter space we wish to cover.
For shorter-period binary systems, we use a shorter coherence time for each SFT. We make these choices
to ensure the signal remains in one bin during most of each SFT interval. We then demodulate the SFTs
based on the sky location, correcting for the Earth’s daily and annual motions. The SFTs are noise- and
antenna-pattern-weighted in the same manner as for the PowerFlux algorithm. The initial power spectra
are mean-subtracted within search bands to ensure that the powers computed in the second-stage spectra
are distributed as a χ2 distribution with two degrees of freedom. The second spectra are taken over a long
observation time, e.g., 1 year, for each bin in the first set of spectra. The resulting frequency- by-frequency
plot is matched against templates which are either rough approximations of a CW signal from a binary
system (less computations required) or a more detailed approximation (more computations required). This
two-stage pipeline acts as a filter to find the best candidates for a deeper search. We also use a spectrum
folding algorithm known as Incoherent Harmonic Summing (IHS) developed by the radio pulsar community.
This algorithm can provide a threshold filter for deciding whether or not to carry out a template calculation
for a putative set of source parameters.

Preliminary results from an S6/VSR2 search for unknown binaries will be produced in the coming year,
with publication expected in the following year. A methods paper will also be submitted for publication in
the coming year.

5.5 Search for Non-Sinusoidal Periodic Waves

Our searches for continuous waves focus mainly on waveforms that are nearly sinusoidal, with smooth mod-
ulations in frequency and amplitude. But in the the spirit of keeping eyes wide open, it is reasonable to look
for other periodic gravitational waveforms, such as periodic pulses similar to the radio pulses that led to the
original electromagnetic discovery of pulsars. In the Fourier domain these non-sinusoidal waveforms could
contain many frequency harmonics, no one of which has sufficient power to be detectable in a conventional
CW search.

A number of algorithms can be applied to detect such waveforms, including incoherent harmonic sum-
ming [330] and the Gregory-Loredo method [331]. We have begun to explore the use of the Gregory-
Loredo method, which has been used previously in radio, X-ray and gamma ray astronomy to search for
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non-harmonic periodicity in time-series. It is designed to be efficient in detecting pulsating signals in sparse-
sampled data. We will study the tradeoffs in detection efficiency vs. computational cost for non-sinusoidal
pulses when applied to the high-duty-factor LIGO and Virgo data. Initial exploratory studies are being car-
ried out in the Matlab environment. If the method proves to be promising, it will likely be implemented in
the offline DMT environment, to increase computational efficiency.

It should be noted that the Gregory-Loredo method may also prove useful in detector characterization to
identify periodic instrumental glitches or periodic non-stationarities. A DMT implementation of the search
code could be applied straightforwardly for such glitch searching in online, real-time detector monitoring.

5.6 Needs and plans for S6/VSR2

The CW Group has traditionally carried out its searches on the most sensitive data available, since it has
focused on sources that should persist across data runs. For the most part, we expect to continue this practice
going forward. For example, although the newest search pipelines described above will likely be developed
using S5 data, for some of them the first use for publication may well be carried out on S6/VSR2 data, which
we expect to be substantially more sensitive than S5 data. Hence for off-line analysis of S6/VSR2 data, what
is written above for S5 analysis carries over with little modification.

The CW Group has a strong interest in monitoring (and mitigating) instrumental spectral lines (see the
detector characterization section) with low latency. In preparation for S6 the nascent “F-Scan” infrastructure
developed during S5 for generating high-resolution spectrograms to detect wandering lines visually was
automated and expanded to auxiliary channels and to Virgo channels. These spectrograms and data files have
proven invaluable in quickly spotting and tracking down instrumental lines in S6 data. The F-Scan output
has also been mined for spectral coincidences between interferometers and between strain and auxiliary
channels. Further improvements in the coming year will be dedicated F-scans for bands relevant to special
pulsars, such as the Crab and Vela.

In addition, the offline auxiliary-channel coherence studies used in following up on S4 and S5 pulsar
candidate outliers have continued for S6/VSR2 analyses. Special attention will be given to narrow spectral
bands around a half dozen known pulsars for which the spindown limit may be reached in S6/VSR2. A new
technique using spectral correlations is also under development.

On the Virgo side, a new infrastructure called NOEMI has been developed for identifying/mining tran-
sient events and stationary spectral lines. It has been run offline on VSR2 data, but will run in real-time on
VSR3 data. Additional planned improvements for the coming year include a new user-friendly interface and
automated computation of coherences among channels.

5.7 Scientific goals for the advanced-detector era

As discussed above, most of the searches carried out by the CW Search Group are computationally limited.
We simply cannot search all of the parameter space we wish to search. We must compromise and make
strategic choices, mindful that we have no “guaranteed” sources, even in the advanced detector era. Keep-
ing our eyes open to a variety of potential CW sources is prudent in current searches and will remain so.
Consequently, we will maintain (and likely expand) a broad suite of search approaches.

That said, we have in mind a number of high-priority searches we want to ensure are carried out promptly
in the advanced-detector era, as sufficient data becomes available. For some searches we want more than
one independent search pipeline in place, both to reduce the chance of error (software bug or user error) and
to allow better assessment of systematic uncertainties, especially in the event of a discovery.

We plan to have in place on the first day of science run data taking the following mature search pipelines:

• At least two independent targeted-search pipelines ready to search for O(100) pulsars with known
ephemerides from radio, X-ray and gamma-ray astronomers. (Three targeted pipelines are in use
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now, including the Glasgow pipeline used to search for 116 known pulsars in S5 data.)

• At least one stable and proven fast-track all-sky search for isolated neutron stars. (The PowerFlux
program used in S4, S5 and S6 searches provide a default pipeline.)

• A stable and proven version of Einstein@Home able to carry out production running and to finalize
post-processed results within three years of the start of data taking.

• At least three independent, stable and proven pipelines able to search for Sco X-1. (The current
Sideband pipeline and the radiometer search pipeline of the Stochastic group provide defaults. We
expect several other pipelines (Cross-correlation, Polynomial and TwoSpect) to be available for Sco
X-1 application, too.)

We also plan to have in place on Day One somewhat lower-priority searches that are nonetheless already
proven or well under development, from which we can confidently expect timely, publishable results in the
advanced-detector era:

• At least one stable and proven directed-search pipeline for isolated neutron stars (known direction,
but unknown frequency) based on long coherence times. (Recent searches for Cas A, Calvera, and
the galactic center, all based on the F-statistic, provide prototype approaches.)

• At least one stable and proven directed-search pipeline for isolated neutron stars based on a robust,
phase-insensitive method. (The ongoing search for Supernova 1987A using cross-correlation tech-
niques provides a prototype.

• At least one stable and proven all-sky search for unknown neutron stars in binary systems. (The Poly-
nomial and TwoSpect pipelines now approaching maturity on S6/VSR2 searches provide prototypes.)

In addition, because many of the above pipelines are already mature or will reach maturity soon, we
expect to have time between now and the advanced-detector era to expand our list of search targets and to
develop new search algorithms.

New astrophysical targets include:

• Unknown isolated stars with unstable frequency or phase evolution. (Search algorithms now under
development, based on “loose coherence”and cross-correlation with frequency demodulation provide
starting points for such searches.)

• Newborn neutrons stars in our galaxy. Searching for continuous waves from a newborn star (should
one be detected via a nearby supernova during the advanced-detector era) will be difficult because the
star will likely spin down rapidly and with considerable phase instability. The radiometer directional
pipeline of the Stochastic group may provide the best starting point for such a search.

• Extreme unknown binaries. All-sky binary searches currently under development may not perform
well for binaries characterized by extreme eccentricity or large mass asymmetry.

• Very nearby stars with non-negligible proper motion. The first isolated star to be found in an all-sky
search may well be very close to us. If so and if the proper motion of the star is high, then present
coherent follow-up techniques will not be optimum, perhaps requiring a new search parameter.

Depending on simulation studies of performance of current search pipelines on the sources above, new
algorithms may require development. It should be kept in mind that Moore’s Law will automatically allow
us to expand the parameter space searched. For example, more CPU time allows larger spindown ranges
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and/or more frequency derivatives to be explored in all-sky and directed searches. Similarly, the discrete
number of sky locations explored by directed searches can be expanded beyond the list used in the initial-
detector era.

But we can already identify some future algorithmic needs:

• Two pioneering all-sky search pipelines for unknown binaries, using very different approaches, are
nearing maturity, but it’s unlikely that these two approaches will fully explore what is feasible for an
extremely computationally limited search. It is prudent to explore other approaches.

• Present all-sky upper limits on unknown CW sources do not take into account the spatial distribution
believed to characterize neutron stars in our galaxy. More astronomically informative upper limits
should be derivable by using population simulations.

• There are potentially large gains in computing from the use of Graphical Processor Units (GPUs), but
such gains will, in most cases, require substantial restructuring of search pipelines to ensure that I/O
limitations do not make the gains from arithmetic efficiency largely irrelevant.

Finally, we plan to build further on existing detector characterization infrastructure used currently to find
spectral lines and identify their sources via coherence and/or spectral coincidence with auxiliary channels.
The real-time monitoring will be enhanced with increasing sophistication and automation. Cataloguing of
lines will also be improved to be more comprehensive and informative.

5.8 Preparing for the advanced-detector era

In preparing to meet its science goals for the advanced-detector era, the CW group will undergo a period
of consolidation and stabilization of the “flagship” search pipelines in the various high-priority search cate-
gories discussed above.

To understand why this consolidation is needed, it is helpful to consider the situation as of July 2010:

• We have 3 targeted pipelines, all of which have produced preliminary results on the Vela pulsar using
VSR2 data.

• We have 3 all-sky isolated-star searches with preliminary results from the S5 data; 2 others reaching
maturity on the VSR2 data, and 2 nascent pipelines.

• We have 1 directed search with results submitted for publication; 2 others with preliminary results,
and 2 pipelines near completion.

• We have 1 search for Sco X-1 with preliminary S5/VSR1 results and 1 other pipeline under develop-
ment.

• We have 2 all-sky searches for unknown binaries nearing maturity.

• We have 1 “transient CW” search (known direction, approximate frequency, high spindown rate)
under development.

• We have 1 search for “quasi-periodic” gravitational waves under development.

This proliferation of pipelines is excessive, despite our wish to have a broad suite of approaches. We plan
to prune some of these search pipelines in the coming years by developing a standard set of performance
metrics that allow us to identify unnecessarily redundant pipelines.

The goal is not to eliminate every pipeline but one in each category. But we do want to understand
clearly the justification for each one that remains. The justifications can include:
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• Best sensitivity in most interesting region of parameter space

• Ability to cover (with astrophysically interesting – if not best – sensitivity) the largest region of pa-
rameter space

• Best robustness against signal deviations from assumed phase model

• Fastest pipeline for quick looks at data

• Deliberate redundancy for safety in a critical, flagship search

The consolidation of pipelines will also be accompanied by stabilization, both in the testing and freezing
of software and in building up a team of pipeline users, to avoid present reliance on single individuals.

The performance of the various pipelines will be evaluated via a standardized set of software signal
injections into a parallel stream of real data from the LIGO and Virgo interferometers. There will be several
thousand injections of isolated, binary, and glitching pulsars distributed uniformly in frequency across the
detection band and randomly in sky location, orientation, spindown, and other parameters that apply to
binary or glitching sources. Pipelines will be evaluated according to their success in recovering these signals
and in the precision of their source parameter estimations.

We believe that evaluating standard figures of merit for sensitivity, parameter space coverage, robustness
and speed on this simulation data set will quickly reveal which pipelines can be safely abandoned and which
should receive the efforts needed for stabilization in the advanced-detector era.
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6 Searches for stochastic backgrounds

6.1 Sources of Stochastic Gravitational-wave Background

The stochastic background searches target a broadband and continuous background of gravitational waves,
that could be produced by a large collection of incoherent sources. Sources of stochastic gravitational-wave
background could be cosmological (such as inflationary models, cosmic strings models etc) or astrophysical
(such as rotating neutron stars, low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) etc).

One of the searches performed by the Stochastic Background Working Group targets an isotropic gravitational-
wave background. The isotropic background is predicted by different models, and it can be completely de-
scribed in terms of dimensionless ΩGW(f), the gravitational-wave energy density per unit logarithmic fre-
quency (in units of the closure density of the Universe). Different models predict different spectral shapes in
the LIGO frequency band (roughly 50− 150 Hz), although they typically follow a power-law form. Hence,
the group performs the stochastic background search for different power-law forms of ΩGW(f). The in-
creasing sensitivity of LIGO interferometers has allowed the group to start exploring the implications of
the stochastic background searches for various models. In particular, the most recent result of the isotropic
background search, based on the LIGO S5 science run, has started to explore cosmic strings and pre-big-
bang models. In the case of cosmic strings models, a population of models has been ruled out, that was not
accessible to other measurements and observations.

The group is also performing searches for non-isotropic stochastic background. This includes the ra-
diometer search which targets localized foreground (astrophysical) point sources and the spherical harmon-
ics search which targets stochastic sources spatially extended across the sky. The potential point sources
include low-mass X-ray binaries, rotating neutron stars etc, and are expected to follows the local matter
distribution in our galactic neighborhood. The potential extended sources include a number of cosmological
models, as well as the galactic plane as a whole.

Finally the group started looking for long-lasting transients, i.e. signals that are present for a duration of
minutes, hours, or longer. Such signals may for instance originate from pulsar glitches, which are narrow-
band and relatively long in duration (possibly days), as well as sources such as long-lasting Gamma Ray
Bursts (GRBs) or Soft Gamma Repeaters (SGRs), which may be broadband in frequency but relatively
short in duration (seconds or possibly minutes). The duration of those signals is long enough to make the
stochastic method described below an efficient way to search for them.

6.2 Stochastic Search Method

The stochastic search method has evolved form a specific search for an isotropic GW background (see
section 6.2.1), to a directional seach for point-like sources (section 6.2.2), to an algorithm estimating the
maximum likelihood strain power distribution across the sky (section 6.2.3), to a search for long-lasting
transient signals correlated between different detectors (section 6.2.6). The first two have been used to
analyse LIGO data in the past. The third one is capable of producing the same results as the other two as a
special case output, and thus has the prospect of superseding them.

6.2.1 All-Sky Search

A stochastic background of gravitational waves (GWs) is expected to arise as a superposition of a large
number of unresolved sources, from different directions in the sky, and with different polarizations. It is
usually described in terms of the logarithmic spectrum:

ΩGW(f) =
1
ρc

dρGW

d ln f
, (7)
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where ρGW is the energy density of gravitational waves, ρc is the critical density of the Universe, and f is
frequency. The effect of a SGWB is to generate correlations in the outputs sA, sB of a pair of GW detectors,
which can be described for an isotropic background in the Fourier domain by

〈s̃∗A(f) s̃B(f ′)〉 =
1
2
δ(f − f ′) γAB(f)Sgw(f) (8)

where s̃A and s̃B are the Fourier transforms of the strain time-series of two interferometers (A 6= B).
The raw correlation depends on the (one-sided) power spectral density Sgw(f) the SGWB would gen-

erate in an IFO with perpendicular arms, as well as the observing geometry. The geometrical dependence
manifests itself via the overlap reduction function (ORF)[335], which can be written as

γAB(f) = dAab d
cd
B

5
4π

∫∫
d2Ωn̂ P

TTn̂ab
cd e

i2πfn̂·(~r2−~r1)/c (9)

where each IFO’s geometry is described by a response tensor constructed from unit vectors x̂ and ŷ down
the two arms

dab =
1
2

(x̂ax̂b − ŷaŷb) , (10)

~r1,2 is the respective interferometer’s location and P TTn̂ab
cd is a projector onto traceless symmetric tensors

transverse to the unit vector n̂.
We deploy a cross-correlation method to search for the stochastic GW background, following [336]. In

particular, we define the following cross-correlation estimator:

YAB =
∫ +∞

−∞
df

∫ +∞

−∞
df ′ δT (f − f ′) s̃A(f)∗ s̃B(f ′) Q̃AB(f ′) , (11)

where δT is a finite-time approximation to the Dirac delta function, and Q̃AB is a filter function. Assuming
that the detector noise is Gaussian, stationary, uncorrelated between the two interferometers, and uncorre-
lated with and much larger than the GW signal, the variance of the estimator YAB is given by:

σ2
YAB

=
T

2

∫ +∞

0
df PA(f)PB(f) | Q̃(f) |2 , (12)

where Pi(f) are the one-sided power spectral densities (PSDs) of the two interferometers, and T is the
measurement time. Optimization of the signal-to-noise ratio leads to the following form of the optimal filter
[336]:

Q̃AB(f) = NAB
γAB(f)SGW (f)
PA(f)PB(f)

, where SGW (f) =
3H2

0

10π2

ΩGW (f)
f3

. (13)

SGW (f) is the strain power spectrum of the stochastic GW background to be searched. Assuming a power-
law template spectrum with index α, ΩGW (f) = Ωα(f/100 Hz)α, the normalization constant NAB is
chosen such that 〈YAB〉 = ΩαT .

In order to handle gaps in the data, data non-stationarity, and for purposes of computational feasibility,
the data for an interferometer pair are divided into many intervals of equal duration (typically 1-3 minutes),
and YI and σYI

are calculated for each interval I . The loss in duty-cycle due to the finite interval size is
of order 1 minute for each analyzable data segment (which is typically several hours). The data in each
interval are decimated from 16384 Hz to 1024 Hz and high-passed filtered with a 40 Hz cut-off. They are
also Hann-windowed to avoid spectral leakage from strong lines present in the data. Since Hann-windowing
effectively reduces the interval length by 50%, the data intervals are overlapped by 50% to recover the
original signal-to-noise ratio. The effects of windowing are taken into account as discussed in [338].
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The PSDs for each interval (needed for the calculation ofQI(f) and of σYI
) are calculated using the two

neighboring intervals. This approach avoids a bias that would otherwise exist due to a non-zero covariance
between the cross-power and the power spectra estimated from the same data. Furthermore, by comparing
σI calculated using the neighboring intervals with σ′I calculated using the interval I , we identify intervals
containing large noise transients and reject them from the analysis. In addition to this stationarity cut, we
impose some data-quality flags (such as 30-sec before lock-loss), a large-σ cut (rejecting particularly noisy
time-periods), and we ignore frequency bins which are determined to contain instrumental correlations. The
intervals that pass all the data-quality cuts are averaged with 1/σ2

I as weights, yielding the final estimates of
Y and σY .

6.2.2 Directional Search

The analysis described above is designed to search for the signal integrated over the whole sky. It is also
possible to search for anisotropies in the GW background. One way to approach the problem is to define a
sky-position dependent optimal filter. As discussed in [339], one can write:

Q(t, f, Ω̂) = N(t, Ω̂)
∫
dΩ̂′ γ(t, f, Ω̂′) A(Ω̂, Ω̂′) H(f)

P1(f) P2(f)
, (14)

where A(Ω̂, Ω̂′) reflects the anisotropy in the GW spectrum across the sky. For point sources, one chooses
A(Ω̂, Ω̂′) = δ2(Ω̂, Ω̂′). Note, also, that the overlap reduction function γ is now dependent on the sky-
position, as well as on the sidereal time t. Following the procedure analogous to the one outlined in the
previous Section leads to an estimate of Y and σY for every direction on the sky - i.e. a map of the GW
background. However, this map is “blurred” by the antenna patterns of the interferometers. The problem of
deconvolving the antenna pattern from this map is non-trivial and is being actively pursued.

6.2.3 Mapping

The methods described in 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 are optimal under the assumption that the background is either
isotropic or dominated by point sources, but neither addresses the question of estimating the actual spatial
distribution of a stochastic background. A method that does this is described in this section.

The spatial distribution P(Ω̂) of the strain power of stochastic background can be expanded with respect
to any set of basis vectors on the sphere:

P(Ω̂) = Pαeα(Ω̂) , (15)

Defining C(f, t) as the cross-power between the output of the two detectors,

C(f, t) =
2
τ
s̃∗1(f, t)s̃2(f, t) , (16)

one can show that its expectation value is given by

〈C(f, t)〉 = H(f)γα(f, t)Pα , (17)

with H(f) the strain power spectrum of the stochastic background. The γα(f, t) are basis dependent geo-
metric factors that can be pre-calculated and play the role of the overlap reduction function in the isotropic
analysis. The covariance matrix of C(f, t) is given by

Nft,t′t′ = 〈CftC∗f ′t′〉 − 〈Cft〉〈C∗f ′t′〉 (18)

≈ δtt′δ(f − f ′)P1(f, t)P2(f, t), (19)
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with P1 and P2 the strain noise power spectra of the two detectors.
Assuming Gaussian noise, the likelihood for measuring a specific cross-power C(f, t) is

p(Cft|Pα) ∝ exp
[
− 1

2
((C∗ft − 〈C∗ft〉)N−1

ft,f ′t′

(Cf ′t′ − 〈Cf ′t′〉)
]

(20)

where 〈Cft〉 is given by 17 and repeated ft and f ′t′ indices are summed and integrated over—e.g.,
∑

t

∫∞
−∞ df ..

Now one can ask for the Pα that maximize this likelihood. They are given by

P̂α = (Γ−1)αβ Xβ (21)

where

Xβ =
∑
t

τ

∫ ∞
−∞
df γ∗β(f, t)

H(f)
P1(f, t)P2(f, t)

C(f, t) , (22)

Γαβ =
∑
t

τ

∫ ∞
−∞
df γ∗α(f, t)

H2(f)
P1(f, t)P2(f, t)

γβ(f, t) . (23)

The matrix inversion in 21 in practise requires a regularization scheme because the interferometer pair can
be insensitive to particular background distributions.

Note that if one restricts the basis set to either just an isotropic component or just a point source at a
given location, one will get exactly the analysis described in 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 respectively.

While this algorithm in principle would work in any basis, a basis with a natural resolution cut-off will
reduce the required number basis vectors and thus simplifies the required matrix inversion. One obvious
such basis is formed by Spherical Harmonics.

6.2.4 Multi-baseline: LSC/VIRGO joint search

As shown in [336], the optimal method for combining more than two detectors is to make pairwise correla-
tion measurements, and then combine these results in the same way measurements from different times are
combined: average the point estimates Y with a relative weighting of σ−2, or equivalently in the mapping
formalism, sum up the Xβ and the Fisher matrices Γαβ . As discussed in [337] the inclusion of the LIGO-
Virgo pairs can enhance the sensitivity of the global GW detector network to an isotropic background of
gravitational waves, particularly at frequencies above 200 Hz. Furthermore, the addition of a third instru-
ment with comparable live time and sensitivity improves both the resolution and sensitivity of the mapping
algorithm, effectively simplifying the regularization problem mentioned in section 6.2.3.

6.2.5 H1H2 All-Sky Search

The all-sky search outlined above is usually applied to the non-collocated interferometers (such as the two 4-
km interferometers at Hanford and Livingston), in order to minimize the instrumental correlations. However,
the overlap reduction for this interferometer pair is significant above 50 Hz. Hence, the collocated pair of
Hanford interferometers could potentially lead to a ∼ 10× more sensitive all-sky stochastic result, but it
is also more susceptible to instrumental correlations. The stochastic group has developed two methods to
handle this problem.

One approach relies on the coherence, defined as

ΓXY (f) =
|PXY (f)|2

PXX(f)PY Y (f)
(24)
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where PXY is the cross-power spectrum between channels X and Y , and PXX and PY Y are the two power
spectra. As discussed in [340], it is possible to estimate the instrumental correlations between interferome-
ters 1 and 2 by

Γinstr,12 ≈ maxi(Γ1Zi × Γ2Zi) (25)

where Zi are the numerous environmental channels, including microphones, seismometers, accelerometers,
power-line monitors etc. As discussed in [340], this method can be used to identify frequency bands in
which the instrumental correlations between two interferometers are large. These bands could then be
removed from the all-sky stochastic search. Moreover, the method can be used to estimate the residual
contamination in the ”good” frequency bands.

The second approach relies on time-shifting one GW channel with respect to the other. Since the stochas-
tic GW background is expected to be broadband, its coherence time is much shorter than∼1-sec, so the GW
correlations between the two channels are expected to disappear at 1-sec time-shift. However, narrow-band
features (of width ∼ 1 Hz) are expected to survive 1-sec time-shift. Hence, this method can also be used to
identify narrow-banded instrumental correlations. The first tests indicate that the two methods agree well,
but further studies of the systematic errors of the two methods are still required.

6.2.6 Searching for Long-Lasting Transients

The stochastic group has initiated a new effort targeting long-duration transient gravitational-wave signals,
on the time-scale of minutes, hours, or longer. These searches are a natural extension of the cross-correlation
techniques described above. In particular, the group started generating the Stochastic Intermediate Data
(SID), containing the power and cross spectral densities for a pair of interferometers, calculated for ev-
ery minute of data. The original motivation for this upgrade was the fact that different stochastic searches
(isotropic, radiometer, and spherical harmonics) could directly use the SID instead of having to individu-
ally access and process the time-series data, thereby simplifying the analysis procedures and reducing the
computational requirements of the group.

It is, of course, possible to parse the SID in search for correlated transients on the time-scale on which
the SID is generated (minute or longer), or for purposes of characterization of the detector performance.
These intermediate duration transients are not targeted by the traditional searches for transients (which tend
to focus on second or sub-second bursts, or on several-second long inspiral signals).

Astrophysical studies performed to date have shown that the possible sources on these time-scales in-
clude pulsar glitches, which are narrow-band and relatively long in duration (possibly days), as well as
sources such as long-lasting Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) or Soft Gamma Repeaters (SGRs), which may be
broadband in frequency but relatively short in duration (seconds or possibly minutes). Consequently, the
stochastic group started developing several search pipelines within the scope of this effort. Some of them
are targeting broad-band signals (eg using the power excess algorithm), and some are targeting narrow-band
signals (eg using Hough or Radon transforms).

Moreover, there are different possible modes in which these pipelines could be applied to the LIGO
and Virgo data. In particular, the analyses could be performed in the ”all-sky” mode, in which the entire
sky is scanned at all frequencies. While the clear advantage of this mode is its breadth, the computational
constraints imply that the parameter space can be searched relatively crudely. An alternative is to search for
”externally triggered” sources - for example, focusing on the GRBs or pulsar glitches that are detected by
electromagnetic observations would allow much finer parsing of the parameter space.
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6.3 Results and Plans

6.3.1 Status of S5 Searches

Isotropic Search The stochastic group has repeating the isotropic search with LHO-LLO interferometer
pairs using the S5 data. The final results is a new 95% upper limit on the gravitational-wave energy density
Ω0 < 6.9 × 10−6 for a frequency independent spectrum (α = 0) in the band 41-169 Hz. This result is 10
times more sensitive than the previous upper limit based on S4 data [332], and it is more sensitive than the
Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis bound and the Cosmic Microwave Background bound in the LIGO frequency
band. The result was published in Nature [341], including the implications of the new result for the models
of early-universe cosmology, for cosmic (super)string models and for pre-big-bang models.

Radiometer Search The stochastic group is repeating the radiometer search using the S5 data of the
LHO-LLO 4-km interferometer pair (and using the new pipeline). This analysis is expected to produce
∼ 10×more sensitive maps of the GW sky than those produced using the S4 data [334], and it will apply an
algorithm for deconvolution of the antenna pattern from the maps. This search will also produce a second
isotropic measurement, with similar sensitivity improvement over the S4 all-sky result.

Spherical Harmonics Search In addition to the radiometer analysis, the stochastic group is pursuing a di-
rectional search based on spherical harmonics. The goal of the search is to estimate the spherical-harmonic
decomposition of the gravitational-wave sky, similarly to what is done in the field of Cosmic Microwave
Background. This method would allow searches for complex source distributions on the sky. The group
has developed the formalism for this search, has performed studies of expected sensitivities and correla-
tions between different spherical-harmonic components, and has completed a series of simulations and tests
geared toward understanding the relationships between the three different searches (isotropic, radiometer,
and spherical harmonics), their relative advantages, and their limitations. These studies have been summa-
rized in a method paper which was published in Physical Review D [342]. The group has also applied the
new algorithm to the S5 data, the results of which are currently being finalized.

Isotropic Search using Collocated Hanford Interferometers The isotropic searches performed up to date
have preferred using the non-collocated interferometer pairs because of their insensitivity to instrumental
or environmental correlations. The LHO interferometer pair, however, could potentially be ∼ 10× more
sensitive to stochastic GW background, because the antenna pattern overlap of collocated interferometers is
optimal. However, the collocated interferometer pair also suffers from the instrumental correlations, because
the two interferometers share the same environment and the same sources of instrumental noise.

The stochastic group is developing two methods to estimate and suppress the instrumental correlations,
as discussed above in more detail. The group has applied these methods to the S5 data, and the preliminary
results indicate that the PEM-coherence and the time-shift approaches identify well the grossly contaminated
frequency bands, which are then removed from the analysis. Moreover, the PEM-coherence approach can
be used to estimate the residual contamination in the ”good” frequency bands. More effort is needed to
understand the systematic errors of the applied techniques, and to assess the possibility of some remaining
(undetected) instrumental or environmental correlation contaminating the result.

All-sky Search at Free-Spectral-Range Frequencies The stochastic group has performed an isotropic
stochastic search at the free-spectral-range (FSR) frequencies (37.5 kHz) using one month of the S5 data of
the collocated LHO interferometers, and has produced a measurement of the stochastic GW background at
37.5 kHz. Efforts were made to understand the timing accuracy of the fast gravitational-wave channels of
the interferometers, and the interferometers’ calibration at these frequencies. The results are currently being
internally reviewed by the LSC.

LIGO-VIRGO Searches The stochastic group is also conducting a joint LIGO-VIRGO stochastic search,
using the shared S5/VSR1 data (data acquired between May 18, 2007 and October 1, 2007). Although
the LIGO-VIRGO interferometer pairs are less sensitive than the LIGO 4-km interferometer pair to the
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isotropic stochastic background at frequencies below 800 Hz, above 800 Hz the LIGO-VIRGO pairs are
similar or even more sensitive than the LIGO-LIGO pairs. Moreover, the LIGO-VIRGO pairs have different
zeroes in the overlap reduction function, which could improve the overall network sensitivity even at lower
frequencies. The analysis is mostly complete and the internal review process is underway.

Non-Gaussian Search The group is exploring the possibility of searching for non-Gaussian stochastic
gravitational-wave background, also known as the ”popcorn noise”. The basic formalism for this search has
been developed for co-located, white detectors. Preliminary tests of the formalism have been successfully
performed, however the extension of this method to realistic interferometer pairs is still under investigation.
The hope of the group is to perform the non-Gaussian search using all of S5 data, thereby improving on the
sensitivity to non-Gaussian stochastic signals as compared to the standard isotropic search.

Pipeline Upgrade The stochastic group has completed an upgrade of the analysis pipeline. In partic-
ular, since several searches rely on similar quantities (such as strain cross and power spectral densities of
different interferometers), the group has decided to produce Stochastic Intermediate Data (SID), stored in
the frame format, and containing the commonly used quantities calculated for segments throughout the S5
run. In addition to simplifying the standard stochastic searches, the SID frames also finds use in detector
characterization studies and in searches for GW transients on minute or hour time-scales. In particular, the
SID frames combined with the new algorithms searching for long-lasting transients have led to a new S6
data quality flag identifying transients due to passing airplanes.

The first set of SID frames was produced for 52-sec long segments. This segment duration allows
relatively simple averaging of the intermediate data to produce the cross and power spectral densities for
segments of one sidereal day. The advantage of this approach is that the resulting data set is small enough
that it could be stored on a personal computer, consequently simplifying different stochastic searches. How-
ever, shorter and longer segment durations are of interest to transient searches, so the group is preparing to
produce multiple versions of SID, corresponding to different segment durations.

Searches for Long-Lasting Transients The stochastic group has initiated an effort to search for transient
GW signals on the time scales of minutes, hours or longer. For this purpose, the SID frames are converted
into time-frequency maps of the cross-correlation between two interferometers with time resolution of order
1 minute and with the frequency resolution of order 0.25 Hz. The time-frequency map is then parsed in
search for different types of GW signals (broad-band or narrow-band). Several different algorithms are
being implemented (power-excess, Radon transform, Hough transform etc), the group is currently assessing
their performance, and preparing a method paper on the topic. The group is also drawing from experiences
of other groups (such as the burst group) performing searches for short duration transients. The algorithms
will be applied to S5 data starting in the summer or fall 2010, and are expected to produce first publications
in 2011.

6.3.2 Plans for S6 Searches

Isotropic and Directional Searches The stochastic group plans to merge the isotropic, radiometer, and spher-
ical harmonic decomposition (SHD) searches into one search, based on the SHD algorithm. The search will
rely on the stochastic intermediate data (SID), likely in the collapsed form (to one sidereal day).

The strain sensitivity of the 4-km interferometers (H1 and L1) during S6 has improved as compared to
S5. In addition, the sensitivity of the VIRGO interferometer during S6 is expected to be similar to those
of LIGO interferometers at low frequencies (around 100 Hz). Hence, we expect the S6 stochastic searches
to produce more sensitive measurements of the stochastic gravitational-wave background. Moreover, due
to the longer baseline between the LIGO and VIRGO sites, adding VIRGO interferometer is expected to
improve the angular resolution of the directional search.

Other Searches As noted above, the stochastic intermediate data (SID) will allow additional searches
that have not been performed to date. In particular, the SID can be parsed in search for correlated transients
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on minute or hour time-scale. This search would benefit from closer collaboration with the burst group, as
it will likely deploy an algorithm searching for power excess in the data.

The group will also pursue search for non-Gaussian stochastic gravitational-wave background. As noted
above, this search is currently in developing stages, and will likely be applied to S5 LIGO data. The im-
proved interferometer sensitivity during S6 and adding the VIRGO interferometer in the analysis could
substantially increase the sensitivity of the search and will justify conducting it with the S6 data.

Other Activities The searches for long-lasting transients and the directed searches have one thing in
common: they are performing several measurements (for different directions or times), averaging over less
data than the previously performed isotropic search. Thus effects due to the non-Gaussian interferometer
data will play a more important role for them. The group will investigate the influence of these effect on the
analyses.

6.3.3 Plans for Advanced Detector Era

The network of advanced detectors is expected to be sensitive to the stochastic gravitational wave back-
ground at the level of ΩGW ∼ 10−9 or better. At this sensitivity, a number of astrophysical models (such
as magnetars or binary neutron star coalescences) and of cosmological models (cosmic strings, alternative
cosmology models such as pre-big-bang models) will become accessible. Moreover, the larger number of
non-collocated detectors of similar sensitivity (up to five, if including LIGO-South option and LCGT) will
also provide unprecedented angular resolution. These two moments define the most important preparatory
efforts that the group will undertake:

• Consolidate the searches for anisotropic stochastic gravitational-wave background, and solidify our
understanding of the algorithms and of possible systematics. This will likely require further develop-
ment of the signal simulation infrastructure.

• Perform a systematic study of accessible models, and investigate possible ways of distinguishing
between different models based on their frequency content and on the predicted anisotropy levels and
angular scales.

• Improve the search algorithm to include estimating two different polarization components (current
searches average over the two polarizations).

The superior sensitivity and angular resolution of the advanced detector network will also have im-
plications for the development of the searches for intermediate duration signals. Similarly to above, the
preparatory efforts of the group will include:

• Strengthen our understanding of the various search algorithms that are being developed, with atten-
tion on understanding possible systematics and biases, false-alarm rates etc. This includes further
development of the signal simulation infrastructure.

• Investigate accessibility of different models of intermediate-duration transients. This includes models
of magnetoturbulence in GRBs, protoneutron star convection, rotational instabilities in supermassive
neutron stars etc.

• Investigate the possibilities of doing targeted searches, relying on the electromagnetic and neutrino-
based observatories that will be available when the advanced detector network comes online. Develop
the necessary infrastructure that would enable these searches to take place.
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7 Computing and Software

The LIGO instruments deliver about 1TB/day of data. Even with only about 1% of this data in the gravitational-
wave strain channel (the rest consists of detector and environment monitoring information) LIGO data anal-
ysis is a formidable computing challenge. Binary inspiral, burst and stochastic searches can utilize many
Tflops of computing power to analyze the data at the rate it is acquired. LIGO’s scientific pay-off is therefore
bounded by the ability to perform computations on this data.

The LSC has adopted commodity computer clusters as the solution that meets its computational needs
most cost effectively. Compute centers are geographically distributed at several sites around the world; this
approach has the advantage that it puts resources close to the university researchers who are analyzing the
data. Grid middleware allows for relatively easy access to data and computing power. If local resources are
inadequate or a poor match, a researcher can access additional resources on the grid.

The LSC also developed the Einstein@Home project to leverage an alternative distributed computing
paradigm for its most formidable computing challenge, the search for gravitational waves from isolated pul-
sars. The pulsar analysis puts reduced demand on quick turn-around and has low data flow, but requires
PFlops of computing power. The analysis engine that underlies Einstein@Home utilizes much of the stan-
dard LSC software infrastructure described below; BOINC 2 is used to distribute work to thousands of
volunteered personal computers world-wide.

7.1 Current status

The LIGO Data Grid (LDG) is the combination of computational and data storage resources, grid computing
middleware and LSC services which, together, create a coherent data analysis environment for gravitational-
wave science. With resources located at LIGO Laboratory centers (Caltech, MIT, LHO and LLO) and LSC
institutions (UWM, Syracuse, and 3 sites in the EU managed by the GEO-600 collaboration), the LDG is a
true distributed facility.

The LIGO Data Grid currently offers the minimal services required on a fully functional data grid. LIGO
is in continuous science operation at unprecedented sensitivity, and the LDG continues to see growth in the
number of users, higher demand for the resources, and construction of more sophisticated workflows. It is
essential, therefore, to provide support of the LDG infrastructure, to provide user support and documenta-
tion, and to create the new services that gravitational-wave scientists will require. These services include:
improved resource monitoring service and a resource brokering service to ensure that optimal use is made
of LDG resources at all times; a metadata service to provide collation, distribution and access to the scien-
tific results of searches; and a virtual organization management service to facilitate access control of LDG
resources.

We anticipate evolution of the usage model as the community gains experience, so we are committed to
a modular approach which allows us to remain light on our feet and to implement solutions which enable
the best gravitational-wave science. A detailed description of the program of work on the LIGO Data Grid
follows.

7.2 Activities in support of LDG Operations

1. Hardware and Operating System Maintenance The LDG clusters are all commodity clusters as
this offers the most GFLOPs/dollar of capital investment. Using Linux requires an investment to
track, and in some cases work around, this developing operating system. These are the traditional
system-administration roles independent of grid activities.

2http://boinc.berkeley.edu
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2. Grid Middleware Administration Each local cluster must maintain an evolving set of middleware
in as stable a fashion as possible. The primary means to do this is the LDG Server software, discussed
below. This software is rapidly evolving and requires effort to configure, support and maintain, inde-
pendent of the effort required to create and maintain the LDG Server package itself.

3. Data Distribution and Storage The LDG currently uses the commercial SAM-QFS mass storage
software from Sun Microsystems, commodity storage in the compute nodes, Linux based RAID
servers, and the LIGO Data Replicator (LDR) to store and distribute data. Input data is common to the
majority of analysis pipelines, and so is distributed to all LDG centers in advance of job scheduling.

4. Reduced Data and Calibrated Data Products The LIGO raw full-frame data files contain 13 to
15 thousand channels, including the uncalibrated gravitational-wave channel. Within the LIGO Data
Analysis Systems (LDAS) at the observatories, a Level 1 Reduced Data Set (RDS) is generated that
contains on the order of 300 channels (some of which are downsampled) that are the most useful for
analysis and detector characterization. The Level 1 RDS files are about 20% the size of the raw frames,
facilitating their distributed storage on cluster disk space for rapid I/O and for transfer to downstream
LDG clusters. An even smaller Level 3 RDS is generated that contains just the gravitational-wave
channel and instrument status information. Within the RDS infrastructure, LDAS also generates cal-
ibrated strain data using code from the LSC Algorithm Library, which it distributes as a separate set
of frames files that are used for most offline analyses.

5. Certificate Authority and User Accounts LIGO uses X.509 certificates for authentication of users on
the LDG. Several international Grid Certificate Authorities (CAs) supply user certificates, including
DOEGrids CA in the USA. The LSC provides a simplified script interface for DOEGrids CA users
within LIGO. RA agents are required to verify certificate requests to the CA and then approve them.
LDG user accounts are requested via a web interface; these are also verified, and approvals are sent
to each LDG site where local admins add the accounts.

6. LIGO Data Grid Client/Server Bundles LSC staff leveraged experience with the VDT and built
upon the Virtual Data Toolkit (VDT) to create the LIGO Data Grid Client and Server packages. The
server bundle enables LSC administrators to easily deploy standard grid services and middleware
such as Globus GRAM and GridFTP across the LDG. The client bundle provides quick one-stop
installation of all the software needed to gain access to the LDG resources by users in the LSC.
Moreover, the LDG Client bundle provides scripts specific to the LDG to simplify certificate requests
and other activities that users perform. Over the past year, the LSC has worked with the VDT team
to migrate the LDG Client and Server to use native packaging for Linux platforms. The LSC now
maintains these bundles in the LSCSOFT repositories for easy installation and configuration on the
LDG. A Mac OS client suite is maintained in order to support the increasing number of scientists
using this platform to access LDG resources. The LSC continues to collaborate with the VDT team
to provide feedback on their software and distribution mechanisms.

7. User Support The LDG predominantly uses Condor for job queue management. As the analysis
workflows for this new branch of astronomy are evolving rapidly, significant effort is required to work
closely with the Condor development team to ensure efficient use of the LDG clusters. This feedback
has been productive, with many timely bug fixes and feature enhancements being provided, however
this requires significant effort from LDG administrators to isolate and troubleshoot issues that are par-
ticular to gravitational-wave data analysis. Compared with our High Energy Physics colleagues, the
workflows that are being developed on the LDG are not yet as mature or stable, causing a significant
burden on cluster administrative staff. Since the LDG users are generally scientists and not grid ex-
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perts, staff are required to offer performance tuning in terms of GFLOP/s, job scheduling efficiencies,
memory utilization, file management, and general debugging support for intermittent job failures.

8. LIGO VO Support for OSG Provide primary support for OSG usage of LIGO VO resources, con-
tinue to fulfill the responsibilities of OSG point of contact, security contact, and support center for
LIGO, and handle any issues that arise for OSG users, OSG administrators and the OSG Grid Op-
erations Center (GOC) while using LIGO facilities; regular participation in OSG Operations, OSG
Integration, and OSG Support Center telecons. Maintain and administer the Virtual Organization
Membership Service (VOMS) and LIGO Accounts Management System (LAMS) used to track users
with Grid certicates approved to use LIGO Data Grid resources.

7.3 Data Analysis Software Development Activities

A suite of software tools are supported, developed and released by the LSC for the purpose of analyz-
ing data from gravitational-wave experiments. These data analysis software projects are developed un-
der the umbrella of the Data Analysis Software Working Groups (DASWG). Many of these projects have
evolved into full scale software projects which enable most of the large scale analysis efforts within the LSC,
thus requiring substantial effort to maintain them. Moreover, the LSC and the international community of
gravitational-wave astronomers have embraced the grid-computing model and its associated technologies
placing further demands on the software tools developed by DASWG.

1. Data Monitoring Tools The Data Monitoring Toolbox or DMT is a C++ software environment de-
signed for use in developing instrumental and data quality monitors. About 50 such monitor programs
have already been developed by members of the LIGO Scientific Community. DMT monitors are run
continuously while LIGO is in operation, and displays produced by these monitors are relied on to
give the operators immediate quantitative feedback on the data quality and interferometer state. In
addition to their on-line use, the monitors and the software infrastructure they are based on have many
offline applications including detector characterization, data quality determination and gravitational
wave analysis. To facilitate the use of the DMT environment and monitors offline, the majority of
the DMT package has been ported to the LSC offline processing clusters. Porting and packaging the
DMT for offline use will continue to be supported.

2. GLUE The Grid LSC User Environment (GLUE) provides workflow creation tools and metadata
services, written in Python, which allow LSC scientists to efficiently use grid computing resources
within and external to the LIGO Data Grid. Analysis of data from gravitational-wave detectors is a
complicated process typically involving many steps: filtering of the data from each individual detector,
moving trigger data to a central location to apply multiple instrument coincidence tests, investigating
auxiliary channels, and coherent combination of data from all detectors in the network. The descrip-
tion of these complicated workflows requires a flexible and easy to use toolkit to construct a virtual
representation of the workflow and then execute it on a single cluster, across the entire LIGO Data
Grid, or on external compute resources such as the OSG. The GLUE pipeline module provides this
facility and is used by numerous LSC-Virgo data-analysis pipelines. GLUE is integrated with Pega-
sus workflow planner, allowing scientists to better manage the workflows generated using the pipeline
module. Direct generation of Condor workflows is also supported. GLUE also provides an extensive
suite of metadata management tools. The ligolw module provides a toolkit for generating and ma-
nipulating LIGO light-weight XML documents (LIGOLW XML). These documents are used to store
many data products, from detector data quality and metadata information to the scientific products
of searches. GLUE also probides the server tools to manage the extensive detector state metadata
generated by the LIGO, Virgo and GEO detectors, as well as client tools used by LSC-Virco scientists
to access these data.
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3. LSC Algorithm Library Suite The LSC Algorithm Library Suite (LAL) is a collection of C language
routine libraries that form the engine of the computationally-intensive data analysis programs. LAL-
Suite routines are used in LAL Applications (collected in the LALApps package) which are programs
that perform specific data analysis searches, and the LAL-Python interface (PyLAL) that provides
access to LAL routines within the Python scripting environment. LALSuite contains (i) general pur-
pose data analysis routines that provide common data analysis tools (e.g., routines to perform time-
domain filtering, Fourier and spectral analysis, differential equation integrators), astrometric tools
(e.g., routines for converting between sky coordinate systems and time systems), and gravitational-
wave specific tools for signal simulation and data calibration; (ii) routines for reading and writing data
in standard LIGO data formats; and (iii) implementations of search-specific gravitational data anal-
ysis algorithms. Enhancements are planned to improve the I/O routines to interface with LDR data
catalogs directly and to leverage Grid tools to directly access data stored remotely. Also planned are
significant improvements to the interface of the core analysis routines to make these routines easier to
integrate into other software.

C language applications for performing specific searches are contained in the LALApps package
which is freely available under the GPL. This package provides a set of stand-alone programs that use
LAL routines to perform specific pieces of a search pipeline. The programs can be strung together to
form a data analysis workflow: a sequence of steps that transform the raw interferometer output into
a set of candidate events. These applications continue to be enhanced and new ones developed.

PyLAL is a Python module that includes extension modules that link against LAL, thereby making
LAL routines available within the Python scripting environment. PyLAL thus provides a mechanism
for rapid data analysis application development, for data exploration and graphing, and for performing
quick follow-up analyses. As PyLAL matures, many more LAL routines will be incorporated so that
significant aspects of the data analysis pipelines will be written in Python.

4. MATLAB Applications The MATLAB software suite is a commercial product which is widely used
within the LIGO Scientific Collaboration (and the broader gravitational wave detection community
beyond) for on-line and off-line data analysis, detector characterization, and operations. The MAT-
LAB Applications package (MatApps) is a collection of gravitational-wave data analysis tools for use
within the MATLAB environment that were written by the LSC members in support the analysis of
LIGO, Virgo, and GEO data. This software is now maintained as part of the LSC MATLAB Appli-
cations (MatApps) project. Many of the contributions to MatApps are complete analysis tools devel-
oped by individual scientists and, as a result, there was considerable duplication within the repository.
Recent initiatives seek to streamline the repository, better document its contents and share this knowl-
edge with the MatApps community in order to minimize the duplication of efforts and increase ease
of use. Streamlining has taken the form of migrating MatApps from a CVS to an SVN and flattening
the repository structure for better intuitive use; this effort is ongoing. Improving the communication
within MatApps includes the creation of a MatApps wiki, where users (including MatApps leader-
ship) are continually developing the documentation content, and the creation of a MatApps discussion
email list where users ask questions of the community at-large. A pilot newsletter has been issued
and will be used in the future to communicate general information that may affect a user’s interaction
with MatApps (outages, new features in the latest MATLAB release, etc.). Better user support efforts
are ongoing and include the creation of a dedicated RT tracking system for users to seek assistance
with MatApps. Finally, MatApps intends to further reduce duplication of efforts by integrating more
with other software projects within the LSC (e.g. LAL/LALApps, PyLAL, GLUE). Specifically, im-
provement to I/O routines can be made by interfacing with LDR and LDAS data catalogs. Through
these streamlining and communication efforts, the collaboration will significantly increase the verifi-
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ability and maintainability of this analysis software, while simultaneously reducing the barrier to the
development of analysis software by individual researchers, educators and students.

5. LIGO Data Analysis Systems Software The LIGO Data Analysis Systems (LDAS) includes an
important software component which provides (among other things) a frame API for interacting and
reducing gravitational-wave frame data, a diskcache API for tracking the location of tens of millions of
files mounted on hundreds of filesystems, a job management service for running frame and diskcache
API jobs, and the maintenance of a C++ library for interacting with frame data. LDAS RDS and
calibrated strain data generation, the data finding service provided by GLUE, and the data replication
publishing service provided within LDR are among the software components that use LDAS software
services.

6. Support and Release of Software The LSC now releases a unified build of the LSCSoft bundle for
use by the LSC and other gravitational-wave scientists. This release method will be enhanced to in-
clude better support of platforms other than the cluster operating systems selected by the CompComm
and DASWG.

A well defined LSCSoft Software Release Protocol 3 has been developed over the past two years
and is currently in use. This protocol requires that inclusion of new or modification/updating of
existing packages in the LSCSoft bundle must be approved first by the Software Change Control Board
(SCCB). These packages are then built, by the repository maintainers, for the officially supported
operating systems [CentOS 5.3, Debian 5.0 Lenny and MacOS X Leopard].

These packages [rpm’s for CentOS, deb’s for Debian] are maintained in YUM [for CentOS] and
APTITUDE [for Debian] repositories at UWM. The external MacPorts repository is used for Ma-
cOS X. These comprise Testing and Production, 32 and 64 bit repositories. The CentOS build pro-
cess leverages modern virtualization technologies, i.e., a testbed of Virtual Machines at UWM [Xen,
VMWare, VirtualBox] which are used for building & testing the built the software before publishing it
to the testing repositories and announcing their availability to the DASWG email list. For the Debian
packages, a similar process [but without using virtualization technologies] is carried out by the De-
bian Team at Hannover Univ., which also maintains a mirror of the UWM repository. Once the testing
phase ends, and if no errors are found in the packages, they are moved to the production repositories
upon approval by the SCCB. The corresponding announcement of the official release is then made to
DASWG email list.

The next step in this project is to deliver fully functional virtual-machine images to downstream users.
Initially, virtual machines will include the fill LSCSoft bundle and LDG client installed and configured
to provide a fully integrated environment for analysis. It is further anticipated that users may wish
to have custom configured virtual machines with selected software and applications installed. An
interface will be developed to allow users to request such VMs which will be automatically built
and delievered to them. In the long term, this approach will allow the LSC to maximally leverage
Cloud Computing technoligies and may provide a route to reduce the total cost of computing for
gravitational-wave astronomy.

7.4 Intermediate-term development activities

The distributed LDG relies on a number of grid services to allow robust, efficient operations. A minimal
subset are currently deployed on the LDG. The full set is outlined here along with estimated personnel
requirements to support, enhance and deploy them where appropriate.

3 https://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/daswg/wiki/SoftwareReleaseProtocol
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1. Problem Tracking and Support Robust operation of the LDG requires detailed problem tracking to
insure that services are maintained and that security issues are quickly and efficiently addressed. There
is already web based problem tracking facilities. This service needs to be extended and integrated
with the LDG monitoring services. Over the next year, the informal knowledge base that exists in
mailing lists and sprinkled throughout web pages and wikis will be harvested to develop a powerful
and extensible help system. Furthermore, problem reporting and tracking will be simplified.

2. Authentication and Authorization The LSC relies on the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) from the
Globus toolkit to authenticate users. GSI authenticates using X.509 certificates, which are currently
obtained from a number of nationally operated grid certificate authorities from countries in which LSC
member institutions reside. User access is provided at each site via hand-maintained grid map files.
Users access standard unix accounts which are provisioned by hand by administrators. This approach
does not scale sufficiently for the LDG. The OSG is using the VOMS-GUMS-PRIMA model for this
purpose. The LSC has deployed these tools to share resources with OSG, but needs to explore all
technologies that meet the collaboration’s needs.

Within the next year, this model will change substantially. Using the centralized authentication and
authorization infrastructure currently being developed in the LSC and LIGO lab, short-lived X.509
certificates and proxy certificates will be supplied by MyProxy backed by LIGO.ORG CAs. MyProxy
will leverage the existing centralized authentication infrastructure (in particular the LIGO.ORG and
LIGO-GUEST.ORG kerberos realms) to link these certificates to user’s identity in the LIGO.ORG
LDAP. This will allow the capability for fine-grained access control and for automatic and uniform
account provisioning on the LDG. Over the next several years, LIGO will be seeking TAG-PMA
accreditation for the LIGO CAs to allow LIGO users to seamlessly interact with other scientific grids
such as OSG.

These developments are part of a larger effort, known as the Auth Project, which is described in more
detail in 7.5.

3. Monitoring Services While the current LDG infrastructure is working well, it lacks of a fully de-
ployed monitoring/information system. Having easy access to current information about the health
of the LDG would allow us to prevent problems and/or troubleshooting issues much more effectively.
Moreover, having access to historical data about usage and health of the LDG would facilitate decision
making when the time comes to enhance or adjust the LDG. It is clear that aLIGO will require a con-
siderable growth in the current computational infrastructure that will benefit from a fully functional
monitoring service.

One type of information inherent to grid computing models describes the status of clusters, their
processes, their services, the status of jobs on the cluster, and the status of connectivity between
clusters. In order to maximize the throughput, users and job submitting agents need to have access
to this information. The LDG currently uses Ganglia to obtain snapshots of the status of clusters at
different locations and then reports them to a central Ganglia metadata server. Enhancing monitoring
services by including new tools to collate the information collected and to provide a consolidated Grid
friendly interface is an essential step to improve efficiency.

A prototype information service, the LSC Grid Information Service (LSCGIS), has been deployed
which uses standard cluster monitoring tools and scripts to gather the required information and then
exposes it via a RESTFul web service. This LDG-customized project can be enhanced by integrating it
together with more general tools such as Nagios, for a finer metadata gathering. While this information
is currently used to prevent/fix problems, it is clear that it can also be used to feed information into
analysis pipelines or workflows to make them aware of available infrastructure and to make them
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more intelligent. The prototype LSCGIS should will continue to be evolved to address all of these
possibilities.

4. LIGO Data Replicator The LIGO Data Replicator (LDR) replicates in bulk interferometer data files
to LIGO Data Grid (LDG) computing sites, as well as the Virgo site in Cascina, Italy (CSC). LDR
provides a metadata catalog for gravitational wave data files (typically with extensions .gwf and .sft)
that in conjunction with other tools allows LIGO and Virgo scientists and their codes to discover data
and other files within the LDG. Replication begins when data is published into the LDR network
at a site. Publishing implies that relevant metadata about a file is entered into the local metadata
catalog that is part of LDR and that a mapping from the logical filename (LFN) to an access path
(typically a URL) or physical filename (PFN) is created in the local replica catalog (LRC). By the end
of the LIGO S6 science run the LDR metadata catalog is expected to contain metadata information
on more then 35 million files and each RLS replica catalog is expected to hold between 1 and 50
million mappings, depending on the data sets replicated to each site. Currently LDR is deployed at
the LIGO Hanford site (LHO), LIGO Livingston site (LLO), Caltech (CIT), Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), Syracuse University (SYR), University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM), Albert
Einstein Institute Hannover (HAN), Cardiff University (CDF), and Birmingham University (BHM), as
well as the Virgo site CSC. The CDF and BHM deployments leverage the “LDR as a service” model
where only a GridFTP server is deployed at the site and the rest of the LDR logic and tools are hosted
at UWM and provided as a service to the site. Investigations and testing continue to ensure scalability
and performance meet the demands for the post enhanced LIGO era, especially since data from both
the Virgo and GEO instruments will continue to be published, replicated, and discovered using LDR
even as the LIGO instruments turn off after S6. Specific directions include tightly integrated web
based monitoring to further ease the administrative burden, as well as migrating the LRC to a web
services and more robust server platform.

5. Data Quality and Segment Database The lightweight database daemon (LDBD) provides a client
and server framework for scientific meta-data services. LDBD is built on top of the existing LIGO
authentication and authorization services, with a relational database back-end (DB2). This framework
is designed to be extensible; the first application using it is the interferometer data quality service.
Tools have been developed for low latency discovery and archival of Science and DQ segments for the
S6 online and offline analysis. A production server at Caltech and a development server at Syracuse
are currently providing critical metadata services for the LSC and Virgo collaborations. There are
several tasks remaining to be completed in the short term: (i) the segment database lacks robust
monitoring and fail-over solutions. The production database is backed up, but no hot spare exists.
An automated fail-over solution must be developed, along with replication of segment information to
redundant off-site systems; (ii) the existing LSC-developed infrastructure needs to be integrated with
the Virgo segment services (This is currently performed by hand by LSC and Virgo scientists). In the
intermediate term, production-level support will be provided for the LSC and Virgo collaborations
through the end of the S6 run and during the era that VSR3 and GEO-HF will be operating.

6. Event Database and Archival Project The gravitational-wave candidate event database (GraCEDb)
is a prototype system to organize candidate events from gravitational-wave searches and to provide
an environment to record information about follow-ups. A simple client tool is provided in Glue to
submit a candidate event to the database.

An entity submits an event to Gracedb using the client tool in Glue or via the web interface. At
the time of submission, the following things happen: 1) A unique ID is assigned to the candi-
date event. This UID is reported to the entity submitting the candidate event. The UID takes the
form GXXXX, where XXXX is a number with a minimum of four digits. Extra digits will be
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used as needed. The UID is intended for internal use only. 2) The submitter, the search group,
the search type that generated the event are recorded. 3) A web area is created to hold informa-
tion about the candidate event and any follow-ups that are performed. These directories are ac-
cessible via web browsers and by logging into any of the submit machines at UWM, in particular
hydra.phys.uwm.edu:/archive/gracedb/data/GXXXX. The general directories have the same permis-
sions as /tmp in a Unix file system, so any LVC users can add content under that directory. The use
of directories based on ligo.org usernames is encouraged to keep things organized. 4) A wiki page
is created to allow easy entry of information about the candidate event. 5) An alert is published to
the corresponding node in the LVAlert system; subscribers to that node receive the alert and initi-
ate follow-ups. Alerts are also sent to the gracedb@ligo.org mailing list. The system continues to
evolve to support the joint gravitational-wave and electromagnetic observing campaigns planned for
fall 2010.

As with the DQ and Segment Database, the database lacks robust monitoring and fail-over solutions.
The production database is backed up, but no hot spare exists. An automated fail-over solution must
be developed, along with replication of event information to redundant off-site systems. In the inter-
mediate term, production-level support will be provided for the LSC and Virgo collaborations through
the end of the S6 run and during the era that VSR3 and GEO-HF will be operating.

LARS will be a collection of tools and services that provides archival storage for LIGO. A prototype
has been delivered. The user tools are simple programs that are intended to allow LIGO scientists
to catalog and share search results. Users may add descriptions and locations of search results to
a simple database. This database may be queried by others to discover result locations. Individual
results may be narrowed within a search by specifying a description in the result’s LALCache. When
found, query results may be listed or data may be presented to the user in a local directory, if sshfs
is available. Work has started to leverage cli.globus.org services to provide transparent and efficient
transport and distribution of data products by users. When implemented, we anticipate LARS will
become an important tool for scientists.

7. Multi-Site Scheduling and Brokering The ability to plan, schedule, and monitor large workflows
simultaneously across multiple LDG sites is becoming increasingly necessary in order to load bal-
ance across the computational resources distributed throughout the LDG and to support ever larger
workflows which cannot easily or always be serviced within time constraints at a single LDG site.
A number of intermediate-term development activities are focused on supporting LIGO data analysis
workflows across multiple LDG sites as well as other “grid” sites external to LDG.

One such activity focuses on leveraging the “Grid Universe” available with the Condor High Through-
put Computing system and in particular “Condor-C”, the Condor Grid type. Currently Condor man-
ages most LDG computational resources (Linux clusters) at a site level. That is, each Linux cluster
resource is its own Condor pool and jobs submitted to be run and managed at any single site only run
within that same Condor pool. When properly configured, however, the jobs submitted at one site and
into one Condor pool may migrate and be run and managed by a remote Condor pool, with the results
and output being staged back to the original submission site as if the jobs had ran at the submitting
site. An earlier attempt by Condor to support this type of migration of jobs was the Condor “flocking”
mechanism. This newer approach known as Condor-C promises to scale better. LDG staff are evaluat-
ing Condor-C throughput and scaling behavior and providing feedback to the Condor team, as well as
working to understand how best to abstract the details of Condor-C job submission and management
away so that LDG users do not have to manage the details themselves.

While Condor-C provides the “plumbing” to allow jobs to flow between clusters, LSC-Virgo work-
flows must be written to take advantage of the transport mechanisms Condor-C provides. One ap-
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proach to solving this problem is leverages the Pegasus workflow mapping engine. GLUE has the
ability tooutpu LSC-Virgo workflows in the abstract directed acyclic graphs (DAX) format (this is
now the standard format used by CBC workflows). The Pegasus workflow planner can then be used
to render these “abstract” workflows to “concrete” Condor DAGs. The actual management of the
workflow is handled by Condor DAGMan. At present, Pegasus translates CBC workflows to Condor
DAGs consisting of standard and vanilla Condor universe jobs targeted for a single LDG cluster. Pe-
gasus provdes services such as bundling short running jobs into larger jobs and better management of
input and output data products. LDG scientists are currently investigating Pegasus’ ability to render
workflows as Condor-C jobs which would allow execution accross multiple LDG sites connected with
Condor-C.

Pegasus can plan also plan workflows for execution across sites that do not run Condor pools as well as
into sites that do run Condor pools. LDG staff are evaluating Pegasus and working to understand how
to tune Pegasus to schedule LIGO workflows across non-LSC sites (such as the OSG) most efficiently.

Finally, the use of pilot servers to provide a simple interface for the users that want to submit jobs on
the LDG, but have them run on other resources including those available to the Virgo collaboration.
An existing test system will be duplicatd and extended to provide efficient resource sharing across the
LDG.

8. Test and Build To ensure the successful analysis of LIGO-Virgo data, it is increasing important to
automate the validation of LIGO software and infrastructure. With continuous advancements in sci-
entific analyses and computing technology, LIGO’s software and computing infrastructure is growing
in size and complexity. This trend is driving the need for more automated validation.

As a result, automated build and test systems such as the NSF-sponsored Metronome framework can
be of enormous benefit to LIGO. Such automated testing is also critical to the validation of changes to
LDG system architecture, operating systems, and runtime environment. However, regression testing
a distributed software stack is a computationally demanding task—an apparently harmless update
of one component can cause subtle failures elsewhere in the system. And in the event of a critical
security patch to one or more components, regression validation of the entire system absolutely must
happen very quickly.

Enabling an automated testing solution tailored to the needs of LIGO’s distributed computing environ-
ment, will help ensure that changes to LIGO code or to LDG system architecture, operating systems,
and runtime environment do not cause unexpected and undesirable changes to scientific results. Ad-
ditional testing resources would also support testing the reproducibility of past results in the face of
such changes. Automated test and build is essential to enable higher-quality software and prevent
“bitrot” as LIGO scales past the capabilities of largely manual software and infrastructure validation
processes.

9. gstLAL gstLAL in a software project to wrap the GW data analysis machinery of LALSuite in
GStreamer “elements”. GStreamer is a free C library that provides the infrastructure required to
build complex realtime and non-realtime digital signal processing pipelines. GStreamer is primarily
intended to be used in multimedia applications for the desktop, but it is of high quality with many
features and easily satisfies our own needs for data analysis pipelines.

Using gstLAL, a prototype application is being developed to search for the gravitational-waves from
collisions of very low-mass primordial black holes. The PBH templates used by the search are up
to 30 minutes long, and so the completion of this search will serve as a technology demonstrator
for Advanced LIGO, proving that we have the software infrastructure required to handle the long
templates in the flagship binary neutron star search. At present the PBH trigger generator program
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runs, but many problems remain to be solved before a full PBH search can be completed, for example
how to perform background estimation with such long templates and how to practically construct
banks of such long templates. These problems are outside the scope of gstLAL itself but the further
development of gstLAL will be driven by their solution.

7.5 Preparing for the advanced detector era

The requirements for hardware, software and services neede for gravitational-wave astronomy in the ad-
vanced detector era has been ongoing for about a year now. A number of discussions and presentations
have allowed the CompComm and DASWG to build a task list and determine the approximate FTE count to
meet the needs. This section lays out guiding principles for some of the larger projects that will need to be
completed in order to leverage aLIGO for the maximal scientific productivity. The details of the plan will
be fleshed out during August and September 2010 in preparation for submission of a proposal to support the
continued operations of the LIGO Data Grid including software support, enhancement, and release.

7.5.1 Software

1. I/O Libraries Because of the volume of data involved and the complexity of the algorithms we use
to process it, searches for gravitational waves can quickly transform from problems of astrophysics
and astronomy to problems of data management. Experience has taught us that the ease and speed
with which data analysis challenges are solved is often closely related to the quality of the software
libraries used to read and write data products, and so the selection of an I/O library is an important
step in the development of a search for gravitational waves. Libraries with well-designed interfaces
and robust bug-free internals allow us to spend more time doing science and less time solving I/O
problems.

Today, our searches rely on a combination of I/O libraries developed in-house and libraries maintained
by third parties. Libraries developed in-house provide the benefit of being under our control — bugs
that affect us are fixed when we need them to be, and we choose when to change software interfaces
and file formats — but suffer by requiring people within the collaborations to do the design and main-
tenance work, people who often do not have a great deal of experience engineering and maintaining
complex software projects and whose time is principally allocated to other tasks. Libraries developed
externally, on the other hand, are often designed and maintained by people with greater software en-
gineering experience, but sometimes see interface changes occur at times that are not convenient for
us.

We have seen a trend within the collaboration to transition from in-house libraries to libraries devel-
oped externally. For example, much of our XML I/O now relies on professionally-maintained XML
parsers like expat instead of the metaio library developed in-house. In the future, this trend should
continue. Whenever a new I/O challenge presents itself every effort should be made to research ex-
isting solutions, and use them when possible. In particular, we forsee a growing need for the network
transport of many different types of data including astronomical alerts, audio-frequency time-series
data in both realtime and non-realtime, database queries and other kinds of remote procedure calls. An
enormous variety of technologies has already been developed for solving problems of these types and
more. It is important to use those existing solutions whenever possible to allow the expertise and time
of their designers and maintainers to streamline our own work, and to help drive the development of
those projects so that gravitational wave astronomy can contribute to technological progress in other
areas as well.

2. Low-latency tools It is not yet clear whether or not a network of ground-based gravitational-wave
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Task Support Programming Architect FTE total

Applications

DQ pipelines TBD TBD TBD TBD

Applications

Low-latency analysis TBD TBD TBD TBD

Applications Offline analysis TBD TBD TBD TBDApplications

Simulations TBD TBD TBD TBD

Applications

Other applications TBD TBD TBD TBD

Open Data Workshops TBD TBD TBD TBD

Task Support Programming Architect FTE total

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Software

Architect 0 0 0.5 0.5

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Software

Software R&D 0 0.5 0.5 1

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Software

Support 0.6 0 0 0.6

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Software

I/O Libraries 0.2 0.8 0 1

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Software

Low-latency tools 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5
Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Software

MatApps 0.3 0.7 0 1
Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Software Service Clients 0.2 0.4 0 0.6

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Software

LDAS 0.3 0.7 0 1

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Software

LAL Suite (LAL, Glue, Pylal) 0.6 1.4 0 2

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Software

DMT 0.4 1.4 0.2 2

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Software

NDS 0.2 0.2 0 0.4

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Software

LIGO DV 0.3 0.7 0 1

Open Data Software Support TBD TBD TBD TBD

Open Data Documentation TBD TBD TBD TBD

Task Support Programming Architect FTE total

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Services

Architect 0 0 0.5 0.5

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Services

Middleware R&D 0 0.5 0.5 1

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Services

Support 0.6 0 0 0.6

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Services

Build & Test 0.4 0.3 0.3 1

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Services

Workflow Service 0.4 0.3 0.3 1

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Services

OSG/EGEE Integration 0.6 0.2 0.2 1
Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Services

Monitoring 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.8
Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Services
LDR 0.5 1.3 0.2 2

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Services
DQ Database 0.5 1.2 0.3 2

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Services

GRaCEDb 0.5 1.2 0.3 2

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Services

Open Data Web Services TBD TBD TBD TBD

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Services

Auth/Roster 0.5 1.2 0.3 2

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Services

h(t) production 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.7

Data Handling 

and Analysis 

Services

RDS generation 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.7

Open Data Support Services TBD TBD TBD TBD

Open Data Cleaning TBD TBD TBD TBD

Task Support Programming Architect FTE total

Data Center 

Operations

UWM-WebS 0.6 0.2 0.2 1

Data Center 

Operations

UWM-Tier2 1 0 0 1

Data Center 

Operations

SYR-Tier2 1 0 0 1
Data Center 

Operations
LLO 1.5 0 0 1.5

Data Center 

Operations
LHO 1.5 0 0 1.5

Data Center 

Operations

MIT 1 0 0 1

Data Center 

Operations

CIT 3 0 0.5 3.5

Open Data Centers TBD TBD TBD TBD

Totals 18 14.7 5.7 38.4

Support includes administration, help desks, packaging, testing, releaseSupport includes administration, help desks, packaging, testing, releaseSupport includes administration, help desks, packaging, testing, releaseSupport includes administration, help desks, packaging, testing, release

Programming includes programmingProgramming includes programming

Architect includes high-level architecture developmentArchitect includes high-level architecture developmentArchitect includes high-level architecture developmentTable 1: A list of tasks and FTE requirements for LIGO Data Grid operations and software/service design,
development, release and support. The support activity includes administration, help desks, packaging, test-
ing, release. The architect activity refers to high-level architecture development. Notice that the applications
layer is considered separately from core operations and support activities. All open-data activities remain
TBD until the plan is formulated and accepted.
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antennas can be used to successfully provide alerts of transient events to non-GW observatories, there
is a significant probability that useful alerts will continue to flow the other way for many years into
the advanced detector era. However, one of the challenges facing the search for GWs from binary
neutron star collisions in the advanced detector era is the length of the template waveforms required
by the search and the number of them. Advanced LIGO BNS templates might be up to 30 minutes
in length and be more than an order of magnitude more numerous than the 45 s long templates used
by initial LIGO. The increase in the BNS search’s computational complexity indicates the need for
a new approach to the problem of matched-filtering, in particular the desire is to develop techniques
that allow data to be processed in small chunks less than the length of a single template. We have
been addressing this need by developing a new software project named gstlal. See http://www.
lsc-group.uwm.edu/daswg/projects/gstlal.html. Although the development of this
technology is motivated by the need to reduce the memory requirements of the analysis pipeline, a
side-effect of the effort has been the creation of a suite of data analysis software tools that allow the
creation of pipelines in which the time delay between data going in and answer coming out is short.

The data analysis machinery used by gstlal continues to reside within the lalsuite of libraries (see
below). gstlal wraps the lalsuite machinery in GStreamer “elements”. GStreamer is a free C li-
brary providing the infrastructure required to assemble digital signal processing pipelines, and al-
though it is primarily used to implement multimedia recording and playback on desktop computers,
the GStreamer library is of very high quality and easily satisfies all of our own needs for such a library.
By using it, not only do we leverage the design experience of GStreamer’s developers, but the bug
fixes and feature enhancements we have provided back to the project can now be found in Nokia cell
phones where GStreamer provides the multimedia playback software, making the gstlal project one
of the few places where GW data analysis can be said to have provided industrially-relevant spin-off
technology.

A prototype application has been constructed using the tools provided by gstlal to search LIGO and
Virgo data for GWs from compact object collisions. Because gstlal-based applications also have
access to all the machinery of GStreamer, they are easily interfaced to network protocols, sound cards
and multimedia file formats, and so in the future gstlal might be useful for outreach activities. For
example, one could imagine writing software to demonstrate what GWs sound like, allow users to add
simulated GWs to simulated detector data streams to hear how different detector configurations make
it easier or harder to find different GWs, and so on.

3. MatApps With Advanced LIGO comes the prospect of the first direct detection of gravitational waves
and the beginning of the field of gravitational wave astronomy. As a consequence, real-time data anal-
ysis will have increased importance as will rapid prototyping of code and visualization of results.
While MATLAB is not the only choice users have to achieve these goals, MatApps intends to support
this effort by building its infrastructure through coordination and communication with the MATLAB-
using community. Coordination needs to be developed between MATLAB-rich repositories that exist
outside of MatApps (e.g. LigoDV) to promote ease of code development and to reduce duplication
of efforts. Communication is the foundation of user support in MatApps. While we will continue to
address individual user questions and concerns, we want to develop the MatApps community to be
a clearinghouse of best practices to achieve computational speed and ease of use. We also intend to
communicate MATLAB knowledge through documentation. MATLAB is a powerful tool for use in
the grid computing environment and we intend to promote its use in this way by keeping complete
documentation in a centralized location and offering training to those who wish to gain experience.
MathWorks, the author of MATLAB, often updates MATLAB several times a year and we intend to
streamline our vetting of new versions and updating documentation about any issues or other consid-
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erations so that users may take advantage of the latest features. These new initiatives, combined with
our ongoing efforts, will help scaffold the increased demand for data analysis results that Advanced
LIGO will introduce.

4. LAL Suite (LAL, Glue, Pylal) The LAL Suite of tools has grown beyond its initial scope to include
I/O libraries, time and frequency series analysis tools, and domain-specific functionality that enables
scientists to access and analyze gravitational-wave data. The development model adopted during
the first generation LIGO science runs was deliberately agile. It allowed the developers, largely the
same group as the user base, to be remarkably fleet-footed. The LAL Suite user base continues to
expand. Indeed, the software has been used by scientists involved in the LISA mock data challenge
demonstrating the utility of the software beyond LIGO. It is timely, as advanced instrumentation
is installed in the LIGO facilities, to rework and retool LAL Suite to meet the decade-long scientific
campaign that lies ahead by providing LSC scientists as well as the wider community of gravitational-
wave astronmers with a toolbox for performing gravitational wave data analysis and simulation.

As LAL Suite developed organically without an imposed final design, the code is not as clean, or
general, as it could be. Therefore one of the first steps in improving the sustainability of LAL Suite
for the future is to ensure that it has a clean, and easy to understand API (Application Programming
Interface). Another effect of the organic development of LAL Suite is that there are numerous func-
tions that are no longer used and that there are many functions that perform similar tasks. The code
base will be simplified by unifying these similar functions, thereby decreasing the amount of code
redundancy.

While having a clean code base will greatly improve the maintainability and sustainability of the
code, another critical aspect is adequate documentaiton of the software. The LAL code has now been
restructured, but unfortunately the documentation has not; therefore the documentation sectioning
does follow the current structure of LAL Suite. The documentation will be unified and restructured to
improve the clarity and usefulness.

LAL Suite was originally written using the C89 standard, as at the time the C99 standard had been
approved but there where no shipping compilers that supported the standard to an acceptable level.
This is no longer the case. C99 provides many improvements and features to the C language which
will help in the maintenance of LAL Suite. The adoption of the C99 standard has already started in
several minor, but key, areas: the first of which is the use of the C99 fixed-width integer datatypes.
The C89 standard did not define the size of the integer datatypes, and therefore they are platform and
compiler dependent. As LAL Suite is used on multiple platforms with different compilers, a way was
needed to ensure that the integer datatypes were consistent across the different platforms. This led
to custom code that determined the size of the various integer datatypes and made the appropriate
typedefs. The C99 standard provides fixed width integer datatypes that are of the same size regardless
of platform and compiler. Using these greatly simplifies the code base which leads to increased
maintainability.

There are many functions in LAL that are very similar and only differ in the datatype on which they
operate. This leads to a lot of similar code that needs to be maintained consistently so that errors are
not introduced by updating one function and not another. Ways in which this duplicated code can be
reduced will be investigated.

Another key feature that is provided by the C99 standard is support for complex numbers and complex
arithmetic. Currently LAL defines is own complex datatype as a structure with two floating point
fields. While this accomplishes the task of representing complex numbers, it complicates matters as
helper functions need to be written to perform simple arithmetic. This greatly complicates the code
base, and a transition to the built in complex type will alleviate a lot of problems. The C99 complex
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type is however not entirely a drop in replacement for the current LAL complex structure therefore,
so an in depth study will be done in order to determine the optimal way to transition to the native C99
complex datatypes.

The ability to simulate the gravitational wave strain that would be produced from various types of
astrophysical sources, e.g., coalescing compact binaries, continuous waves from distorted pulsars,
random gravitational-wave noise from the early universe, is an important feature of the LAL libraries.
However, the simulation software is currently integrated into individual searches, and is not exposed
in a general, well documented, and easy-to-use API. This situation is unsatisfactory: one of the
major functions that LAL Suite should perform is to provide the community with vetted software for
gravitational waveform simulation. Therefore, one of the significant goals is to extract the routines
that perform gravitational wave simulation from the individual search packages and combine them
into a LALSimulation library. The routines will be re-implemented where necessary so that they
have a common and useful interface. They will also be carefully documented community vetted so
that their correctness is assured. This library will be the primary contribution of LAL Suite to the
community of scientists outside of the LSC.

While it is important to have a clean and well-documented code base, it is also important that this
code base is tested on a regular basis to ensure that the code works as expected, and that no code mod-
ifications lead to unexpected changes in behaviour. One way towards achieving this is to implement
unit tests which aim to isolate each part of the code and shows that each of these “units” behaves as
expected. Ideally every function inside the LAL libraries should have a test associated with it, there-
fore individual functions can be regularly tested to ensure correct behavior. Unit tests best work when
the library functions perform one simple task that can be easily tested; many of the core library func-
tions are now being written to perform such single tasks, and are therefore amenable to effective unit
testing. The unit tests will be developed for these routines within the existing testing environment.
Testing of individual functions is a step in the right direction but to ensure that the code works as
expected complete workflows need to be tested in addition to the unit tests. Therefore an investigation
into a build and test systems, such as Metronome, will be made to determine how complete LAL Suite
workflows can be tested on a regular basis.

Increasingly, programs are being writing in scripting languages, such as python, as these provide a
quick and easy method to accomplish tasks. We are finding that we are frequently needing to access
many of the LAL Suite functions within such scripting languages. To date, required functions have
been manually wrapped by hand as needed, an approach which clearly will not scale and a task
that will need to be done for each scripting language that needs access to these functions. SWIG
(Simplified Wrapper and Interface Generator), is a tool that can be used to automate the generation
of bindings and one of the main advantages is that once things are setup bindings for any supported
language can be automatically created. It will therefore be investigated how SWIG can be used to
automate generation of language bindings.

5. DMT With the upgrade of the Ligo Control and Data System (CDS) for advanced Ligo the reference
platform for the DMT will formally move from Solaris to Linux. In fact, because of the enormous
offline computing pawer available from the Linux clusters, much of the recent DMT development has
been tested on both Linux and Solaris insuring relatively simple porting to the new platform. Futher
development and rigorous testing will still be necessary for the online components, especially those
involved in distributing online data to all the processes. Although at present, the plan is to leave the
frame broadcasting mechanism much the same as for initial ligo, the opportunity to receive data more
quickly by way of an direct connection to the CDS data network should be evaluated.

Additional DMT software development will also be needed to monitor and characterize the new and
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more complex aLigo interferometry.

The use of the same operating system online and offline, provides the opportunity to unify the pack-
aging and distribution of the online and offline DMT software. Already, much work has been done to
unify the packaging of all software from the DMT/GDS package used by CDS DMT-online and DMT
offline.

6. NDS The version 2 Network Data Server (NDS2) allows Ligo-Virgo collaboration members to ac-
cess current and archived Ligo data remotely. The network protocol uses Kerberos to allow nearly
transparent authentication by the Ligo-Virgo scientists while preventing access by unauthorized per-
sons. Offline and online NDS2 servers are currently running at Caltech and LHO, respectviely, with
the offline server making all Ligo raw data aquired since the start of S5 available. The NDS2 client
code has been interfaced to matlab, octave, python, C and C++. An example client application is the
ligoDV viewer, described in the following section.

This year the server and client have advanced considerably. The focus of recent development has been
to:

• Improve server reliability: preventing hangups when requested data are temporarily not available
or the server is swamped with requests.

• Improve error reporting and fail-over: Produce more meaningful error status returns and allow
sucessful return of partial data if some channel is unavailable.

• Improve portability: Client interfaces have been added for several interpretive languages (mat-
lab, octave and python) and building anpackagind has been devloped and tested on many plat-
forms (centos, debian, solaris, Mac).

We expect that use of data from the NDS2 server will increase significantly in the future. NDS2
provides an exceptionally fast and convenient means to fetch data for real-time analysis. It may also
provide a distribution mechanism for the proposed Open Data Initiative.

Future improvements will include ports to additional platforms (e.g. Windows) and improved dynamic
data finding by the server.

7. LIGO DV The ligoDV (LIGO Data Viewer) project (https://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.
edu/daswg/projects/ligodv.html) is aimed at increasing the accessibility of LIGO data
and standard data processing algorithms to off- and on-site scientists within the LSC. The primary
software tool in the project, ligoDV, is a Matlab-based graphical user interface that allows LSC mem-
bers to connect to LIGO data servers, specifically the network data servers NDS and NDS2, and
retrieve data. Furthermore it provides a platform for applying mathematical manipulations such as
filters, Fourier transform, coherence, transfer functions and others to this data and finally exporting
and/or plotting the results. The package is essentially operating system independent, since it con-
sists of a collection of m-files that require only a graphics-capable Matlab installation. Owing to the
portability of the NDS client, ligoDV is also location independent allowing users to query data and do
studies while at meetings or anywhere with an internet connection. The ligoDV user-base has grown
over the past few years and it is now used widely within the LSC. This in turn has aided detector
characterization, commissioning and data analysis studies by lowering the hurdles required to access
LIGO data.

Over the past year ligoDV was upgraded with an interface that allows users to access data from all
detectors and times served by NDS2 - a significantly larger set than the approximately 1 month of
raw data available from the Livingston and Hanford NDS1 servers. Several smaller fixes were also
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implemented. On the management side a Gnats bug tracking system was set up at UWM, and a project
website was set up on the DASWG homepage. There is however need for further work on ligoDV.
Until recently the NDS2 client tools were under very active development. LigoDV does not yet take
full advantage of these tools. In addition there have been a number of requests for enhancements to
ligoDV. The following are future development goals for ligoDV:

• Improve the robustness of the ligoDV interface to the NDS2 client. This involves, e.g., devel-
oping a solution to handle the large (several hundred thousand) channel lists returned from the
server for low sample rates.

• Follow NDS2 client developments by updating the ligoDV interface, installation instructions
and examples.

• Investigate packaging and release options. A promising option is the Mac DMG format (which
would also be an attractive option for NDS client installation).

• Implement user-suggested improvements. Some examples include, a revised channel list inter-
face with the option to save/load channel lists, adding an omega-scan plotting feature, streamlin-
ing exported data structures, adding an oscilloscope option for online data, improving the filter
interface to allow automated reading and usage of LIGO control system and calibration filters,
and a variety of smaller bug fixes and suggestions.

The continued development of ligoDV will lead to a much improved tool. This will benefit the detector
characterization and analysis work remaining for Enhanced LIGO. It will also be a central component
of the Advanced LIGO detector characterization program that will be actively monitoring data during
the establishment of the first Advanced LIGO subsystems.

7.5.2 Services

1. Network Data Simulator It will be important to continually test and assess the data analysis infras-
tructure for the advanced detector era as it is developed. A new project will be established to simulate
the data streams from the netowrk of gravitational-wave detectors and deliver it to analysts by the
same means they can expect during future observing runs. This will allow users to develop their anal-
ysis tools with knowledge of the key infrastructure and an operational testbed against which to test. A
key component of this project will be to run regular and long-lived mock data challenges of increasing
complexity which will allow the collaborations to efficiently benchmark analysis codes against each
other. This project will be initiated in the coming year. Details should be available by mid 2011.

2. Monitoring The main advantage of having a customized solution to provide LDG metadata is that it
can be integrated, redesigned and reconfigured at will, with almost any other tools designed to gather
information about complex infrastructures. The LSCGIS prototype can be integrated with less flexible
tools such as Nagios, ReSS (Re source Selection Service, used by OSG), BDII, Relational DataBases,
etc., which can help to improve the information service. Implemented as a RESTFul Web Service,
LSCGIS is flexible and scalable enough that it can even use web tecnologies such as Google Maps
API, PHP dynamic server scripting, be displayed in Internet enabled cellphones, etc.

Under the umbrella of this project several studies are being carried out to choose among the best Grid
monitoring technologies and to integrate them in a customized monitoring environment for LDG. The
OSG ReSS is particularly interesting since it can also be integrated with Condor-G, which could be
useful once LDG transitions from a Data Grid towards a Computational Grid, with the aid of other
Grid technologies.
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Also, studies about integration of Identity Management technologies (Kerberos, MyProxy, LIGO Auth
Project, etc.) with Monitoring services are being considered. We are convinced that no a single so-
lution will be enough to cover all the needs of a complex VO such as LSC/VIRGO and that the
integration of several customized proposals will be the best approach to keep the computational in-
frastructure as flexible and scalable as possible. Besides, intellegint workflows will need of all the
best available information gathering and customized solutions in order to retrieve useful and relevant
LDG metadata and use it as input for the analysis pipelines.

3. LIGO Data Replicator (LDR) Initial and enhanced LIGO have clearly demonstrated the need for
bulk replication of interferometer data sets to computing centers around the world during the advanced
detector era. The growing development of “real time” or stream based analysis in addition to file
based analysis does not diminish the need for robust replication of curated interferometer data sets to
computing sites for efficient consumption by data analysts and their codes.

The experience gained during the LIGO S6 science run with data replication provided as a service
(“LDR as a service”) to the Cardiff University and Birmingham University groups demonstrated that
the software as a service (SAS) model for bulk data replication in the advanced interferometer era is
not only viable but preferred. Individual computing sites are simply not staffed at a level that allows
deep knowledge at each local site of all the necessary details for robust and continuous replication of
data. Instead, the LDR as a service model demonstrated the efficiency of requiring at a computing site
only a standards-based interface to local site storage (usually GridFTP) and then locating the rest of
the necessary logic and tooling at a centrally managed collaboration facility, where local experts can
monitor and tune the replication network over time.

Of course moving all of the LDR functionality except for the interface to local site storage to one
physical facility carries the risk that the entire replication network could fail if that one central facility
should be cut off from the internet or go down for whatever reason. In the advanced detector era,
hence, LDR as a service must evolve so that it leverages the necessary tools and infrastructure to
provide a high availability service with failover capabilities supported by a small but expertly staffed
geographically distributed set of data centers.

The S6 and earlier science runs have also demonstrated that data discovery, as provided most recently
by the server tool LDRDataFindServer and the client tool ligo data find, should be to some extent
decoupled from bulk data replication. While the server tool needs to be able to consume state in-
formation from the replication service, it need not be tightly coupled to the replication service and
should be capable of consuming information about the location of data files from many sources in a
“pluggable” fashion, and then delivering that information via a variety of standardized interfaces and
APIs to various data analysis tools and other services.

4. GRaCEDb The current Gracedb/Lumin system is excellent prototype service accepting a number of
injected event streams (MBTAOnline, Omega, Ringdown etc) and a small number of event subscribers
(ROTSE, LOFAR, QUEST, TAROT, SWIFT etc).

As we move to the era of Data Challenges and eventually Advanced LIGO, the set of pipelines report-
ing events will change with time, with new pipelines, modifications to existing pipelines, and changes
in personnel leading to ”black-box” code. The LIGO event system should have a well-defined protocol
for working with the pipelines that create event triggers, so that streams can be added and throttled in a
well-defined way. On the other side, the set of subscribers to LIGO events will grow, and the upgraded
system should streamline the process of adding subscribers and handling the individual requirements.

The current event model is an ”imperative”, where LIGO software decides what each follow-up tele-
scope should do. As the number of subscribers grows, this individual attention will become an undue
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burden on LIGO staff. Furthermore, we expect stiff competition for robotic follow-up facilities, as
new, prolific event streams come on line (LOFAR, LSST, etc). It will become more difficult to get the
best facilities if LIGO expects to take immediate, imperative control of the telescope. The new model
will need to shift to informational rather than imperative, meaning the subscriber gets what LIGO has
observed, and decides what to do. Thus the telescope scheduling code (much of Lumin) will be run
and modified by the event subscriber rather than the event author.

Past events are also important, for studies of correlation with other event streams. Already astronom-
ical events are being collected into repositories (PTF, Galex, CRTS, SWIFT, etc), and interoperability
of these archives will be needed for these important scientific studies. The International Virtual Ob-
servatory Alliance has already defined a standard event representation (VOEvent), and many authors
and subscribers are exchanging these standard packets. The LIGO event distribution system would be
well-positioned for the future by adopting VOEvent.

Currently, Lumin delivers messages by a protocol customized for each subscriber, and as the number
of subscribers grows, this will be more and more difficult. Therefore the event distribution from LIGO
should adopt a standard transport protocol. Some requirements for this may include buffering and
reliable delivery, strong security (preferebly linked to the LIGO Auth system), integrity signatures,
indication of presence and readiness, broadcast, multiple implementations, and widespread adoption.

In addition to delivering LIGO observations to follow-up facilities (Gracedb and LoocUp), LIGO is
acting as a follow-up facility for external triggers from other observatories. These two sides of the
same coin could be unified by handling all relevant astronomical event streams in the same way,
whether they are from LIGO or not.

5. Identity Management Moving into the advanced detector era, the size of the gravitational wave com-
munity (which includes the LIGO Laboratory, the LIGO Scientific Collaboration (LSC), Virgo and
other collaborators) will continue to grow. Having centralized identity management for members of
the community will be essential for a satisfactory user experience, for effective resource adminis-
tration and for computer security. LIGO Laboratory and the LSC have initiated a joint effort called
the Auth (Authentication and Authorizations) Project to develop a unified identity management in-
frastructure to serve the needs of the community. The project is currently funded on grid operations
funding from the Physics at the Information Frontier award insert PIF award number. It focuses
on four areas - core infrastructure to collect and store user information and create credentials, web
services, grid services and general computing and shell access.

The core infrastructure includes a custom MySQL database with PHP user interface to collect and
store user information, two Kerberos realms (LIGO.ORG and LIGO-GUEST.ORG) to provide single
sign-on (SSO) authentication to community members and collaborators, an LDAP directory service to
provide authorization information and a second to provide user directory information, and an Internet2
product called Grouper which allows creates easy and flexible organization of LDAP entries into
groups with an ability to delegate group management. Group membership forms the basis for all
subsequent authorization decisions (eg members of the LSC Computing Committee group can view
and edit the minutes of the LSC Computing Committee meeting).

Web services leverage Internet2’s Shibboleth software for authentication and authorizations. This in-
tegrates with Kerberos to provide an SSO web solution with fine-grained authorization capabilities
to LIGO and LSC web services. We currently provide our own Shibboleth Identity Provider (IdP)
service because too few community members participate in InCommon (or other Shibboleth federa-
tions) to make using external IdPs feasible, but our plan is to start leveraging external IdPs as they
become more ubiquitous. The use of Shibboleth is starting to spread throughout LSC web resources
and should be generic in the advanced detector era.
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Grid services will leverage MyProxy, a product developed at NCSA, to provide transparent grid access
to the community leveraging Kerberos authentication. MyProxy will issue short-lived X.509 certifi-
cates and proxy certificates underwritten by the LIGO.ORG Certificate Authorities (CAs). Distribu-
tion of Grid Map Files with the MyProxy generated user credentials will be handled by an in-house
product. At present, the LIGO CAs are in operation, and detailed planning documents for the rest
of the infrastructure have been written. In the advanced detector era, the grid services will be fully
deployed and operational. Based on extensive discussions with the grid CA community, we expect
the LIGO.ORG CAs to be accredited by TAGPMA by that time as well.

General computing and shell services will leverage kerberos via SSH or PAM for login. Account
provisioning will be serviced by LDAP and NSSwitch, with LDAP transparent proxy overlays to
augment the LSC managed information with site-specific information. This model, which is intended
for major community compute centers but not individual community institution workstations and
laptops, is currently deployed for LHO and LLO general computing.

As well as the four major areas, there are a number of other IdM related services that the Auth Project
provides support and development for, including mailing lists, request tracking systems, version con-
trol systems, special needs environments such as LIGO control room CDS systems, and others. A
more comprehensive description of the plans and activities is available at the project wiki (https:
//www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/twiki/bin/view/AuthProject/WebHome).
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